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REPORT BY TIM BUCK TO THE COMMUNIST 
PARTY OF CANADA NATIONAL COMMITTEE 
MEETING, JANUARY 16-19,. 1966... 

On January 25, 1965, a source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised as follows: 

The National Committee of the Communist Party (CP) 
of Canada met in Toronto, Canada, during the period January 
16-19, 1965. 

The report of the National Executive Committee 
which was a collective document entitled, "The Political 
Situation and the Tasks of the Party” was made by Tim Buck. 
The “uncorrected" text of this report was as follows: 

This is the first time for many years that we have 
held a plenum or a national convention without the partici- 
pation of our beloved friend, the late General Secretary and 
National Leader of our Party, comrade Leslie Morris. 

Through more than 40 years Leslie was a very active 
participant in the world communist movement. He worked in 
almost every branch of the work of our party. His many 
contributions to its. development are exemplified by his work 
on our progran, "The Road to Socialism in Canada." 

Today, the future of our country as a sovereign 
political entity is in grave danger. Monopoly-capital and 
its political representatives in the United States and Canada 
are working, cunningly and systematically, to integrate 
the natural resources and the economy of this country with 
those of the United States.. In the struggle for Canadian 
independence that this imposes upon all patriots, we can find 
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REPORT BY TIM BUCK TO THE CP PICKET 
OF CANADA NATIONAL COMMITTEE 
MEETING, JANUARY 16-19, 1965 

rich material in Leslie's work. His most mature years were 
marked by a deep appreciation of the fundamental unity that 
exists between the highest interests of Canadian democracy , 
the real interests of Canada and her people, and the struggle 
for peace, friendship between peoples, democracy and socialism; 
the ideal which is at the heart of proletarian internationalism. 
This is one of the features of his work that we must make fully 
the property of every member of the party. and of all progressive 
workers, 

In this plenum we shall pay our best tribute to 
Leslie by making it a continuation of his work. 

Our 18th National Convention fulfilled its responsi- 
bility by working out our party's three point program but it 
was not able to deal in a thoroughgoing way with our party's 
concepts and practises. Our last Plenum posed this question 
before our members,. opening up a party-wide examination of what 
needs to be done to close the serious gap that has been 
developing between the mass movement of the people and the 
organized influence and strength of our party. This plenum 
must supply answers to some of the questions raised. But it 
must do so in the light of the political and economic changes 
that have developed internationally and in Canada during the 
ten months that have passed since the 18th National Convention. 

The World in Change 

There has been a substantial change in the general 
political situation since our national convention; a progressive 
trend is emerging on a world scale. There is a world-wide 
growth of the deep popular desire for peace, for policies of 
peaceful coexistence, against United States interference in 
the domestic affairs of newly independent countries, for demo- 
cratic progress. The strength of this desire was demonstrated 
dramatically in the U.S. when Senator Goldwater was rebuffed 
by 46 million votes. It was reflected in the election of the 
Labor government in Britain, in the increased votes cast for 
candidates of the Communist Parties in Italy, Belgium, Sweden, 
and in the election of Giuseppe Saragat as President of Italy. 



REPORT BY TIM BUCK TO THE CP SMe 
OF CANADA NATIONAL COMNITTEE 
MEETING, JANUARY 16-19, 1965 

Combining, in its effect, with the strengthening 
of the democratic trend in capitalist countries, socialism 
is growing stronger with gathering momentum. To the his- 
toric achievements, strength, and growing resources of the 
1,000 million people of the socialist states, there is added 
now the momentous fact that, in numerous newly independent 
countries, the peoples and their governments are choosing 
the path of socialist development. These are not yet socialist 
countries in the full sense but their adoption of the socialist 
path, as the means by which to protect their newly won 
sovereignty from imperialist schemes, extends greatly. the 
area in which economic development is planned on a non-capitalist 
path and it intensifies still more the crisis of imperialism 
in decay. 

These changes are of vital importance. They reflect 
the growth of democratic action and its power to influence 
the course of events. They testify to the possibility for 
a broad democratic advance to the extent that the world-wide 
desire for peace and democratic progress is united and makes 
its influence felt, 

It must be noted however that the growth of democratic 
sentiment is not yet expressed in organized form. The desire 
for peace finds wider and wider public expression, including 
Support from some capitalist politicians, but there has been 
an actual slackening of organized peace action, The shift in 
favor of policies of peacé and democracy is only in the early 
Stages of development~-strong enough to administer a setback 
to the most reactionary forces of imperialism but notyet com- 
mitted to the necessity for a decisive repudiation of them. 

The forces of reaction and of the drive to war are 
still very strong. The people of the United States voted 
by such an overwhelming majority that it evoked public opposi- 
tion to Goldwater even within the Republican Party. But, he 
received nearly 27 million votes, Goldwaterism remains 
entrenched in many key positions,. with active support from the 
most aggressive circles of the state-monopoly-capital including 
some circles of the Democratic Party. The strength of Gold- 
waterism is reflected in the evident pressure that it exerts 
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REPORT BY TIM BUCK TO THE CP ἘΞ _ 
OF CANADA NATIONAL COMMITTEE 
MEETING, JANUARY 16-19, 1965 

upon the President and the extent to which it is able to 
obstruct the introduction of policies such as the people 
expected, The President, who was elected by the greatest 
popular vote in the history of the United States, supports 
some enlightened measures to buttress state-monopoly- 
capitalism. But, he promised civil rights for all citizens 
and a month after the election his administration resumed its 
persecution of the Communist Party: of the United States, 
In defiance of a judgment by the Supreme Court of the U.S. 
the Johnson Administration is: making another attempt to enforce 
the discredited McCarran Act, repeating its rejected prosecu- 
tion of the Communist Party and of Gus Hall and 44 other United 
States citiznes. ‘It is an act of Goldwaterism in defiance of 
the votes of the people. It is a betrayal of the President's 
election promises. The Communist Party of the U.S. correctly 
describes it as "desperate and malicious." 

The President assuréd the people that he would honor 
the sovereignty of newly independent nations but, less than a 
month after the election he associated the United States with 
Belgian reaction in one of the most shameful invasions of 
another country ever recorded; air-lifting Tshombe's hired 
killers into the Congo, U.S. imperialism continues to be a 
bulwark of reaction in Africa. The President assured the people 
that he would not spread the dirty war in Vietnam into North 
Vietnam. But within weeks of the election, General Maxwell 
Taylor, U.S. Ambassador to South Vietnam and the President's 
chosen adviser on military questions, announced that, having 
discussed the matter with the President personally, he will 

"step up" military operations across the frontiers of South 
Vietnam... In ‘his "State of the ‘Union Message," the President 
revealed clearly the aim of trying to exploit.the differences 
existing between socialist states and indicated his intention 
to place increased emphasis on United States aggression in 
south Vietnam, 

The very grave situation in Vietnam makes this a 
matter of vital concern to Canadians, indeed to the people of: 
all countries. The ecategoric public declaration by the 
government of the People's Republic of China that stands ready 
to go to the assistance of the people of Vietnam should cause 
all men of good will to insist that the governments of their 
countries press the United States to withdraw its military 
forces from Vietnan. 
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OF CANADA NATIONAL COMMITTEE 
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In his State of the Union Message to the United 
States Congress on January 4th, the President said: "With 
the Soviet Union we seek peaceful understandings that can 
Lessen the ‘danger to freedom....I hope the new Soviet 
leaders can visit America so they can learn about this 
country first hand/' He added that, in this, he was obeying 
the people's "command," 

But, a few words later in his Message the President 
promised to continue the U.S. aggression in Vietnam. He 
solidarized himself directly with the West German revanchists 
and their aim to absorb the German Democratic Republic. In 
a slightly veiled form he aligned himself also with the 
reactionary dream of re-establishing the imperialist influence 
in, some socialist countries of Eastern Europe, a dream which 
is also shared by the West German militarists. 

The U.S. government continues to press its scheme 
‘to give the revenge-seeking militarists in Western Germany. 
nuclear weapons in the form of a multilateral force and to 
set up a multilateral force in Asia, to arm Japanese 
imperialism also with nuclear weapons, 

Mankind craves for peace, with a growing realization 
that. universal world disarmament is now our sole alternative 
to the world-wide proliferation of nuclear weapons. But 
President Johnson continues the United States policy of cynical 
opposition to universal disarmament. In his State of the Union 
Message he boasted that the military power of the United 
States is overwhelming. And he added to the members of Congress: 
"that superiority will continue to grow as long as this office 
is mine--and you sit on Capitol Hill." 

This policy of emphasis upon preparation for nuclear 
war is the background upon which the Johnson Administration 
tried to organize: a majority to support illegal action against 
the Soviet Union in the United Nations and of its continuing 
attempts to bring about large~seale military invasion of Cuba. 
The people voted in their overwhelming majority for peace, 
democracy and social progress, but the ultra-right is still 
strong, the danger of war is. still grave. To defeat Goldwaterism 
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OF CANADA NATIONAL COMMITTEE 
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conclusively in the U.S. there is need for continued and 
growing democratic action in the spirit with which. the pro- 
gressive forces permeated the Democratic election campaign. 

For an Independent Canadian Foreign Policy 

In the sphere of foreign affairs the Pearson 
government pursues, in the main, the line of the foreign 
policy of the United States-~even to “pulling U.S. chestnuts 
out of the fire" at times... . ᾿ 

. Lester B. Pearson promised the people that he would 
negotiate a reduction of Canada's nuclear commitments if he 
became Prime Minister. Instead, the Pearson government has 
enmeshed the Canadian people even more deeply in the United 
States nuclear war plans. In addition to nuclear warheads 
for Bomare missiles, large storage dumps of U.S. nuclear 
weapons have been, established in Canada and the Royal 
Canadian Air Force in West Germany is committed to a ‘nuclear 
“strike” role, 

While paying Lip service to, the idea of non-intervention 
in the domestic affairs of newly independent states, the Pearson 
government continues to give active support to United States 
aggression. in several countries. Canada is a member of the 
International Supervisory Commission to prevent foreign inter- 
ference in Vietnam, but the Pearson government refuses to 
call for a meeting of the Geneva Conference of powers to act 
on the flagrant United States aggression in that country and 
neighboring countries.. ( 

εν The Pearson government doesmaintain some distinctions 
in its foreign policy. Most evident are its continued maintenance 
of diplomatic relations with Cuba, defiance of the United States 
to. sell hundreds of millions of bushels of wheat to socialist 
countries, expressions of doubt about the wisdom of the U.S.~ 
West German plan for a multilateral nuclear force, the statement 
by Paul Martin that Canada will not take part in such a force, 
and his protest against its organization by negotiations carried 
on outside NATO, These distinctions are important and peace- 
loving Canadians should compel extension. of such distinctions 
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REPORT BY TIM BUCK TO THE CP “sEQKET 
OF CANADA NATIONAL COMMITTEE 
MEETING, JANUARY 16-19, 1965 

to crucial areas of foreign policy. We should reject the 
government's proposal to spend an additional $1,500 million 
upon new and expanded means of destruction during the 
coming five years. Canada's real interest will be served 
by a mass popular demand upon the members of the House 
of Commons to compel the government to discard that proposal. 
The Prime Minister should be pressed to carry out his 
election promise instead. 

Canada should send all nuclear warheads back to 
the United States. Canada should call for the reconvening 
of the Geneva Conference and stop the war in Vietnam. 
‘Canada should make a public demand that the United States 
drops its plan to put. nuclear weapons in the hands of the 
West German militarists. Canada should take a clear public 
stand in favor of complete general world disarmament. 

The change of leadership in the Soviet Union and the 
official statements of policy by Premier Kosygin and Secretary 
Brezhnev .are being responded to by several governments with 
invitations for exchanges of visits. Now is the time for 
Canada also to propose reciprocal visits. Let us develop 
active relations, increase trade and cultural exchanges 
between our countries. Let us associate our countries, 
neighbors across the Arctic Ocean, in δούλου to achieve lasting 
world peace and friendship between peoples. These are the keys 
to world peace, the characteristics of the foreign policy 
which is necessary now to regain Canada's independence, 

The People Against the Monopolies 

There is developing in Canada widespread democratic 
opposition to the monopolies and resistance to their exploita- 
tion. It finds expression in a variety of forms but its 
universal content is that of "The people versus the monopolies." 
It is a gratifying fact that the science of Marxism-Leninism 
enabled the 18th National Convention of our party to. discern 
the elements of this development and. to indicate this as an 
important avenue of progress in Canada. 

+ 

There is a marked upward trend of democratic action, 
and of its power to influence the course of events. The issues 
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REPORT BY TIM BUCK TO THE CP SECRET 
OF CANADA NATIONAL COMMITTEE. 
MEETING, , JANUARY. 16-19, 1965 

around and the forms in which it finds strongest expression 
differ between French and English Canada, but the demand for 
progressive social change is outspoken, its growing support 
is evident, and there is a developing political ferment. 

The most evident expression of this trend so far is. 
the militant readiness of the rank and file members of the 
trade union movement to meet the challenge of the monopolies, 
including readiness to act together regardless of affiliation. 

Monopoly-rigged prices have forced our cost of living 
up to the highest level in history and the workers want wage 
increases to maintain their purchasing power. They are no 
Longer satisfied with the traditional settlements of their 
demands for wages, fringe benefits and better working con- 
ditions. They want more paid holidays. They want more 
adequate pensions and they want to be able to receive the 
pensions before they are completely broken by the merciless 
killing speed-up which is shortening the working lives of 
Canadian workers. They want to abolish the inequitable gap 
between the wages paid in Canada and the wages paid in the 
United States for the same type of job and the same amount of 
work, 

The monopolists -are developing a new counter-offensive 
against the workers. Holding down wage levels in spite of a 
revolutionary increase in productivity, maintaining exorbitant 
prices in spite of lower and: lower costs of production, they 
drag out negotiations while applying ruthless measures against 
attempts at job action, They, are resuming again the use of 
organized large-scale scabbery, they use injunctions increasingly 
to restrict. trade union. action when the workers are forced to 
strike, Their courts are stepping up their service to the 
monopolies against the trade unions, exemplified by the fine 
and costs totalling nearly 2.5 million imposed upon the Steel 
Workers for the Murdochville strike, 

- The battle to protect the. workers. and their unions 
against the rapacity of the monopolies when automation is 
introduced is becoming very sharp. Printing trades workers 
in Toronto and Montreal, longshoremen. in Newfoundland, electrical 
workers in Dunnville, automobile and steel workers, .all these 
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OF CANADA NATIONAL COMMITTEE 
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are confronted by. the preliminary effects of automation. 
They are advance detachments of the trade union movement in 
the battle that is being forced upon the working class by 
the monopolies. The lockouts and strikes in which these 
workers are being increasingly involved are the beginning 
of a great social struggle that is developing to decide how 
the coming reorganization of Canadian economy is to be 
carried through, and what its results are to be for the masses 
of the people, 

In addition to the defensive battles being forced 
upon the unions, they are fighting also to advance; to win for 
the workers some benefit from the enormous increases in the 
profits being made by the great corporations through killing 
speed-up in the plants and rapacious monopoly price-fixing 
in the.market. Demands fought for by the workers illustrate 
a vital change that is taking place. The form of their 
actions is still that of trade union economic struggle, but 
at the heart of the conflict there is the fact. that, to survive, 
-the trade union. movement must challenge the right of corpora- 
tions to be the sole judges of what they will do with "their" 
increased profits, and what they. will do about workers.whose. 
labor is replaced by automation. Thus the essential content 
of these struggles is political. Recognizing this, the 
Canadian Labor Congress is pressing for far-reaching reforns, 
to give the trade union movement a voice in carrying through 
the reorganization of the national economy. Jean Marchand, 
President of the Confederation of National Trade Unions, 
declares categorically that the working people must have a 
direct voice in the direction of an all-embracing reconstruction 
of the economy of Canada. A great. democratic movement must 
develop to unite the trade unions around this demand in both 
English. and French Canada, There should be developed broad 
movements in every province to fight for legislation which 
guarantees security for every worker whose job is taken over 
by automation, 

There is a rising democratic demand, in both French 
and English Canada, that the federal government should come 
to grips with some of the problems that beset the two nations 
of this country, and that the government implements some of 
its promises, particularly the election promise made by Pearson 
that if he became Prime Minister, he would négotiate a reduction 
of Canada's nuclear role, 
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Indications that electoral support for progressive 
policies is increasing are to be seen in the results of 
municipal elections in various parts of the country. Ina 
number of places progressive candidates, including communists, 
received substantially bigger votes than in the previous 
election. In by-elections for the House of Commons the changes 
in the popular vote have also been encouraging. The indications 
so far do not justify a forecast of the trend in the event of 
a federal general election but they do show the influence of 
the widespread desire for change. Our audience is growing. 
The proposals advanced by our party are being listened to with 
growing respect. There is increasing recognition of the fact 
that many of the democratic proposals whiéch now command wide 
support were advanced first by the Communist Party. 

Growing Contradictions in the Economic Boom 

Economic activity in Canada is, currently, at the 
highest level in more than ten years. Corporation profits 
are at an all time high. Dividend disbursements are the 
highest ever~-10 per cent higher in 1964 than in 1963. 

Gross national product in 1964 was 6 per cent more 
in volume than in 1963, There has been large-scale expansion 
of production facilities through 1963 and 1964. Total private 
and public investment including housing, was $10.8 billion-- 
more than 25 per cent of the gross national. product. Boosted 
by the sale of half a billion dollars worth of grain to 
socialist countries, Canada's exports have, for the first time 
in 15 years, exceeded our imports of merchandise. 

The speed at which the policy of integration is 
reducing Canada to complete dependence on the United States 
is illustrated by the growing burden of debt and its effect. 
During the first nine months of 1964 Canada exported products 
to the value of $6,159,600,000. We shipped out of this 
country more goods than we brought in, to the extent of six 
humMred and thirty-six million. dollars worth. But interest 
and dividends, and other costs of integration were so enormous 
that, for the year, they consumed all the surplus earned by the 
export of products, plus an additional. six hundred million 
dollars. Thus, even in such an exceptional year when we 
exported ten per cent more than we imported, Canada is still 
forced to borrow six hundred million dollars to service debt. 
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Automation and cold-blooded killing speed-up is 
increasing productivity per worker to such an extent that 
Stelco is reputed now to have one of the highest rates of 
production per worker of any similar plant in the world. 
in November, Canadian economy was breaking records for 
production and corporationprofits, with 258,000 workers 
still chronically unemployed. The boom has not overcome 
the contradiction. between the rate of growth of Canada's 
population and the very slow growth in the number of jobs. 
Because of the effects of automation, young workers have 
become the main victims of technological change and automa- 
tion is only at, its beginning. 

Monopoly-capital has enjoyed a boisterous recovery 
from the relative decline of 1956 to 1961 and the stock 
markets are booming. Professional business forecasters are 
assuring the capitalist class that thé économy will continue 
to expand through 1965, On the surface, it appears that 
optimistic forecasts are justified, but consideration of the 
underlying factors upon, which the boom depends, compels a 
more cautious estimate. 

A very big factor in the present boom has been new 
investments, which accounted for more than a quarter of the 
gross national product in.1964. New investment was triggered, 
mainly by increased foreign demand for products of the resource 
industries. That demand and the decisions for or against new 
investment in this country each depend to an alarming extent 
upon conditions and interests which, are outside Canada, 

The majority of all production in this country, 
including 60 per cent of the manufacturing, is controlled 
now in. other countries, mainly the U.S. 

Since, the Pearson. government took office, the U.S. 
has been taking over control of our country faster than ever. 
Today 89 per cent of all Canadian exports are either industrial 
Yaw materials, partly processed raw materials, or agricultural 
products. In 1963 we exported $780 million worth of finished 
manufactured products but we imported more than $3,000 million 
worth, mainly from the United States, Buying finished, manufactured 
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products from the U.S. we create for ourselves the chronic 
mass unemployment of workers, especially young workers, 
who could be employed producing them there. 

The rate of economic expansion is slowing down in 
the United States as well as’ in some overseas capitalist 
countries. It is unlikely that foreign demands for Canadian 
industrial raw materials will continue to grow as rapidly 
through 1965 as it did in 1964, ’ 

The economies of a number of advanced capitalist 
states are strained and extremely sensitive to any unfavorable 
development in capitalist economy as a whole, This found 
dramatic expression in the alacrity with which eleven 
imperialist states, including ‘Canada, joined in placing an 
international credit of $3 billion at the disposal of the 
government of Britain, 

The magnitude of that credit,. the speed with which 
it was arranged, and the simultaneous raising of the bank 
rate in the lending countries, combined to make that an inter- 
national financial operation without precedent. It betrays 
the extreme nervousness of state-monopoly-capital and its 
governments lest a financial or other form of economic “break” 
in any one of the advanced capitalist countries should touch . 
off an international chain reaction through the tension ridden 
imperialist system. The Financial Post was impelled to comment, 
editorially: “Never before have so many nations come together 
so promptly and so effectively to stamp out a financial fire 
that could have led to a competitive devaluation race in 
currencies and a. widespread economic holocaust" (Financial 
Post, Dec. 5, 1964). 2 - 

These factors are not evident in Canada as yet but 
they will effect our economy. - + 

The fact that the people of Candda are going to be 
compelled to deal with crucial economic problems in the near 
future is admitted in the Report of the Economic Council of 
Canada. published on January 12th. 

This documented statement admits that our economic 

development has fallen far behind our potential and that it 
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will be necessary to create new jobs during the coming years, 
twice as fast as we created them during the past fourteen 
years, just to keep pace with the growth of population. 
Even more significant is the fact that this Report admits that 
we can do this, provided that a larger area of this country's 
economy is developed under public ownership and control. 

Our 18th National, Convention saw this problem 
developing and emphasized it. The difference is that, 
whereas the Economic Council of Canada evades the question 
of what, specifically, should be done, our convention told 
the people of this country forthrightly what needs to be done 
and proposed that we join forces to do it, The Pearson 
government on the other hand, with the cooperation of the 
Conservative and Social Credit Parties, is trying to side- 
step this issue by. selling still more of Canada and control 
of our lives to the United States, Writing in the current 
issue of a United States magazine, "Foreign Affairs," Prime 
Minister Pearson adds his voice to the chorus of monopoly 
propagandists who are pressing for the pooling of. all the 
natural resources of Canada and the United States, One of the 
objectives of this plan is to, divert vast quantities of fresh - 
water from Canada's lakes and rivers to the United States by 
canals to head off the threatening famine of fresh water in 
that country. This is simultaneously a plan to head’ off 
development. of conditions there which would induce numerous 
industries. to transfer their production operations from the 
United States to Canada. It is Canadian monopoly-capitalists 
and their political representatives who are "selling us down 
the river" by integration and they are making fabulous profits 
out of their operation, But their victim is Canada, They 
are selling our country's. future. The long-term tendency 
of integration is to turn the direction of Canadian, economic 
activities from East-West to North-South, Contrary to the 
assurances being given concerning free trade in automobiles 
and parts, and in spite of the fact that some very transitory 
advantages may be. derived from this, the overall effect of 
integration is to transfer control of Canada's economy to 
foreign hands; This is why the president of the New York 
City Bank prophesized to a meeting of Toronto businessmen 
early in January that there will be “a customs union” between 
Canada and the U.S. within ten years. Integration is the 
policy of subjugating Canada completely to the United States. 

“ Against this there will arise, there must be developed a great 

national-democratic Canadian movement for a New Economic Policy, 
to bring the monopolies under democratic public control. 
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A Voluntary Partnership Or A Divided Canada 

Qur country is inhabited by two nations, the. 
English and the French Canadians. As nations we are as 
distinct from each other as both of us are distinct from 
the older nations from which we all are descended, The.» 
one way by which we can prevent a "break-up" of Canada 
is by recognizing that in the conditions of.today neither 
of her nations can be subject to the other one, The rela- 
tionship between English Canada and French Canada must be 
changed to one of voluntary partnership in a new and 
genuine Confederation. 

For us to enter voluntarily into partnership the 
primary requirement is mutual recognition of the necessity 
for us to do so in a new Confederation. Only on this basis 
can the two nations approach the distribution of governmental 
powers in a new Confederation, that is to say, which powers 
are to be retained by each nation to be exercised as it decides 
in its own territory, and which are to be assigned to the 
Confederal government with the necessary safeguards to protect 
the national status and rights of each nation in that government 
also. Instead of a pretended Confederation of ten provinces, 
Canadians need a genuine voluntary Confederation of the two 
nations. Joint elaboration of such an agreement between the 
two nations is indispensable, It is the Liberal and Tory 
refusal to acknowledge this fact that could lead to a "break-up." 

The Pearson government "tipped its hat" to the 
necessity for a Canadian Constitution when it set up the Royal 
Commission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism. But today, even 
before that Commission has completed its public hearings, the 
Pearson government is engaged in backroom negotiations, behind 
the backs of the people, in an attempt to reach an agreement 
between the federal and provincial governments, Liberals and 
Tories, upon the means by which to retain the British North 
America Act as the constitution of Canada on the basis of the 
reactionary idea that Prime Minister Pearson describes as 
"Co-operative Federalism." That high-sounding phrase is in 
fact a deceptive verbal fig leaf for a cunning plan to defeat 
the demand for solution of the crisis between the two Canadian 
nations. it is represented to the people as simply an elastic 
conception of the relations between federal and provincial 
governments, to the extent that all provincial governments can 
exercise freedom to choose when they will be an integral part 
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of Canada and when they will not. It does include that. 
Its immediate effect is to encourage provincial governments 
to jockey and bargain with the Federal government and with 
each other, each becoming increasingly concerned to be the 
sole agent. for the monopoly or monopolistic group, the 
interest of which is dominant at the time. It provides 
loopholes by which governments, provincial and federal, 
may evade their responsibilities. It fosters the competi- 
tion between provinces which lends to elements of anti- 
French propaganda in some parts of English Canada, The 
logic of the conception corresponds with the perspective 
of the dissolution of Canada as a sovereign Confederation. 
It is no accident that Mr. Pearson, at the convention which 
elected him National Leader, refused to pledge himself to 
"maintain the Canadian identity." 

English Canada and French Canada will both be 
victimized if the Liberals and Tories are allowed to con-~ 
tinue to inflict upon us the unworkable distribution of 
powers and responsibilities laid down in the outdated 
BNA Act, particularly with the additional handicaps imposed 
by "Cooperative Federalism.” 

English Canada needs a new constitution to enable 
the people to correct the anomalies that have developed 
because of the, BNA Act, to carry through needed changes 
without infringing upon the rights of Quebec, to redistribute 
responsibilities and taxing powers of the different levels 
of government, in accord with the conditions of today, to 

. Stop the systematic dispersal of responsibilities that is 
* proceeding now. 

French Canada needs a new Canadian Constitution 
to satisfy her demand for constitutional recognition of her 
full and: unqualified national status and of the right of the 
people to decide for themselves whether they will remain 
in partnership with English Canada. .How important that is, 
to Canada as a whole, was illustrated by Rene Levesque, a 
Minister in the Quebec Government, when he replied to an. 
interviewer in a CBC television program: "No, I am not a 
Separatist." But, if we cannot reach agreement with English 
Canada, then, "I could become one," A Canadian Constitution 
is necessary to preserve Canada as a two-nation state. 
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In French Canada the struggle for national rights 
is inseparable now from the people's struggles for social 
justice. They want to develop their economy, to abolish 
unemployment and they want democratic control of the con- 
ditions of their lives. They want educational opportunities 
for their sons and daughters, They want social security. 
The rise of new socialist organizations in Quebec represents 
the merging of national aspirations with socialist con- 
sciousness. A growing number are inspired by the ideal of 
socialism, a society which rejects war and the exploitation 
of man by man, in which the full free opportunity for the 
development of each guarantees the harmonious development 
of society as a whole, 

People are becoming disillusioned with the evasions 
of the Lesage government. Jean Lesage promised that his aim 
would be to make the people of French Canada "Masters in Their 
Own House," Instead, he has, in effect, repudiated the 
principle of the right to national self-determination. More 
and more people are turning to the working class as the force 
which will carry the struggle for national self-determination 
through to victory. Great demonstrations offarmers, school 
teachers and others, demanding social justice, are dramatic 
expressions of the fact that, in Quebec, an alliance between 
distinct groups of democratic forces is already in action. 

Steadily there is a coming together in French 
Canada of patriotic national aspirations and economic 
discontent. The merging of these will achieve a new status 
for French Canada. It will be in 2 new voluntary partnership 
of equals or it will end the present anomaly in some other 
Way. 

Along with the necessity to solve the crisis between 
the two Canadian nations, Canada needs a new constitution to 
overcome the undemocratic features and the gaps and the anomalies 
that pervade the outmoded British North America Act. In 
addition to the necessity for changes in the constitutional 
division of powers and responsibilities between the different 
levels of government, Canadian democrats must write some pro- 
visions in our new constitution which are notable by their 
absence from the BNA Act. 
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Every Canadian needs the protection of a Bill of 
Rights, entrenched in the constitution and free from the 
limitations and restrictions that are imposed on the Bill 
of Rights today by the provisions of the outdated BNA Act. 

The organized labor movement needs constitutional 
guarantees of the civil rights of workers--an end to the 
use of injunctions, full democratic right to strike and to 
picket, immunity of trade unions as such from legal actions. 

The national minorities in Canada need constitu-~- 
tional guarantees of civil rights, particularly the right 
of immigrants to attain citizenship regardless of his or her 
race, color, creed, or political affiliation, The present 
situation in which immigrants who have seen active service 
with Canada's armed forces may be refused citizenship on the 
word of a secret R.C.M.P. informer, and have noqportunity 
to confront the informer or even to know what the alleged 
information is, must be ended, Deportation of workers without 
a public trial must be stopped. Members of national groups 
in Canada need guarantees of cultural rights to continue to 
enjoy the treasures of the culture of the lands of their 
birth without being treated here as a second class citizen. 

For our self-respect as a people, all democratic 
Canadians need a new constitution to codify an end to the 
historic injustice that we have committed and are continuing 
to commit against the indigenous people of .our country, the 
Indian and the Eskimo peoples. 

Every person of Indian and Eskimo birth must enjoy 
full rights of Canadian citizenship without any loss of 
treaty rights, or other governmental assistance. Every boy 
and girl of Indian or Eskimo birth must be guaranteed the 
right to education equal to the rights enjoyed by the .children 
of other Canadians, Every young man and young woman of Indian 
or Eskimo birth must be guaranteed.an opportunity to learn a 
trade or a profession, The Indian and Eskimo people must be 
guaranteed all social services, federal and provincial, enjoyed 
by other Canadians. 

Now at last.we, have a distinctive Canadian flag. 
We greet this, the Communist Party has advocated consistently 
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Since 1926 that we adopt a flag that is distinctively 
Canadian to symbolize Canada's sovereignty. We rejoice in 
the fact that it is. greeted with such wide approval in both 
French and English Canada. Now that our flag is uniquely 
Canadian, surely we should agree that the constitution under 
which we live should be uniquely Canadian also. All who love 
this country, all who want to see her two nations associated 
in firm and lasting partnership, in the independent two-nation 
state of Canada, should support now the demand for: A New. 
Canadian Constitution, written in Canada to express the 
national relationship and the constitutional needs of today, 
by 1967. 

Such are the outlines of the general political 
Situation and the chatiges taking place. as the people of Canada 
start. the year 1965 confronted by a growing necessity for 
energetic democratic action to get Canada's foreign policy 
on to, the path of peace, for domestic. action to solve the 
constitutional crisis, to stop the depredations of the 
monopolies, to make automation serve the people instead of 
creating unemployment and economic chaos, to reorganize 
Canada's economy, to regain Canada's independence. These 
issues which were emphasized by the 18th National Convention 
of our Party, continue to be at the heart of Canadian 
politics, The three point program, adopted by the 18th 
National Convention of our Party, expresses in broad outline 
the needsof Canada and her people, 

Towards Democratic Unity Against the Monopolies 

The urgent immediate need of Canadians in all walks 
of life, in French and English Canada, who want peace in the 
world and democratic social progress at home, is the develop- 
ment of cooperation on the path to a democratic, alliance 
of progressive forces. Working people, professional and 
other middle class people in the towns and on the farms, 
all who recognize the necessity to end the unbridled rule 
of the monopolies and the steadily increasing commitment. of 
our country to nuclear war, are faced with a challenge. [It 
is a..challenge to our ability to unite for democratic aims. 
There is need to bringtigether, in French and English Canada, 
alliances of progressive forces in opposition to the monopolies 
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and to the political parties which serve monopoly-capital. 
To fight for Canada, for broadening democracy, for peace, 
for socialism, in the conditions prevailing in this country 
today, means to work to build electoral unity and extend 
it systematically until it is broad enough to end the monopoly 
of parliament by the Liberal and Conservative Parties. 

Until now the great majority of Canadian: workers have 
voted in elections for the candidates of the Liberal and Con- 
servative Parties, There is a long-term trend among industrial 
workers, of a turn away from their once "deep-dyed true blue" 
loyalty to the Conservative Party, but this is not yet a 
rejection of capitalist politics. The tendency of large seg- 
ments of the popular vote to swing from one of the old parties 
to the other shows that the majority of people do not see any 
essential difference between the two old parties, many workers 
are losing confidence in both of them. There is a growing 
leftward trend, expressed in the NDP, in the rise of socialist 
organizations in Quebec, and in the rising militancy of the 
working class. Working class support for the NDP is growing, 
although not yet in the way that is necéssary to end the Liberal- 
Tory control of parliament. 

The struggle to win support for the program of our 
Party does.not contradict critical support for the NDP in 
elections. Our Party has advocated the building of a broad 
electoral party Since we were first. organized in February, 
1922. Our program makes it mandatory upon us to give critical 
Support to the NDP, to help it to increase its strength in 
the House of Commons, while convincing more and more of its 
members of the necessity to develop cooperation between our 
two parties. Critical support must extend beyond election 
campaigns, however; it must include consistent day-by-day 
activity to help members of the NDP to recognize the full role 
that their party can play if it will become part of a broad 
democratic alliance against the monopolies. Such alliances, 
in opposition to the monopolies and to the political parties 
which serve monopoly-capital, must be built in French and 
English Canada on the basis of the popular democratic movements 
of each nation and they will have to be extended until they 
are broad enough to rally the largest grouping of the electorate 
and elect majorities, 
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To win recognition of the necessity for such a 
development and of the role that the NDP must play in it, is 
one of the main tasks of our Party. It must be at the centre 
of our work as an essential link between the present situation 
and the winning of socialisn. 

The necessity for cooperation between the Communist 
Party and the NDP and between both of us and other socialist 
parties or groups must be emphasized particularly in relation 
to our proposals for far-reaching reforms and the necessity 
for democratic unity to achieve them. The Communist Party 
will strive for the development of consistent cooperation 
between our Party and the NDP, and all socialist-minded workers, 
in action to win immediate demands and in longer term action 
to bring about an anti~-monopolist coalition of democratic 
forces. 

Our Party in the General Election 

Manoeuvring for party advantage has become the main . 
preoccupation of the parliamentarians, completely overshadowing 
the legislative needs of the Canadian people, It has brought 
parliament to a state of near paralysis, at times almost to 
popular ridicule. There is a growing opinion that a general 
election is becoming necessary, even if only to end the harm 
that is being done to the image of Canada's Parliament. 

The Pearson government would prefer to avoid a general 
election at this time, particularly while it is on the defensive 
against accusations of attempted bribery and coercion. The 
leader of the official opposition on the contrary has been so 
anxious to force an election that his tactics in the House of 
Commons have verged at times upon irresponsibility. The 
Liberals have avoided defeat until now because the other parties 
and even some Conservative members have rejected the idea of 
another election so soon. 

It is not possible as yet to define what changes, if 
any, will take place in the relationship between the political 
parties of the capitalist class between now and the election. 
It is evident that a good deal of manoeuvring and some 
negotiations are taking place, The Quebec Conservatives in 
the House of Commons split from Diefenbaker on the issue of 
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the flag, some of them may leave the Party. Premier Manning 
of Alberta flew a trial balloon on the possibility of some 
measure of electoral unity between Social Credit and another 
party. Premier Bennett, along with crystallizing West Coast 
finance-capitalist interests, is bent.openly upon strengthening 
his regional authority and political autonomy. 

The elements of flux that are indicated in the 
manoeuvres of the capitalist party leaderships reflect the 
increasing underlying pressure of change. They emphasize 
the necessity for our party to bring forward as strongly 
as possible the challenge, and the possibilities, that this 
Situation presents to the progressive movement. These possi- 
bilities are reflected in the tactics of the Pearson government. 

‘ The cumulative effects of hard fought battles by the 
working class movement over the years are impelling the 
Pearson government to try to make the Liberals appear as the 
party which will serve the interests of the working class. 
As part of this strategy, the government has brought in some 
of the legislation that its spokesmen promised in their 
election speeches, "The Canada Pension Plan" and "The Canadian 
Labor (Standards) Code" are each of this character.ailthough 
concessions to the insurance companies and other finance~ 
capitalist interests have reduced the Pension Plan serbusly 
and concessions are being made now on the Labor (Standards). 
Code. The workers are being assured that Medicare will be. 
next if the government is re-elected. The Canada Pension Plan 
and the Labor (Standards) Code can both be passed and become 
law during this Parliament if the democratic forces of the 
country exert united pressure for them but powerful lobbies 
are seeking to delay their passage and to emasculate them still 
further, 

In the event that a general election is called before 
the next meeting of the National Committee and in circumstances 
which prevent a special meeting, the Party will fight the 
election campaign on concrete proposals which express the aims 
of the Three Point Program adopted by the 18th National 
Convention, in terms of the pressing current needs of the people, 
in English Canada and in French Canada. 

The Party will nominate candidates in both English 
and French Canada and will fight energetically to elect them. 
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We will fight everywhere in Canada to win support for our 
program. In constituencies in which there is no communist 

candidate we shall work for the election of the NDP candi- 

dates. 

The Party must begin now to focus its activity 
on preparations for the cdming election. Our aim is to 
integrate every party club in the campaign in a lively 
active way on the constituency level as well as to relate 
our national platform as an influential factor in the 
campaign as a whole, This means a concrete study of each 
constituency level as well as to relate our national plat- 
form as an influential factor in the campaign as a whole. 
This means a concrete study of each constituency, the local 
issues as well as its relation to the national picture; 
an appraisal of the sitting member as well as the alternative 
candidates and the most flexible ways to develop our influence 
in each constituency. 

The question of party candidates will be a subject 
of consultation between the National Executive Committee 
and the Provincial leadership in each province. Decisions 
whether or not to nominate, in which constituencies, and who 
is to be the candidate, must be based upon the concrete 
circumstances in each case. 

We shall emphasize the role that the NDP can and 
should play in uniting Canadian democracy against the 
monopolies. We shall urge the NDP to invite other progressive 
parties and organizations to form constituency electoral 
alliances in support of its candidates. 

Because of the position of the NDP on the national 
mestion, the attitude of the progressive forces in French 
Canada towards it differ considerably from that of progressive 
people in English Canada. The electoral relationship. that will 
emerge between the NDP and other progressive forces in Quebec, 
including the trade union movement, will determine the role 
that it. plays in the struggle for the idea of a democratic 
anti-monopoly coalition in French Canada. The Communist Party 
Will £ight for the idea of electoral unity of the anti-monopoly 
forces in French Canada as in English Canada, on the basis 
of the issues and. the organizations and the forms of struggle 
involved. 
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The Party's electoral platform should.be built 
around our 3-point program. 

a) <A new foreign policy of peace, disarmament 
and world trade, starting with the removal of all nuclear 
weapons and bases from Canada. This section will include 
immediate demands such as: Canadian initiative in the UN 
to outlaw the use of nuclear weapons in any circumstances, 
A demand for the reconvening of the Geneva Conference to 
stop U.S. aggression in Southeast Asia. Concrete proposais 
On trade, economic assistance to newly independent countries, 
etc, 

Ὁ) A new Constitution for a united Canada made 
up of the two free and equal nations dwelling together in 
friendship. 

c) A new economic policy of jobs, all round 
Canadian economic development and Canadian independence-- 
to curb the monopolies, place them under public control 
and bring the benefits of the scientific industrial revolu- 
tion to the people, 

This section will include our concrete immediate 
demands relating to people's welfare, as well as the longer- 
term proposals for reorganization of the economy. 

In campaigning for our election platform or specific 
proposals from it, our Party will seek consistently and sincerely 
to cooperate with all democratic Canadians who favor peace 
and social progress. In working to develop such cooperation, 
we must correct a mistake that we have made in the past. We 
must change our attitude, as a party and as individual 
communists, to progressive people who are not communists. 
This is particularly important in relation to the socialist 
groups in French Canada and to all workers in both nations 
who subseribe to the idea of socialism but do not join our 
Party. Many such are members of the NDP. In French Canada 
some are members of socialist organizations, many of them 
in both French and English Canada are not. members of any 
political party. But such workers are interested in the 
Same demands for which our Party is fighting and usually 

support the struggles for them. 
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In the past we have adopted a mistaken attitude 
to. such workers. Failing to understand that people fight 
for what they believe to be right, in their own way, we 
have obscured our view of their political activities by 
our own special smoke screen of prejudice-~against reformists 
and against social reformism in general. 

This prejudice must be. overcome. The harm that 
it is doing to our Party and the overall struggle for peace 
and socialism in Canada must be stopped. It will require 
serious self-critical work by all of us, as a Party and as 
individual communists, beyond the election campaign, right 
through to the stage when we and the socialist workers and 
the party or parties. that they belong to cooperate in 
mobilizing, a democratic anti-monopoly coalition, in the 
election of a people's government and through to the building 
of socialism in Canada. It is our task to start earnestly 
now aS an indispensable feature of our preparations for and 
campaigning in the federal election, 

The Party 

Our Party is the politically organized direct 
continuation of the socialist movement to which capitalism 
gave birth in Canada with the rise of modern industry during 
the 1890's. The Communist Party is inseparable from the 
transition to socialism on a world scale, ushered in by the 
Great October. Revolution. To make its most, effective con-~ 
tribution to the advance of the working class to political 
inaturity, and to the struggle for overall democratic progress 
in general, as well as in the forthcoming general election, 
our Party is called upon now to strengthen its struggle for 
the creative development of the ideological positions of 
Marxism~Leninism and to improve its work to integrate Marxism- 
Leninism. in the broad labor movement. - 

The most urgent immediate measure by which we can 
increase the effectiveness of our contribution to the labor 
movement and to the development of the anti-monopoly coalition 
is by building our Party. 

The growth of the Party is directly related to helping 
the working class go beyond trade union consciousness, to 
bringing socialist consciousness into the broad labor movement 
and strengthening the leading role of the working class as 
that force around which an anti-monopoly coalition can be 
brought into being. _ 24 - 
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This long term task can be achieved to the extent 
that the Party's. leading role is strengthened, enabling it 
to give conscious, bold and timely leadership in this period 
of great change. To negate or underestimate the Party's 
leading role is to fall into the pitfall of spontaneity or 
reformism and opportunism and weaken and. isolate the Party. 

There is need to deepen understanding of the Party's 
attitude to these cardinal questions. From this it follows 
that the strengthening of the Party's influence among 
industrial workers must be at the centre of attention of the 
Party. From this it follows that Party organization must be 
placed on a firm footing and all tendencies towards looseness 
and diffusion strongly combatted. This cannot be carried 
through by administrative measures but by patient ideological 
work convincing and activizing the Party members, 

To make the Party a more effective force in the 
developing movements of the people, to build and extend its 
influence, demands an altsided struggle against opportunist 
passivity which leads to lagging behind events and a struggle 
against dogmatism and sectarianism which isolates us from 
these movements. ᾿ 

To accomplish the tasks that stand before the working 
class and our Party requires a radical improvement in our 
style of work and methods of leadership. 

Nationally this requires stronger, more decisive 
and operative leadership, more initiative, directed to 
inspring the Party and helping it to influence the course of 
events. This needs to be combined with a critical and self- 
critical examination of the work of the Party, a continuing 
study of the processes at work in our country and creative 
development of policy. It requires a. continuing study and 
utilization of the personnel of the Party with a view to 
strengthening key areas of work and promoting younger comrades 
into positions of responsibility. It likewise requires a 
strengthening of the ideological work of the Party, combatting 
both revisionist and dogmatic and ultra leftist tendencies 
in the Party and around the labor movement, and a radical 
improvement in the educational work of the Party. 

As we have recognized for some time our Party is 
passing through a difficult period, 
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Our membership and the readership of our press 
is not, growing and is, in fact, in many areas declining. 
Consequently, the age level of our members and immediate 
supporters is increasing, affecting our ability to campaign 
and to influence the course of events. 

We devoted our last National Committee to an effort 
to dig into some of the root causes of this grave problen. 
The. discussion initiated at that meeting is helping to sharpen 
our critical examination of our work--and that self-criticism, 
which is the law of growth for a Communist Party, must continue 
and go. deeper yet. 

We need to continue the fight begun at the last 
plenum to raise up the sense of responsibility of each 
individual member for the work of our Party. We need to 
continue to stress the high value we place on the initiative 
of our members who strive, in the best way that is possible 
for each of them, to become part of the people's movements, 
and to work there for our policies. The ways in which this 
can be done are far too varied to be the subject of blue- 
prints provided by leading committees, 

The more we succeed in enhancing the initiative of 
our members, the more will our clubs become what they ought to 
be--the place where Communists exchange experiences, receive 
education, guidance and inspiration from discussions with 
others all for the purpose of helping our members to work 
among other people, 

We must take our point of departure from the situation 
in which we work in this country today, from the fact already 
stated in this resolution that, "there is a marked upward 
trend of democratic action, and of its power to influence 
the course of events.......the demand for progressive social 
change is outspoken, its growing support is evident, and 
there is a growing political ferment." 

Wherever we have been able to become part of these 
developments our experiences are positive. In the municipal 
elections, in which most of our public activity has recently 
been centred, in meetings with university students, and church 
groups, in discussions with militant trade unionists, in 
participation in such media of public discussion as the 
Couchiching Conference, EPIC, etc.--we have found a friendly > 
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response to the propositions we put forward, and a willing- 
ness on the part of others to take up these propositions. 
While anti-communist prejudice remains widespread, there is 
a distinct decline in open red=baiting and far less tendency 
to exclude communists. 

The barriers erected against our participation in 
the movements of the people in the earlier years of the cold 
war period are breaking down, Participation in broad people's 
movements is increasingly possible today, requiring only con- 
sistent action on our part, The chief obstacles that stand 
in our way in this period are of our own creation--tendencies 
to withdrawal, unjustified fear of the consequences of being 
known as communists, routine preoccupation with inner affairs, 
passivity growing out of a failure to appreciate the changes 
taking place within the working class and among the democratic 
people generally. 

Along with this goes a problem of our understanding 
of the movements of the 60's, a tendency to think too muchin 
terms of the mass movements of earlier days. Progressive 
movements are arising today, in conditions of relative prosperity | 
and are expressing the demand for a good life which working 
people are increasingly aware is made fully possible by the 
advance of science. We need to strive much more to identify 
ourselves with these positive forward strivings. 

The whole attention of our Party needs to be turned 
to the problem of becoming fully a part of these developing 
movements of our class, and of the democratic people of our 
country, to which we must bring ΟἿΣ own specific contribution. 

That contribution includes the popularization, in 
public campaigning as in the federal election, of the three- 
point program adopted by our 18th National Convention, the 
Singling out in a concrete way of immediate goals towards 
which it is practical for a particular section of the mass 
movement to strive at a given time, and a constant focus upon 
the need for achieving the broadest unity of action in every 
struggle, | 

Strengthen the Party's Ideological Work 

We must strengthen the Party's ideological work in 
all its aspects. We must develop more ay sa methods by 
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which Party members and progressive non-communists can study 
the application of Marxism-Leninism to our problems in Canada, 
today. This must be an increasingly important feature of the 
educational work of the clubs, evening classes, week end 
courses and seminars, and summer schools. As soon as possible, 
the Party must re-establish the National School, 

In our ideological work we must deal increasingly 
and concretely with the problems of Canadian development, and 
we must subject our Marxist-Leninist conclusions to the test 
of public debate on the widest scale possible. 

Some progress has been made in the publication of 
materials putting forward the Party's position and proposals 
on problems confronting the Canadian people. In addition 
to the briefs submitted in public hearings of commissions 
on various matters of public concern, the Party has published 
pamphlets and booklets dealing with the problems of power 
development, automation, the need for a new economic policy, 
on the need for a new constitution, and, in the French language, 
on the necessity for a new, social policy in French Canada 
in place of the present bourgeois policy. In addition, the 
Marxist Quarterly has made special contributions to the 
ideological work of the Party by its issues devoted specifically 
to the crisis between the two Canadian nations, automation, 
and the centennial of the founding of the First.Internatimal, 
as well as by its articles on other subjects. 

To a limited. extent, public discussion of our Party's 
position has been developed. A great deal more is necessary, 
however, We must do more work on, and also at, the point of 
the impact of these new problems on the lives of the people. 
We must deal directly with the actual effects of automation 
where they are evident, and with the practical measures that 
should be fought for to protect the workers immediately con- 
cerned, To the workers.on the job this is as important at 
the moment as is the fundamental contradiction between the 
social consequences of automation and private ownership and 
control of the means ofoperating it. 

ha 
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There is need for an authoritative but popular 
expose of the grim meaning for Canada of the scheme now 
being supported by the Pearson government to divert enormous 
volumes of Canada's fresh water to the United States. There 
is need for Marxist-Leninist treatment of the problems of 
social reconstruction which confront Canada and which, to 
an increasing extent, will be subjects of popular discussion. 
On these and similar projects we should seek to cooperate 
with all who will join in the work of elaborating Marxist 
analyses of Canadian reality. We should seek to extend 
Canada~wide participation in the work of the Marxist Study 
Centre, looking to the development of a Marxist-Leninist 
Canadian Centre of Social Studies, 

Along with such extension and overall enrichment 
of our ideological work we must more effectively expose and 
combat the anti-Leninist character of the line propagated 
in Canada by those who support the position of the Central 
Committee of the Communist Party of China. We must show to 
all who support the ideal of socialism, to all who cherish 
peace, how the danger of war is increased by the division 
in the world communist movement. Furthermore, workers who 
are interested in the cause of socialism must be shown 
convincingly, by our actions as well as by the truth and 
logic of our arguments, that the political line of our Party 
and the immediate proposals in which our line is expressed 
concretely, are the consistent revolutionary application 
of Marxism-Leninism in Canada. Workers who are sincerely 
interested in socialism and attracted by revolutionary 
generalizations and radical-sounding phrases should be 
approached in a comradely way. It is our responsibility 
to help such workers to get a clear understanding of the 
revolutionary science of Marxism-Leninism as our guide Ὁ, 
action, ᾿ 

We must arouse supporters of Marxism-Leninism more 
effectively to isolate those who, for whatever reason, set 
up organizations such as the Progressive Workers Movement, 
in opposition to the Communist Party. We must reach out to the 
growing number of workers and progressive middle class people 
who want social change but who have not yet accepted Marxism- 
Leninism. To such people our ideological work should have 
the character of an extended hand as well as being the clear 
application of our world-historical science in Canada. 

~ 29 - 
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Reforms and the Socialist Revolution 

Our Party is called uponnow to place a great deal 
more emphasis upon the vital relationship between the struggle 
for needed reforms and the socialist revolution. It is 
necessary that we eliminate the erroneous theory, expressed 
in the non-Marxist formula that "reforms are only by-products 
of the revolutionary struggle." .Writing on this question 
during 1916, Lenin pointed out.that the. essence of Reformism 
lies in mitigating an evil and not destroying it: 

"A reformist change is one which leaves 
intact the foundations of the power of the 
ruling class and is merely a concession 
leaving its power unimpaired. A revolu- 
tionary change undermines the foundations 
of power,"" (Collected Works, Volume 22, 
page 344). 

A few lines down the page Lenin added: "But, as 
everybody knows, in practice a reform is often merely a step 
towards revolution.” 

. We must emphasize the special importance of this today, 
in the conditions of the world historical transition to socialisn. 

Precisely because we are living in the epoch of the 
transition to socialism on a world scale, because of the 
deepening historical crisis of imperialism, because wider and 
wider circles of people are recognizing socialism as the just 
alternative to the increasing evils of imperialism, mass 
working class struggles for needed reforms have a significance 
that is related to the new epoch. Every genuine mass struggle 
to back up demands upon monopoly-capital or upon the capitalist 
state is, objectively, part of the many sided historical 
process through which, eventually, the monopolies will be 
defeated by the people. It is well to recall that, in his 
famous Inaugural Address at the founding of the First Inter- 
national, Marx greeted the victory of the struggle for the 
ten-hour day in Britain's factories and mines as "the victory 
of a principle." 30 
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Xn Canada today there is sharpening need for reforms 
some of which, to paraphrase Lenin, undermine the foundations 
of capitalist class power. Typical of such reforms is the 
urgent necessity to take away from the monopolies the right 
that they exercise now to decide when and how they will 
introduce automation, regardless of its consequences. 
Another is the necessity for public control of a growing 
proportion of all new investment. This necessity is’ creating 
another, namely, the necessity for public control of capital 
accumulation--the heart of monopoly-capitalism., Repatriation 
of ownership of natural resources, nationalization of banking 
and credit, bringing the monopolies under democratic public 
control, the right of the working class to have a voice in 
a radical reorganization of Canadian economy, indeed our pro- 
gram of democratic reconstruction of the economy as a whole, 
these exemplify the growing need for’ reforms which will under- 
mine the power of monopoly-capitalL. These and other changes 
of this character will be achieved only as the working class 
along with other progressive forces in French and English 
Canada unite and win their rightful place and role in the 
leadership of their respective nations. Because of this, 
struggles for peace, to end the use of injunctions, and so 
on, are all part of the process of changing the structure 
of our political life, 

. The conditions and traditions of working class 
Struggle indicate a strong probability that, in our country, 
the socialist revolution will be carried through successfully, 
as the culmination of tireless militant popular struggles to 
overcome the opposition of the monopolies to needed reforms, 
including structural reforms. Provided that the popular 
forces for progress, including other progressive political 
parties besides the Communist Party, are united in that a 
powerful coalition of democratic forces can be united in 
political and economic action against the monopolies. Mass 
popular struggle to put the monopolies under control is 
right on the main political path to the election of People's 
Governments in both French and English Canada. 

Paying careful attention to differences between 
French and English Canada in the urgency of issues, and to 

the differing forms of action by which struggles are developed 

as 
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around them, the Party will carry on systematic, well 
organized activity all over the country to help develop . 
democratic action around the issues which are at the heart of 
the parliamentary crisis. Beneath the manoeuvering of the 
parties in the House of Commons, obscured by their manoeuvres, 
it is a crisis of policy, of leadership. Our Party must reach 
out to democratic people on the widest scale with the truth. 
What is involved is in fact the question whether Canada shall. 
move, forward along the path of peace and democratic social 
progress; or backward, to be shackled still more harshly 
under monopoly domination and enmeshed deeper and deeper in 
our commitment to nuclearwr. Our Party will strive to make 
these alternatives, clear .to all democtatic Canadians as part 
of our continuing campaign for our three-point program and 
a democratic advance to socialism in Canada. 

The Communist Party and the Non-Communist Left 

It is by thus becoming part of the movements of the 
people, and by contributing to their development that our Party 
can grow in influence and membership and come to exercise 
its vanguard role in the full sense of the term. 

in working in this direction, it is essential that we 
pay special attention to the development of unity between 
ourselves and that growing body of Canadians outside our Party 
who are seeking a socialist answer to the problems of our 
society. 

In the first place, cooperation between. ourselves 
and this Socialist Left can have the most positive results in 
terms of influencing the movements of the people as a whole 
in the direction of greater militancy and unity in the struggle 

against the monopolies. Of no less importance is the fact 
stressed at our last National Committee meeting that it is 
largely from amongst this socialist left that our Party will 
gain new members and supporters, 

We have a problem of winning the confidence of the 
Socialist Left--one that we will only overcome as we ‘enter 
into frank discussion with those who are part of it. 

he 
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That discussion must go beyond immediate issues, 
and take up fundamental questions with respect to the road 
to socialism in Canada. 

In putting forward our position, we must make clear 
that we look forward to long term cooperation between ourselves 
and others on the Left in the winning and building of socialism, 
which includes the. concept of the probability of multi-party 
coalitions. We must develop our ideas on the process by which 
socialism will be achieved in Canada through the struggle for 
the democratization of our society through deep going reforms 
which curb and weaken. the monopolies and strengthen the working 
class. We must, better than we have done up until now, show 

not only how this is the realistic road to the socialist 
revolution, but how it is the basis for the inspiration of 
all socialists (including ourselves) with the conviction that 
in the movements of the present we advance the cause of the 
socialist future of our country. 

We must recognize that in conditions of mounting 
sociai criticism and ferment many ultra left and pseudo 
revolutionary sentiments will arise, especially among younger 
Canadians. These ideas while expressing on one hand frustrations 
at the slow progress of socialist development among the people, 
and petty bourgeois idealistic searching for quick answers and 
alternatives, none the less represent sincere and honest 
notivations in most cases. 

This tendency poses ἃ threat to the working class 
movement in Canada because it joins at timeswith discredited 
Trotskyist elements, as well as being objectively in harmony 
with the divisive line of the Communist Party of China. 

The necessity to isolate the line of the CP of China 
can only be realized by the confidence and mastery and develop- 
ment of our own program and policy and in sharp debate and 
discussion on all divergences. 

However, our attitude to most of our critics from 
the left must be one of patient debate and example, without 
conceding one element of principle. 
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This is especially true in relation to younger 
people who are developing a social consciousness on the 
basis of their own experiences, and without a firm footing 
in the history and tradition of the working class movement 
in Canada and the world. 

We have to find a basis for cooperation with all 
who act for peace, democracy and progressive change, with 
Special emphasis upon the necessity to find common ground 
for joint action and discussion with leftward moving young 
people. 

. The prime. responsibility for putting into. life 
all that is indicated here devolves upon the Party leader- 
Ship.’ It is fully responsible for initiating and giving 
firm consistent direction to this vital change that our 
Party will make. It must be emphasized that great improve- 
ment is necessary in respect to this. But, for the Party as 
a whole to become seized with the revolutionary significance 
of the change, the membership as a whole, at all levels of 
party organization, must be drawn into the process.of mastering 
the idea of the change and bringing it about. 

We need to continue to stress the high value we place 
on the initiative of our members who strive, in the best way 
that is possible for each of them, to become part of the people's 
movements, and to work there for our policies. The ways in 
which this can be done are far too varied to be the subject 
of blueprints provided by leading committees. 

The more we succeed in enhancing the initiative of 
our members, the more will our clubs become what they ,ought to 
be--the place where communists exchange experiences, receive 
education, guidance and inspiration from discussions with 
others all for the purpose of helping our members to work 
among other people. 

The Party demands that its leading personnel works 
consistently to take advantage of the widening opportunities 
for public work and for strengthening our relations with the 
people's movements. 

The Party leadership must work, constantly, to encourage 
and develop more spokesmen for our Party policy in all communities, 
in all sections of the democratic movement. 

~ 34 - 
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Party leadership has the responsibility of 
lifting up the work of our Party, focusing the attention 
of our membership on the new developments in Marxism- 
Leninism, and their application in a creative way to present 
day Canadian problems. A most necessary part of the process 
of the improvement of the work of party leadership at all 
levels is the promotion of younger comrades of proven ability 
in working among the people and in meeting the challenge 
‘of new conditions. 

The stress on individual initiative, and upon the 
variety of directions in which the work of our members can 
establish new real relations with the mass movements, has 
to be combined with emphasis on one task which needs to be 
made, a feature of the work of every communist wherever he 
or she may be. That task is the spreading of our press and 
Literature, 

We should at this National Committee meeting restate 
the emphasis placed upon this question at our plenum in November, 
1963, when we stressed the need to make the building of the 
circulation of our press the first job of every Party member, 
and to make our press "the means of spreading ideas, comment, 
new points of view and.entering into debate on a far wider 
plane than now," 

We must strive to win at first hundreds and then 
thousands of new readers among people active in the democratic 
movements, particularly those of the socialist left. The 
.fight to win new readers for our Party press is an integral 
part of the all-round struggle to build the Party, to win new 
Supporters for its proposals, to extend its influence to wider 
circles of workers and progressive farm and urban middle class 
people. This is the path by which our Party will bring the 
science of Marxism-Leninism into the broad progressive movement 
and make its full. contribution to tHe triumph of peace, democracy 
and socialism in Canada. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 

of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its. contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency. 
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Τὸ is noted that NY 694-S* is supposed to 
Place a piece of black tape on the Nikon camera display Window of the Peerless Camera Store, 43rd Street and 
Lexington Avenue, if the radio message needs to be repeated, 
and the Soviets are supposed to check at 2:40 PM on the 
date of the radio message to see if the tape 15 placed there. 

Accordingly, discreet fisur coverage was instituted 
in the vicinity of Peerless Camera on 1/26/65, At 2:28 PM, 
ANATOLI S. SHUVALOV was observed parking his car on Lexington 
Avenue at 45th Street. He walked south on Lexington Avenue, 
retraced his steps and walked north and then again proceeded 
south and entered the Peerless Camera Store at 2:35 PM, 
Immediately prior to entering the ‘store, he was observed 
Looking to his right where the Nikon camera display was located, 
He remained in the store until 2:51 PM, and on leaving the ᾿ 
store, he again looked toward the Nikon -display and returned 
to his car, VLADIMIR A, CHUCHUKIN was not observed in the 
vicinity of the Peerless Camera Store, 

Discreet fisur was re~instituted in the vicinity 
of Sth Avenue and 53rd Street at 6:45 PM. At 7:01 PM, 
CHUCHUKIN was observed crossing 5th Avenue at 53rd Street 
and proceeding north on 5th Avenue, At 7:02 PM, he was 
observed entering the subway entrance on the north side 
of 53rd Street and at 7:04 PM, he was observed approaching 
the telephone booth of the above listed number, Surveillance 
was discontinued at this point, 

ΤῊ view of the fact that SHUVALOV was apparently rE 
covering the signal area at Peerless Camera on the afternoon 
of 1/26/65, the possibility exists that SHUV 
the new Soviet principal for NY 694-s* since 
has advised that CHUCHUKIN is scheduled to return permanently 
to the Soviet Union in the near future, It is noted that 
yO OY is a member of the KGB Illegal Support Section in 
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It is further noted that NY letter to the Bureau, 
dated 1/20/65, captioned "Soviet Espionage Activities; 
Illegal Suppo ESP-R"” sets forth information 
received from containing information that CHUCHUKIN 
was "needling OV on 1/12/65, about the ineffectiveness 
of the illegal operations in NY, SHUVALOV became angry 
at the remarks directed to him and had words with CHUCHUKIN, 
it is felt that this argument could also conceivably be of 
some significance in regard to the above activities, 

NYO will follow this matter closely, particularly 
with respect to the relationship between SHUVALOV and ἢ 
CHUCHUKIN and keep the Bureau advised, . 
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The foliowing information was supplied by. couvtos 
which have furnished reliable information in tho past. 

The ‘orld. Marxist Review," official, theoretical 
organ of the international commmist movenont published in 
Prague, Cacchoslovalin, 48 coiling 9. "roundtable" meoting 
of representatives of leading comnmist parties on. March 15, 
4955., The purpose of this meeting will be to discuss. the 
role of communist parties in the- highly developed capitalist 
countries. ‘The "World Marxist Review" will pay the Zare: for 
at. déast one person coming to Pracue, Cacchoslovakia, 

‘ ospecialiy to attend this meeting. It anpeara that the date 
of March 15, 1965, wag: sclected to uake it possible for those 
who. cone from great distances. to attend thia meeting ‘after 
participating in the March 1; 1965, meeting of the Preparatory 
Comission Zor ἃ, Yorld Conference of Communist and Yorkers 
Parties waich ‘wiil he held in Hoscow). Rugg “δῶ, 2 792 ΠΣ 1S, 7 
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Reurairtel 1/18/65 (copy to. ck) : sing copies 
of. @ statement by CG. 5824-S* ‘entitied Raymond μδ 

OPE. " 
τς 

' ‘Réairtel points out that the: Security. Branch, Inter~ 
national Department, Centnal Committee, Communist Party (CP) of 
‘the Soviet Union, has expressed an interest. inL____] and Cope 

- and has. requested the CPUSA to furnish all available information 
| concerning these two individualsy. 

Follow this matter closely with. G..5824-S* and. NY 694-s* 
in. order to ascertain the significance of the Soviet's request. and 
any action taken by the CRUSA relative to the request. Any 
additional information received should be promptly furnished the 
Bureau along. with your observations and recommendations for any 
‘action deemed appropriate. No action is to be taken in this. 
matter which could, in any manner, jeopardize ‘the security of 
ΝΥ 694-85. and CG 5824-82, | 

For your information, Bureau fileg ose + follow-"°. 
ing information concerning Raymond Cope oot —_ bre 

= : 

Ϊ Raymond Cope,, also κότα as. Jdmes.Raymond cone, vas 
Horn 8/9/05 at Indianapolis; Indiana, He was ordained as Minister 
uf the Baptist Church on 13/24/49. Cope was identified as a. member 
£ the CPUSA in December, 1942, while ‘serving as. Minister of the 
irst Unitarian Church, Salt Lake City, Utah...He was very active 
Ὁ CPUSA affairs during the early 1940s and was. considered to be 
he Leader of, the professional branch of the CPUSA in Salt Lake 

“City during 1944, Cope is currently serving as the wey of YET) 
the First Unitarian Church, Berkeley, California. “23 δή 

Tolso en ἐο δάξε, to bé iaéutical itl ——ops 
isle Btuywenank, Brooks, borit He was-identified ‘as. flavins 
Mont participated in the public school desegregation dengnstrations in 
Casper ro eeedtnd Georgi 

MALEDZ ἡ 
FEB ~ 5 1965 

Contd with 
ret πττοπτς Newburgh, New York. Us 
anal AA 1 τ}: 

Sullives ————-2) = New York (100~134637). ή ᾿ ere 
Trot CT eee 

Tole. Roe HGS spa "A " , ape ee wart Cd (SEH NOTE PAGE TWO) 



Letter to Chicago 
Be: ΒΌ10 
100~428091 

NOTE: 
While on Solo Mission 17 in the Soviet Union duxing 12/64, 

CG 5824~S* conferred with a repregentative of the Security Branch, 
International Department, Central Committee, OP of the Soviet Union, 
who. requested that _the CPUSA furbish ali available information con< 
cérning Cope an The Soviets described as currently, | 
a college student in the New York City aréa and Cope as being 
associated with the Unitarian Church in Berkeley, California. 
No reason was given by the Sovietg for his: interest in this matter. 
CG 5824-S* advised Gus Hall, CPUSA General Secretary this 
matter, however, Hall indicated that neither Copemr Was. 
known to him. Ὑπὸ matter of obtaining information concerning these 
two individuals was left in Hall's hands. Chicago has previously 
advised that it was furnishing pertinent information regarding Cope 
to San Francisco under appropriate caption suitably paraphrased and 
accompanied by the necessary caution statement. 

hs he 

b "TN Thi de ot 



DRECLASSIPICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FRO: 

SI AUTOMATIC DECEESSIFICaATION CODE’ 

(1S). 2004425003 : ee 

_ 
i = Liat son, 

a ~ , 1 nd Mir. Shaw 

Data: February a, J965 

Ta: Director - 
Bureau οὗ Intelligence: ang. Rosdarch το ὦ 
Dopartnent. of State . NO AY 

Yroas «John: Begaz Hoover, Director ae 

Subject: COUNMUNIST PARTY, USA 
TNTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 
SNYERNAL SECURITY:~ Ὁ 

There is nttiched for “your information a copy. o£ 
. _ ‘@ Bemorandoct dated February ‘Ly. 2955, at Vachington, 0. Οὐ. 

‘eaptioned “Communist Party, USA - International Relations:'"* 

Upon removal of tho clnssified enclosure, this 
Zotter of transuittal becomes unctngsified. 

Enelosurd ie τ 

Α * Directot BY LIAISON (Enélosuro) δή lus 
Central. Intelligence dgoncy aa 

~ Attention: Repaty Director, Plong ne 27 42309 } 09g YS ὅ Θ 

L~ ts. J. Wolter: Yoagicy Uncidsnre) | 
Asaistant Attorney Goneral 8 FEB 9 1965 

| Lo oh 
WGS:pah Re 7 ~ 

fy ᾿ t Ὁ) , ΝΕ fy 

NOPE: 
' Tolson . Byleont ome ‘Classified τὶ trereioret” because vnautionzed disclosure 
oe the information Contfinéd therein. could reyéal: the ‘identity of 
Sone ας source &s aie © who is-of Gontimyineey yalue and, such vevela~ 

; Callakon. 

(NOTE Ἴ e ‘PAGE THO) 

aliatr eg 

Gale 

Rosen ae. 
Sulllvan ---....:.» κ᾿ 
Τανεὶ ee 

Tele. Roo 

GSEs | ‘eas 



Director ἫΝ 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research 
Department of State 

NOTE: CONTINUED: 

effective in Ghana where: he talked with the Minister of Foreign  __ 
Affairs, Lightfoot indicated hé, had destroyed ‘some of the influénce 
of the Chinese in Africa, and wants: the CPUSA to follow through on 
his. efforts. (See CGairtel 2/1/65, captioned "CP, USA .-- Intérnational.. 
Relations, IS ~ C.") 
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CATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: ROT TH IN LN 1 A OPE 

C DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE ᾿ 

Date: 2/1/65 

ar pee τὰν πππαὰ μλδα, υϑπϑπᾶὶ ‘ 

. 

{Type in plaintext or code) Ὁ 

Viq.__-__ AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL 
᾿ (Priority) 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 
ὥς - 

FROM: ‘SAC, “CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 
ἧς ἢ 

(ὥρα Oo * 
- = = 

* ry = C 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original and 
three copies and. for the New York Office one copy of a letter- ι 
head memorandum entitled, "Additional Circumstances Affecting 

- the Removal of Nikita 5. ‘Khrushchev as Government and Party 
Leader in the USSR." 

7 _ The information set forth in the enclosed letterhead 
’ emorandum was. furnished by CG 5824-S* on 1/25/65 to SA-WALTER 
A. BOYLE, 

The enclosed letterhead memorandum is classified 
“Per since it contains information furnished by CG 5824-S*, 
a very highly placed source furnishing information on the 
highest level regarding the international communist movement. 
Unauthorized disclosure of the information contained therein 
would, by its nature, tend to identify CG 5824-S* as the source, 
thereby jeopardizing the security of this source and thus 
adversely affecting the national interest. 

The information set forth in the enclosed letterhead 
memorandum was obtained by CG 5824-S* during. the course of dis- 
cussions on 1/22-24/65 with NORMAN FREED, a member of the 
National Committee of the of Canada and official réepresenta- 
tive ἊΝ e CP of Canada the ae Marxist Review." 

BAe KBE HALA ] 
B (ine 

ἘΣΤΕ ΤΕ ΤΗΣ Oe ΡΣ 1) (880) cay 0.276 23049) τὶ Yo 12 
L-Chicago SGAB2: 
if MDW bette . eia Op gg FEB 9. 1068 

"7. Ξ᾿ "Ὁ ΠΝ - π᾿ 

65 FE FEB 1956 RE} Ag
ent fn Charge 



CG 134-46 Sub Β 

‘ In order to provide additional security to the 
source, the enclosed letterhead memoraridum has been shown 

as having been made at Washington, Ὁ, Ὁ, 



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, Ὁ. Ὁ, 
File No. 

February 1, 1965. 

‘ vs SPORET. re 

ADDITIONAL CIRCUMSTANCES AFFECTING 
THE .REMOVAL OF NIKITA S. KHRUSHCHEV ~ 
AS GOVERNMENT AND. PARTY LEADER. IN: . 
THE USSR . . _ - 

-- wy 

On January 25, 1965, a source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised-as follows: 

It was recently learned from.a member of the staff 
of "Problems of Peace and Socialism," also known as the 
"World Marxist Review," official theoretical journal of the 
international communist movement, published, in Prague, 
Czechoslovakia, that following the sudden removal of Nikita 
5. Khrushchev from his leading positions in the Government 
and. the Communist Party (CP) of the Soviet Union, that A. 
Rumyantsev, Editor-in-Chief .of the “World Marxist Review" 
and member of the Central Committee.of the CP of the Soviet 
Union, returned to Prague, Czechoslovakia. Reportedly, 
among the reasons contributing to the removal of Khrushchev, 
according to Rumyantsev, was the fact that Khrushchev had 
begun to make a number of threats toward the other leading 
members of the Presidium of the Central Committee of the CP 
of the Soviet Union. These members of the Central Committee 
of the CP of the Soviet Union, having been dissatisfied 
for a long period with Khrushchev's manner of work, were 
reported to have frequently reproached him for his methods. 
During the latter days of his tenure in office, Khrushchev 
began to grow irritated with the reproaches of his colleagues 
and threatened that if they did not leave him alone, he would 
have them arrested, According to Rumyantsev, this is the 
reason the Central Committee was so completely mobilized and 
acted so swiftly in taking action in removing Khrushchev. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI, It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency. 
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ROUTE: IN Ὦ

ΝΥ BLOPE. 

Date: 1/25/65 

Mr Apt ” 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plaintext or code) 

Via ___ AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL ΕΣ 
(Priority) i °° 

»-- - - ἣν 2 τι Ν᾿ " 

παντὶ. — ee ee ee ee ee ee Ὁ 

Daa eg 

F 

, TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 
BR 

Cc 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are +t 
and for the New York Office one copy of an informant's 
statement captioned, “Documents Prepared by Doctor Harry (2k 
Epstein and Information Concerning Special Project on & 
Which He Desires to Work,” 

The information cet forth in the endosed informant's 
statement was furnished by CG 5824-S*, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, on 1/21/65 to SAs WALTER A. - 
BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN. 

ἀφο A ae 
(e (Enc. 3 adel MK 

-New York (100-134637) (Enc, 1) (Info) (RM) 
2-Chicago ἢ Ot x 

(1 - A)134-46 Sub B~41) ate 18 )0O-2304/ 25 ; a 

RWH: MDW ene mere come | 
(6) 8 FEB 9 1965 

Apia MLV | Sent _______M Per 

[ἢ FEB 19% 368 Agent in Charge 
---- 



- DOCUNENTS PREPARED BY DOCTOR HARRY EPSTEIN - 
AND INFORMATION CONCERNING SPECIAL PROJECT 
ON WHICH | HE DESIRES TO WORK . 

-t 

- Gus Hall, General ἢ Secretary of the Communist Party, 
\Z-USA (CP, USA), on January 18, 1965, advised that_Dr. Harry 
4\~ Epstein-of New York C: City) desired to ‘undertake a project: OL 

r esearch and theoretical study which would involve a stay 
in the Soviet Union. In. connection with this, Dr. Epstein 
had prepared and turnéd over to hin several docunents which 
were. as follows; -- 

Docunent. #1 

Ε ny feel that theoretical work alone ig insufficient 
in this period of idecolofical struggle between, Socialism and 
Capitalism, At best it. will be received with qualifications. 
in the socialist medical world which is oriented-to a large 
exteht on Western capitalist views. It will be rejected as 
most Marxist theoretical works are rejected to-day by the 
capitalist medical world. A work composed of theory sub- 
stantiated .by practice will gain wider acceptance throughout 

_ the world and will serve as a guide post for future studies... 
- Hence I would prefer working in a place. where both theory and 
practice. can ‘be developed side by side. This can best be done - - 
in. the UBSR. As an integral part of the work I should like to 

_ develop and-deliver a course of lectures to medical students 
and, niedical workers on the theory and practice of ‘Marxist 
‘medicine' as it unfolds in the process of this project. Hy 
knowledge of Russian though limited at present. would improve 
ereatly so that I feel that in the course of six montis in a 

- Russian environment I could deliver these lectures without any 
. ἈΘῚΡ from an interpreter. τς 

"Should the decision be made for ne to work at first 
on. the theory of the subject; I believe that this can best be 
done in. the USA because of the availability of material in the 

- English language, the proximity to the UN where necessary docu~ 
nents could he obtained, through the establishment of a ¢orre- 
spondence with Sovict seclentists and the receipt of scientific 
Journals. . 

"In either event I think this is a full tine job and 
I plan to give up ny practice of medicine for a few years in 
order to devote nyself completely to this work, and should ry 
health permit it to return to my practice when the task is 
accomplished ox when I can no δὲ re of value to the further 
progréss of this work.. "BRO Sete 

ae ὁ WYRE 



Docunent #2 

_"DIALECEICA OF MEDICINE IN HEALTH AND DISEASE =~ 

Hethod of investigation: _ 

vA. Theoretical: ᾿ 
- τ 

1... Historical survey — το : ες 

ΠΝ ΝΞ 5. Philosophical, problens in medical science 

wo ae Hippocrates 
FD | b. Metaphysics, Idealisn - | 

c. Neo-Positivisn 
ἃ. Pragmatism - 
δ. Instrumentalism 

" τ £2. Mechanical naterialisn a 
ee δ. Dialectical naterialisn 

20. 7 ΠῚ τς Warx-Engels τ οἷς 

— τ κι το ΝΣ -Lenin ὁ. Te 
ΝΕ Pavlov ᾿ fo . 

: -Michur in, ᾿ | ν 
ΝΙΝ . E. D. Garber and other's 

iB. Methodological Problens in Contemporary Medicine ᾿ 

we Interrelationsnip of: _ ceeD 

Biology ᾿ + ae oo, 

Chemistry . 
Physics ~* . τς τ 

Matheratics. TO ΕΝ ᾿ 2 ἜΣ 

7 re Cybernetics: ; 

: ΝΞ ΕΣ Socio-economic sciences etc. 

“Ὁ, Practical: — ; τιν νι τ 

ἐπε τον νος Application « of. Dialectic Materialist methods ΝΞ " 
τς - in. the study of physiology and pathology." ~~ 

᾿ In conmieetion with ‘the foregoing, Hall. stated that 
he had discussed this matter. with. Dr.. Epstein and is personally . 
of the opinion that if something of this nature, as suggested 
by Epstein, .could be worked out, it could be of great benefit 
both to the. CP, USA‘ and the CP of the ‘Soviet Union. He also 
felt that. it could result tn immediate lectures and writings 



r = * COT στὸ πο ν ΡῚ Ἢ το ΠΣ ΣΙ Η Loe ry " = a 
- - - at : ᾿ 2 π att 3 
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by Epstein which would be of value. In view of this; he - 
suggested that the documents be immediately provided. to 
the CP of the Soviet Union with the recommendation that 
the Epstein mtter be given consideration, They should 
be further advised that a CP, USA représéntative would: 
discuss this matter in detail with representatives’ of- 

᾿ς the CP of the Soviet Union in the near future, ~ 
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Date: 2/3/65 
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Transmit the following in 
(Type in plaintext or code} 

Via_____ AIRTEL  ~—s—__—s«SREGISTERED MAIL Ι 
{Priority) 

re ere ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ec ee ee ee πὶ ee τα πε μμα ππ 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

© 
sone 

=C¢ 

Reairtel on page 3, item 7, sets forth the con- 
tents of an inquiry transmitted through Solo channels to 
the Russians on 1/21/65 concerning a rumor that the World 
Youth Festival was being moved, ‘to: Budapest from Algiers. 

ReNYairtel dated 1/22/65, 

CG 5824.5 on 1/31/65 advised that in conversa- \ 
tion with CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT on 1/30/65 he was told by that 
individual, who had just returned from Moscow, that the 
Russians instructed him to inform the Party here that th 
World Youth Festival was "not being moved and that all 
stories are strictly rumor in this connection," 

CG 5824-S* noted that he. felt that the information 
provided by LIGHTFOOT was a direct response to the communi- 
a, ὍΝ on. 1/21/65, 

death? (RM) ᾿ | | 
New York (100-134637) (Info) (RM) Do- ἀϊ A ἡ reelesgs Contessa | | ΘΟ ΤΟΥ] 75 F 

RWI: MDW. | 5 FEB 11 1965 
(5) ' Sy 

My ἀππταναιισαι ὮΝΕΣΒΘΣΝΕΣΙ 

eared ΖΗ, ζΖ Sent Μ Per —  ΄΄ 
D4 Vsiecl4l Afent yn Charge {7 



τι ΠῚ 
> OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 S0tG=107 

Ook CON. REG. NO. 27 0. we UNITED STATES GOVES*NMENT -- Τὶ αὖ 

Μοριογαπάμῃ ots IN ἘΝ ΩΝ OF 
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: 2/3/65 

YU CHICAGO (134-46 Sub F) . (Ὁ) 

SUBJECT: Go 

ReBulet dated May 4, 1960, and CGlet dated 
December 31, 1964, 

ReBulet instructed Chicago to set forth a monthly 
accounting of receipts and disbursements of Solo and CP, USA 
Reserve Funds in possession of CG 5824-S*, Set forth below 
is such an accounting: 

Balance of funds in possession of 
CG, 5824-S* as of December 31, 1964 

Solo 

Maintained in cash in safe deposit 
box, American National Bank, Chicago, 
Illinois... 8 *} ὁ ἃ ot Φ + + φΦ αὶ bee ἃ ὁ δ δ ee ὁ Καὶ ἃ δ δ κ ἃ $32,000.00 

Maintained in cash in safe deposit 
box, Michigan Avenue National Bank, 
Chicago, 111 1Π0 15. .. ccc cece cece svvescees 22,769.89 

CP, USA Reserve Funds 

Maintained in cash in safe deposit 
box, Michigan Avenue National Bank, 
Chicago, TLLinois... cc cece cee ese cee n ence 150.00 ; le ‘ pal YE 

(Bureau (RM), (REC-IIS 
2-New York (RM) 

(L - 100-134637) (SOLO) 
(1 - 100-128861) (CP, USA - Reserve Funds) ETS mean 

1-Chicago 

B FEB 11 1969 
ἘἜΞΕΞΞΙΞΙΞ 

RWH:MDW 5 ᾿ a? 

(5) ᾿ 

Π ΝΘ 
SFEB 10 1989 U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 
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CG 134-46. Sub ¥-. 

Additions ~~ 

- Solo 

Money furnished ‘by representatives - τς 
of the CPSU, Moscow, late 12/64, 
representing reimbursement of fares. “τ 

">, and expenses: to ΟΡ ΒΑ in connection 
with: 1177. delegation +6. Moscow and 
money for care of ESTHER. FOSTER; wife - ὦ 
of deceased former Chairman, ‘CP, USA 

* (fof details, see CGairtel and. informant? 5. 
. Statement dated V/L2/65) oii ssc eeteceneeeees 

CP, USA Reserve. Funds το τος 

-$ 

‘Wore. " : 7 = ΝΟ ty - “οὐ oom 

" Disbursenéats Pe τα οι 

“Solo παν ; ; - 7 ~ a τ 

τὸ ‘Gis HALL On: 1/3/65: money received. 
. - fron. CPSU: ‘late 12/64: as. reimbursement - 
πὸ ΟΡ; USA: for fares of 11/7 delegation 
atid money: for medical cost. of ESTHER , τος 
FOSTER. bees tentint onenwenne ἐφ θθκσν st κσασ ees " 

- Balance ‘of “funds in possession of. 
τς cg 5824-S% as of January. 31, 1965 

εἴς - “ 

“Solo. " Του ἐὰν τ. τοῖν 

- diintained in: cash. tin ‘safe deposit . 
box, American. National Bank, “Chicago, 

9,032.00 

zs - 

“9, 032, 00° 

TLLANOAS i serene cece cet rete oe 6 Senet : $32, 000. 00 

Maintained in Gash in. Safe deposit, 
box, Michigaa Avenue National, Bank, 

4 

CP USA. Reserve Funds. 

‘Maintained in ¢ash. in- safe ‘deposit 
box,. Michigan Avénue National Bank, ᾿ 

Chicago, TILINOAS. 2. seca ere eenerenerereceees 

bos 
τς - - 

- "" - 1 ΝΗ " 
- ᾿ i το μι - 

- τ iad : “-- a _. bare τ 

. ΒΝ ῃ + 7 - 

Chicago,’ TILinods,.sgecesseniereeeeecnetenes 22 7169.89. 

τ 150.00 . 
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one τῷ ΓΝ οὖ 
Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 

πὸ : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: 2/4/65 

ReN¥ Let, 1/41/65, - 

‘The records of the’ NYO: teflect the following. ψαμοαριφᾷ 
Hegarding Solo. funds during the nionth of January, 1965:. 

Credits 

On. hand: 1/1/65 : . — ΞΟ _ $558,595.00 Ἢ 

Debits. ᾿ ᾿ | 

1/21/65 . fo ARNOLD JOHNS ON. for 

CPUSA. NAtional Office © 

Expenges - + $2,000.00 

1/27/65 To LENA SCHERER for 7 co an 
ΕΣ ον GPUSA National Office — ΝΞ ᾿ 

Expenses 20,000.00 ΟῸ᾽᾽ 22,000.00 
“$536,595.00 

CE Bureau ΓΝ oe δὰ | 
1, π΄ Chicago (134-46. Sib 8) (RM) ] ζῶ - -49 δ 4 i 
L - NY 134-9 trey) (Gi) - Pr Ζ sof). 4 

‘I+ ΝΥ 100- -128861. (CPUSA Funds, Reserve Funds) (42) 
1 - NY 100-134637A, (41), »- 



cau ene 6.“ 6) Wy 
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT Mohr - 

MemorandumpoutE IN ENVELOP 
TO 3 Mr, W. Ο, 5 DATE: February 9, 1965 

FROM : Mr. Fe J. Bauagaranes 4010 
Mr. Baumgardner 9999 ------- 

( ἢ Mr, Shaw 
SUBJECT: roe) 

INTERNAL SECURITY = COMMUNIST . 

My memorandum of 1/7/65 set forth in λα: and 
disbursements of funds from the Soviet Union and Red China during 
December, 1964, The following schedule shows the present status of 
these funds together with receipts and disbursements during January, 1965: 

SUMMARY : 

Mr, Belmont Trotter . 
Tele. Room — 

Μὰ, Sullivan Holmes 

itt PH eH 

Total received from the Soviet Union 9/58 to 1/31/65....+++$2,389,023.00 
Total received from Red China 2/60 to 1/31/65. sesesescccces._50,000,00 

Grand Total receiVed 9/58 to BBUGDreseserevesecreeeesees SAAT e200 
otal sbursements to Dene ee meee eee e ee neneeeaneeteees 8 658.31 

Balances of Fund 1/31/65. avenvscscassccscossccssessceend 591, 9364, 89" 

δ 586, 5953 00“maintained by NY 694-S* in New York City. 
- “5A, 769, > 89-maintained by CG 5824-S* in Chicago, 

DETATLS?: - Ξ Ξ 

Receipts “guring January , LOGS. ccc c wc ereeeeererecceeeeeeeees 9,032, 00** 

**Received by CG 5824-S* in Moscow, Russia, from 
| representative of the Communist Party of the 

we Soviet Union during Solo Mission 17 to reimburse 

Sh mombore > ones MA ET EBO AD οι) HSC 
DISBURSEMENTS DURING JANUARY; 1965: ᾿ 7 ΝΕ 

ἐπι “se! Βα FEB 12 865 
1/3/65. - To Gus Hall, CPUSA General Secretary, of funds 

τα received from: Communist Party of the Soviet Unions — 
top reimburse CPUSA: ‘for ‘Farés-Of 11/7/64 CPUSA 
delegation to Moscow and to cover cost of care. wet Ὁ 
for Esther Foster, wifé of decéaséd former CPUSA 

CHaixvmans cosrcascecevsnsscsassestossevesscessesesep 9,032,00 

91 Ne? 100-4280 er 
6% ebypie CONTINUED--OVER 

3 } 



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandumpoytm IN ENVELOPE 
DATE: February 10, 1965 

C. F. Downing 

SUBJECT: SOLO 

ERNAL SECURITY - C 

TOS annie 

De 
Casper 

Πα στ κυτωντ, 
Conrad 

oa 
Rosen 

ott 

Tovel — 
Fr ORtel armen, 
Tele. Room ———— 
Holmes 
Gandy = 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable confidential 
informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communications transmitted 
to him by radio. 

On 2/10/65, transmissions were intercepted by the Bureau's 
radio station at Midland at scheduled times and frequencies but no messages 
were transmitted. 

For information. 

1 - Mr. Conrad 
2= Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. 6: ‘Shaw) 
L - Mr. Downing: 
1- Mr. Newpher 
1 ~ Mr.. Paddock 

“ἊΣ 
- 

w 

1DO°LBOU-U
ES 7 

B FEB 12 1965 

Re 
G6OFEB 16 1965 



"TONS OTe τως 

LTICH BUTHOEL 
. DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE 

a 

ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
τε as): 1002428091 ——— Ys % Φζ ἔν nxarson 

0 δῖ as ΝΣ 

τος Co, i= Liaison. 
Date: February 3, 1965 L~ ir, Shaw 

To: Director 
‘Buren of Inteliigenca and Research 
Department of State 7A 

Front -- John Edgar Hoover, ‘Director \ [o° 

Subject: WORKERS PARTY OF ὉΥΕΤΉΛΗ ἡ 
ἷ INTERNA. SUCURITY - VIBTRAW Ν ᾿ 

π Zottex to you dated. Sonuary. 31; 2965; captioned as 
above, sot, Zorth the observations of a ronking official of the: 
Seevotariat of the. Communist Party of the Soviet Union relative 
to the Yorkers Party of Vietnam. 

Your totter of Jonuary 26, 1965, entitled “nepartineinto) 
Snterest in Intelligence Report from FBI Sources" inquired as: to. 
whether this Bwreau.ie ino position te provide additional data. 
‘that would make 2t.possible.to evaluate the accurecy of the source 
which furnished the information set. forth in ny Lettor of 
danuary 22). 1965.. 

Ploasd -be advised. that no- additional. dota is available 
at tha present. time: In the avent. such data becones available 
in the future, ‘you will be. promptly advised. 

ret" becausé réféerended comiuni¢aticns 
τ : “commnication by necessity refers to 

J contents of referenced comminications, Our letter to: State of 
1/11/65 contained information obtained by CG 5824-S* while in the 
Soviet Union on Solo: ission 17. Informant. -ohbtaitied this informa- 
tion from ἃ Soviet official and it had to do with-the strugele 
between’ ‘the ‘Soviets and. Chinese for the control‘df the Workers: 
Party of Vietnam, a 
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COMMUNIST PARTY OF CANADA 
INTERNAL SECURITY -- -CANADA - 

There are enclosed three copies.of a letterliead 
memorandum classified "Sep-Seeret’ and captioned "Communist 
Party of Canada" which relates to various activities of the 
Canadian Communist Party. 

You should | 
to your source 
preferably to At the tine 
the memorandum Is Turn Oo your source, it should be 
emphasized that due to the sensitive nature of our. sources it 7D 
4s essential that no distribution or use of our intelligence 
information be undertaken which wo likely. to: jeopardize 
the security 9 e Your source should also be 
told that -the Le at pxtncials is, of course, to be 
respected in the handling of the information in the enclosed. 
προ άπ αὐ. 

= f 

Enclosures: (3) 

TOS eee ros 
Belmont nen anmmn, 
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February 22) 1958. 

COLORIST PARTY OF CANADA L=- Mr. Shay 

OEE anization: 

The Nationnl Comattoa: of tha Comumist Party κου. of 
Cannda:rist: in Toronta, ‘Cannda, January’ 26 through 19, 1965. 
Wallinw Enshtan; a menter-of the National Exceutive Comittee 
‘and Organlastional Secretary of the Canndian CP, was the wianimous. 
‘Choice of the Nationnl Committed te puccecd. Léshiq Morsic as the 
Gonoral Séerctarys 

Nigel Morgan; District, Organtzcr, 3n Britich Colutia, — 
whe trataferred τὸ ‘the Canadian OP National Office in ToxrGato, 
Where ho wll, bo a member of the National. Executive Comittes: as. 
NOLL ao National Loginiative Secretary. Ὁ ; 

... +. She tational Escéubive: Comite ς nat ὃν τὸ the — 
Ratsonat Committee meotiar nnd cong ae 

ὃ poaeg pad ΕΣ τ ΒΝ also Known ag. the "Tork avait 

movement 

Youth Hatters 

-- χράξοιθηξοη: on ι youtis: ‘tintteys δὲ the National Comittee 
Medline was complicated because of the yirkuol elinination: of the. 

.-  . wMabBonad office of the Young Commuiitet Lorgeo (CL). The 
_ Natzonekt Comilttesd eritécized Ltsele for doloy an vorlsing out ἃ. 
ες youth policy watch xoculted an the Aiquidation of the XYCh. The: 

Rolloving motions wore mide: 

89 Torts. among youth is a divect pot iticad xesponsiblisty 
Of ἐπ, Party. Concentration stavid be focused on local groups OZ 
yong people: as circumstaness permit in cach Arete _ The Yer, ng om 

+ Felson antegrated national orgonization is to be nbandonod, 
᾿ ἘΌΝ 

Με ee . 

Sek 100-~498081 seer (st NOTE. PAGE, 3) ΞΡ ΞΞΞΘετατμαι, AND ἃ COPIES ἸῸ τ rss 
: Galé ‘OTTAWA, BY LETTER ; 
ὁ Résen eis, “COMMUNIST PARTY OF CANADA, IS~CANADA, . Sulliven ἐκνοςς 

' | - Foreign Liaison Unit ἰ tal “Y. - ι tee R008 ἐπα 

ΚῚΣ ἀπ HGS pony; pak errr unr (4 ENCLOSURE 



COMMUN I5T PARTY OF CANADA 

(2) Out of tha development of diverse forms ΟΣ activity 
groundwork.should be laid for tho development of an all-Canada 
youth organization at ἃ later date. 

(3) The Party youth dixector should be considered the 
CP spokesman.in the youth field, Party youth committees should 
be established in main conters to work closely with the National 
Youth Committea of the Party to develop teenage groups, campus 
clubs. and other forms of appropriate youth activity. 

(4) Youth comnittess should, in. the main, be. composéd 
of younger. comrades. National and, regional conferences on policy 
matters relating to youth should be held as needed. 

(5) The Party should give £222 support to "Scant? io | 
build up circulation among youth to bring the Party's ideas ‘to 
youth, Succoss of "Scan" can insure a cohesive force in the 
‘efforts to develop a Canada-wide youth movement. 

(6) A coordinating committed ghould be established at 
the national center to devélop work and policy among communists 
on university campuses and to préparde a néwsletter as weld. as 
other rconmunicationss 4 

Propag anda 

| _ The Hiational.- Conmittee adopted a resolution placing. 
particular stvess on the necessity for ‘a. systematic effort, by. 
‘the ‘Gntiré Party το ὕλη réaders for the "Canadian. TxLbund, "ἢ 
"Pacific Trine" and "Combat" and nev teémbers for tha Party, 
and ‘instructed thd, National Executive Committee, in consultation 
with Provincial. Committess,’ to, work. out ways and means of : 
inpleménting thésa Pb ectivess, 

Education. | - 

_ , The National, Conmittes. éndorséd. the decision of. the-, " 
‘National Execiitive Comittee to undertake. thé organization of 
a national school in 1965. 

ees 

Sing~Sovict. Dispute | | ΝΞ ΕΞ ΠΣ τος 
é 

᾿ The National Conmitted supported, thé proposal fox ant 
intérnational Gonferencé: of Communist parties and welcomed the \ 
‘dacisidn to convoéné ἃ meeting 67 a préparatory committea on \ 
3/1/65 to lay the groundvork for such 9. ¢onferénee. The National . 
Committeo was of the opinion that all, communist partios which ᾿ 

Pek τὰ 
a 

a | 

uh 

ὧν Ὁ - ' 

ἘΣ 4: “": 

ἢ : 



NOTE: 

COMMUNIST PARTY OF CANADA — ' 

participated ἀπ the 1957 and 1960 international conferences should 
atténd the 1965 international conference when it is convened, In 
addition, the National Committee expressed the opinion that Marxiste 
Leninist Parties which were formed in ‘those countries. where .no 
parties existed at the tine of tiie 1960- conférence should also: be 
invited to attend. Tho National Committee hopes that..existing 
difficultiog. and. differences: will be overcome ‘through discussions 
in line with the principles.of relations between fraternal. parties’ | 
and on the ‘basis of Maud susLendril ent and proletarian internationalism: 

international Relations 

ταῦ Canadian CP has been unable ‘to obtain an dnvitation 
for ἃ delegation to visit Cuba althovel 1¢ has been trying to 
obtain such an invitation from tho United Party of the Socialist 
Revolution of Cuba; The lsadership of the CP of Canada feols that 
no relationship exists at the prdsont time. bétween the Canadian CP. 
and the United Party of the Socialist Revolution of ‘Cuba. 

The foresoing was furnished by sources which have 
furnished réliabie information in the pasts Because of the . 
densitive nature of our sources, it is essential. that ‘the con- 
‘tets:of thig memorandum bé- afforded careful sécurity ‘and ‘its 
use restricted ἕο τὰ nded~toxknow basis. 

_ Classified "Tes fett because unauthorized discldsure of — 
this infortiation could reyealthe. identity of the source (CG 5824~-S*) 
ho 48 Of continuing value, arid such révelation could result in 

éxceptionally. grave :daniagé to the Nation, CG 5824-s* is réferred. 
to as ‘sources in order to further protect his identity. Information |. 
extracted from CGairteis of 1/29/65; 2/1/65 and 2/2/65, all captioned 
*Solo, IS-C,** which set forth results of discussions between. 
CG 5824-S* with Willian Kashtan atid Norman Freed, officials of the 
CP Of Candda during the périod 1/22-24/65. 
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Date: 2/2/65 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plaintext or code) 

Via AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL ( 
(Priority) { 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

᾿ 
ΤῈ ιν. fo | 

Sc QUA 
ὯΝ of 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original ad 
and three copies each and for the New York Office one copy YG 
each of the following letterhead memoranda: | | 

"Relations Between the Communist Party 
of Canada and United Party of the γ΄: 
Socialis volution of Cuba" 

i ris, Also Known As irs. Leslie 

The information set forth in the enclosed letterhead 
memoranda was furnished by CG 5824-S* on 1/25/65 to SA WALTER 

The enclosed letterhead memoranda have been classified 
REERET" since they contain information furnished by CG 5824-S*, 
a very highly placed source furnishing information on the highes 
level concerning the international communist movement. 
Unauthorized disclosure of the information contained therein 
would, by its nature, tend to identify CG 5824-S* as the ‘source, 
thereby jeopardizing the security of this source and thus 
adversely affecting the ational intere FO 

WSs ἰ ude 4.19041 HS V 
on ee nile dj or vas 
1-New York (100-134637) (Enc. 2) (Info) (RM) 
1-Chicago ει. é 3 FEB 19 196 
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CG 134-46 Sub B 

The information set forth,in the enclosed letter~ 
head memoranda Was. obtained by the source during the period 
1/22-24/65 in Toronto, Canadé,, during the course of discussions 
with WILLIAM ‘KASHTAN ;. ‘Tecently élected General Secretary of the 
CP of Canada. 

In order to provide additional security to the source, 
the enclosed letterhead memoranda have been Shown as. having Deen 
nade at Washington, D.C, 



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 2 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, Ὁ, C. 
File No. 

February 2, 1965 

_ sé 
pecker 

RELATIONS BETWEEN. THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF 
CANADA AND UNITED PARTY OF THE SOCIALIST 
REVOLUTION OF CUBA. ΝΕ 

On January 25, 1965, a source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised as follows: 

It was learned during January, 1965, that at that ~- 
time the leadership of the Communist Party (CP) of Canada - 
were of the opinion that no relations of any type existed 
between their Party and the United Party of the Socialist 
Revolution of Cuba. The CP of Canada has been unable to 
obtain an invitation for a delegation from their Party to 
visit Cuba although they have been trying to obtain such 
an invitation for some time. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is’ loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not. to be distributed 
outside your agency. 

100-2304 ~ (57 ¢ See 
ENCLOSURE 



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, Ὦ, C,. 

February 2, 1965 

Ἔν ΤῊΝ 

SONYA MORRIS, 
ALSO KNOWN ΑΘ MRS, LESLIE MORRIS 

On January 25, 1965, a source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised as follows: 

It was recently ascertained that Sonya Morris 
was deeply affected by the recent death of her husband, 
Leslie Morris, former General Secretary of the Communist 
Party (CP) of Canada. She did not return to work until 
the third. week in January, 1965. Since the death of her 
husband, Sonya Morris has not been staying at her own home 
but has been residing at 120 Quebec Avenue, Toronto, 
Ontario, Canada, phone 767-6235. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency. 

Ino tr 707~Y4S 79 

ENCLOSURE 
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Transmit the following in 
(Type in plaintext or cade} 

Vid AiRTEL REGISTERED | 

(Priority) | 

TO; DIRECTOR, FBI (100~428091) 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100134637) 

© =) 
SUBJECT. SOLO _.. 

Is - C 

On 2/5/68, on the instructions of GUS HALL, NY 694-S* 
transmitted to the Soviets through the secondary channel, ISIDORE 
GIBBY NEEDLEMAN, several microfilmed messages, some of which were 
partly coded. The messages are as follows: 

(1) A partially coded message: 

"Central Committee, 

"The following is a most serious proposal by our Op 
comrade Doctor Harry Epstein on the research and 
theory of medicine. Please give these proposals 
your most serious consideration and let me know 
of your decision, My personal opinion is that this 
could be an important contribution to USSR. 

"As you will note too that Dr. Epstein is willing to 
devote a number of years to this. 

"Your immediate answer would be appreciated both by 
me and by Comrade Epstein. 

Gus Halil" 

The following part of instant message was prepared by Dr. 
ΑΕ Epstein (Bufile 100-413553); 

Mi 
ῷ - Chicago (134=46-Sub B) (AMR) 

1 - ΝΥ 134-91-Inv. (#41) 

1 - NY 100-134637 (#81) ἃ FEB 15 1965 
JDO:IM 

Approved: —« 7 “2 Sent MOP 
agent in Charge GSFED i.3 Sad 



αΥῚ τοῦ- 134637 | a | 

“prangerres OF MEDICINE ‘IN HEALTH AND DISEASE 

ΝΣ Method of Investigation: — 

A Theoretical: | | 

τας Historical survey — 

.2.. Philosophical problems in medical science’ 

a.” Hippocrates. a 
be: Metaphysics, Idealism 
ος Neo-Positivism | 
ἃ. Pragmatism _ 
δ. -Instrumentalism 
‘£. Mechanical materialism - 
8+ Dialectical materialism - 

ΝΣ Marx-Engels 

- . εν ΝΞ ΞΕ ΘΔ, ᾿ ᾿ 

ΝΞ Ce . . “Pavlov 
: an ΝΣ ΝΕ Δ τον *) Micshurin 

Ἔν Bi Garber’ and? others - 

oNB, Methodological. Problems ‘in. ‘Contenporary Medicine: 9° | 

Interrelationship of | - 

‘Biology 
7 Chemistry 

. Physics = | 
‘Mathematics. . 
Cybernetics | : 
Socio-economic sciences ete. 

"Oo, F Practical: 

‘Application of Dialectic. Materialist methods 
in “the study: of physiology and | pathology. 

"T feel that theoretical work alone. is. insufficient in . 
this period of ideological struggle between Socialism. and 

| Capitalism.” At best it will be received with qualifications 
an the socialist medical world which is oriented to a large 
extent on Western capitalist: views, It. will, be rejected as 

τς Thost Marxist theoretical works’ are rejected today by the 

eae 



ΟΝ 100--3:|637 

“capitalist medical world, A work composed of. 
theory substantiated by practice will gain wider | 
acceptance. throughout the world and will serve as 
a guide post for: future studies. Hence I would 

_ prefer working in a place where both theory and — 
..,practice can be developed side by side. This can 
best be done in the USSR... As an integral part of | 
the work I should like to develop and deliver a. 
course of lectures to médical students and medical 
workers on the theory and practice of ‘Marxist 
medicine’ as it unfolds inthe process of this . 

project. My knowledge of Russian though limited 
“at present would improve greatly so that I feel | 
that in the course of six months in a Russian environ- 

“ment I could. deliver these lectures without any help 
from an interpreter, 

"Should the decision be made for me to work at 
first on the theory of ‘the subject, I believe that 
this can best be done in the USA because of the 
availability of material in the English language, the 
proximity te the UN where necessary documents could be . 

obtained, through the establishment of ‘a correspondence. 
with Soviet scientists and the receipt of. scientific 
journals. Ὁ _ 

᾿ ΤᾺ either event I think this: is a full time. 
job and I pian to give up my practice of medicine 
for a few years in order to devote myself completely 
to this work, and-should my health permit it. to return 
to my practice when the: task is. accomplished or when 1 

-@an no longer be. of value to the further progress of. 
this ΤΡ | a 

. (2}. . This message sax’ jarttettyGoaeds 

"Central Committee, Communist Party Soviet Union 

“These are corrections that. should. be added to the 
iast message we sent you re: Trade Union Delegations 
which should be invited to USSR in ‘the latter part of 
April.. 

"We wish to emphasize that there will not only. -be one 
(1) union such δ the Hospital Workers. unions but 
Many unions. will be represented and ALSO that of these 
various unions LEON DAVIS is Secretary of 1199 (local). 
He is but one of the compositions, of leaders of these πὶ 
various unions, , . oe 

ΠΝ oe 



NY 100-134637 

"We wish té call to your attention. that these 
delegations will pay their own fares both to 
USSR and return to United States BUT that it 
would be essential that when they are in USSR 
that the inner travel and hotel expenses be paid 
by the USSR Trade Unions whose guests they will 
be--we cannot stréss this enough to you for it's 
most important. 

"And thé final correction that these Trade Unions 
do NOT WANT TO BE ANNOUNCED AS OFFICTAL DELEGATIONS. 
ALSO IMPORTANT that they be invited by the CENTRAL 
TRADE UNION ORGANIZATIONS OF USSR. 

Morris Childs-Gus Hall" 

With respect to the Above message, see New York airtei 
1/22/65 reporting correspondence ‘between the CPUSA and the Soviets 
regarding the delegation of the Hospital Workers Union who wish to 
visit the Soviet Union. 

(3). The following message was partially coded: 

"Central Committee, Communist Party Soviet Union: 

“Isidore 6. Needleman. will go to Moscow within next 
few days on matters of interest to ¢lients whom he. 
represents in U.S. While there, on. my instructions 
he will discuss with you sevéral matters of concern 
to our Communist Party. I refer to several, important 
questions’ one of which céncerns Mary Kaufman. 

"He ds paying his own fare to. USSR. and return, and 
- wikl not, burden you. with private matters of interest 

to his clients. In view of his physical handicap: 
and fact that his funds are limited, I should 
appreciate your extending to him every possible 

. assistance. Please meet him upon arrival in Moscow, 
where he will remain for only a few days. Also, 
please cooperate with him in making contact with 
the Polish Embassy at their Embassy in Moscow. 

-"T know that in your courteous and fraternal manner 
you will také care of our Needleman. Accept also 
My personal thanks, and those of our National Board 
for the hospitality shown to our National Board 
members during their visit to USSR. 

Gus Halil" 

ate 



NY 100-134637 

(4) The following message which was in plain text is a 
schedule prepared by NY 694-S* with respect to contact by walky- 
talky with the Soviets: 

"Month 

February 

March 

April 

May 

June 

July 

August 

September 

October 

November 

December 

Days 

Tues day 
Thursday 

Tuesday 
Friday 

Monday 
Wednesday 

Tuesday 
Thursday 

Monday 
Wednesday 
Friday 

Tueslay. 
Thursday 

Monday 
Wednesday 

Tuesday 
Thursday 

Tuesday. 
Wednesday 
Friday 

Monday: 
Thursday 

Tuesday 
Thurs day 

Jack Brooks" 

-5- 

Time 

8:18 

8:18 

8:18 
8:18 

83.18 
8:18, 

8:18 
8:18 

8:18 
8:18 
8:18 

8:18 
8:18 

8:18 
8:18 

8:18 
8:18 

8:18 , 
8:18 
8.218 

8:18 
8:18 

8:18 
8:18 

A.M. 
A.M. 

Δ... 

A.M. 

A.M, 
A.M. 

A. M.. 

A.M. 

AM. 
A. Me. 

A oM. 

A.M. 
A.M. 

A.M. 

A.M. 

to 
to 

EO 

to. 

to 

to 

to 

to 

to 
to 

to 

to 
td 

το 
tO 

to 
to 

to 
to 
to 

ime) 
to 

to 

to 

8:28 A.M. 
8:28 A.M. 

8:28 A.M. 
8:28 A.M. 

8:28 A.M. 
8:28 AJM. 

8:23 AM. 
8:28 A.M. 

8:28 A.M. 
8:28. A.M. 

8:28 A.M. 

8:28 A.M. 

8:28° A.M. 

8:28 A.M, 

8:28 AM. 
8328 A.M. 

8:28 A.M. 
8:28 A.M. 
8:28 A.M. 

8228 AM. 
8:28 A.M. 

8:28 A.M. 
8:28 A.M. 



NY 100+134637 

(5) This message was partially coded: 

"Urgent 

" Ervom February 17, 1965 to March 8, 1965, 
I will not be available for the Needleman 
channel or for personal contacts or contacts 
by drops. If anything for Gus Hall or any 
emergency use radio only repeat radio only. 

Jack Brooks" 

The above refers to the fact that by reason of his physical 
condition, NY 694-S* plans to be in Puerto Rico between 2/17/65 and 
3/8/65. 
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Memorandum 

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: 2/10/65 

SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

SUBJECT: (Gaon 

=C 

ReBulet dated April 15, 1964, 

ReBulet advised that CIA was interested σι all 
material on the World Federation of Trade Unions (WFTU) 
and instructed that such material received by CG 5824-S* 
be furnished to the Bureau. 

In accordance with the foregoing, there are 
enclosed herewith for the Bureau two Xerox copies each of 
the following issues of the "Trade Union Press," the 
International Bulletin of the WETU: 

1) Issue No, 21, November, 1964, Fifth 
Anniversary Special; 

2) Issue No. 24, Hecember , 1964; | 

3) Issue No. 1, ee 1965. Co 

$2t0tf 457 2— 
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FBI ! 

Date: 2/11/65 ~ 

| 
| 

(Type in plaintext or code} 

νι AIRIEL REGISTERED | Oy 
7 (Priority) 

FROM =: SAG, NEW YORK (100-134637) | 

πος δ 
IS-C - 

On 2/10/65, there was received at a New York mail. 
drop a partially-coded letter from BEATRICE JOHNSON, CPUSA 
liaison in Cuba, addresséd to NY 694-S* for transmit to 
the CPUSA, 

Attached hereto is a Xerox copy of the pl 
of the aforesaid letter, ὦ 

-C." in the said letter refers to MORRIS poets hotter refers to MORRIS cHnns yt 

8 ΒΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΙΝ ες “1 

and "RABINOWLTZ!' refers to VICTOR | IC 
RABINOWLTZ (Bufile 100.336105). - 
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Jenuary 22, 1965 
Dear Jack: 

* 

‘Your letter of Decombor 22nd .was received exactly 
one month later - at the samo time I had one from Prague from 
M. C. Τὸ μπᾶ not dated, but judging from the material it was 
infinitely faster than the ieslie Yorris vay, That is most 
important at this time when things ara happening fast and 1 
am in a good position to react and send information, Let us 
try another way -- Moscow or Prague. 

ΤῺ this way it does not have to go through Cudan 
chennéels and that is a guarantee of time saving. Be sure that 
the letters are dated and numbered, go I could test it bebter. 
There. is much going on in this part of the world. The meeting 
of 211 the Letin Americans recently concluded opens the way Lor 
good relations all around, and it seems to be our chance; out we 
must react ouickly, and effectively. That can also help us to a better | 
relations with Cuba, for they will have to stabilizo both a policy | 
and form of such relations with all. 

a 1 have sent cable,"Worker" communique and proposed 
our Party join in propositions.: Correspondence on this can go 
directly to Chile, Brazil, Uruguay and Argeritina, I have sent. 
address of those earlier. For Venezuela send to me as well as for 
all centrals. Of course, if there is a good relation with Mexico, 
the Centrais can be better and quicker reached that vey, but here . 
it is surer and (8088 vack. the same way. ᾿ ᾿ 

ες σι told me of the international action on “the 
ie Carran Act, What can I do? Send latest material. 1 will 
try to fit it into the international thing suggested by the 
mecting of all South American Parties, Give me opinions and 
suggestions on this, By the way, today I received-by air mail’ P 
from Moscow "Worker" for January 3rd with Gus Fall's greeting 
for January 2nd, I had it translated and brought to press. 
Gled to have it,,but why it did not come out with the others 
1 don't understand. It must be at tho othsr end. Let's check 
how things are veing sent to Cuba. . 

# 

About the student-youth I have not heard anything, 
but I have soen Rabinowits hanging around here for wus, probably 
arranging for another batch of students for coming July 26th. 
This must be avoided at all costs. If I would get an official ᾿" 
letter from editors, I could certainly arrange for an invitation. 
Tim sure thet students are not wanted, out in absence of student ~youth 

(they will accept them. 



career 

* 

M. C. has written about vacation and consultation 

for Spring. By the time you ret this and answer, Spring will have turne 

into Summer, the quota exhausted, and 1111 be out of luck. How 
will it bé done?. Let the Moscow people inform me - it is 
quicker surely. But for a vacation without possibility of 
consultation, I would rather wait for surricr when the heat is 
unbearable, Now it is cooler, arid a person can catch up with 
a lot of work and study, which is for me anyway a horrid trial 
in the summer months. If I could bo spared the August and 
September time, it would be wonderful., in July 1 cannot leave; 

% is an important month here. ; 

; M. CG. wrote that some one will answer the Robert 
Williams manifesto. Let them send it“directly to the Mexican 
journal. I have spoken to editor here about the matter, and they 
Will surely publish it, ‘Robert Williams is here agains t his 
usual slander. He‘left his children in China and is unhappy that 
Africa did not invite him. 80 he will let it out on us. . T know 
the P.U.R.S. don't want him, but they are stuck. 

TAndicated in letter of January hth that an 
old-timer who was in Mexico during many years will ce pub on trial 
here for high treason for his long years in service of CIA. 
This has no direct effect on other long~timers, but gives weapon 
to antis, .It is a bad business, and the trial will be a hot forun. 
All depends on how Gastro handles the thing. Naturally, the cap. 
press. is tyying to spill it over on all, but I doubt if it will 
succeed at this stage. There is high spirit in Cuba, work is good, 
and old-timers making outstanding contribution in provinces, I 
just returned from tour and can testify to this. It will throw 
some suspicion, and surely can be used, 

κ᾽ 

Ἀγ 

᾿ Please explain to Gus that[____] is doing 811 right;. 
she has a good trage learned in East Germany, and will surely got work 
as soon as she is settled. Let him not be against her step. She 
has talent, and wants a chance tos tbudy and work, She will not be 
a vurde . Yes, thank you, I received many things I needed 
badly. will send me what I need in the future. Thanks for 

*" giving her a lift. As ἐδ Elmer Johnson, ‘she met him at Holly's and ' 
wrote that she had the impression that he was 0.K, in tho Party, 
for I had told her what Jack informed in Cuba. He was happy to see 
her and treated her well, and so she responded. It is natural. 
How covld the kidiInow any different? 

Well, all the best to.all of you. Keep close in 
touch. I will have. many things in the coming weeks. 

ow 

ALL the vest, 

Bea 
ay ἝΝ — - 

a, pete, " 

ἄρδει, ος δὴ 6ῸὃΟὺ ὅπ [5 ἊΝ = rE = = a echidna ae aemmaaaiaal το ee i SR aE και. ΟΝ a ΜΕΝ ᾿ , 3. - 
[ ; τ ors ᾿ τον τε ον any art τόπον, Ἰ = . fed HO 
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ι Date: 2/11/65 

nsmit the following in ——= 
(Type in plaintext or code) 

y AIRTEL REGISTERED ᾿ 
Via . (Priority) 

----ο-----......................Ἅ..ὄ......... Lo. 

a 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

SUBJEC 

18:- 

On 2/11/65, there was received at a New: York 
etter to be transmitted to GUS HALL, from 

-WIL HTAN, newly elected General Secretary of 
the Canadian CP. 

: (Ὁ νὰ 
There is attached hereto a Xerox copy of the 

aforesaid letter, 

wm 

Pe 
, ..3°- Bureau (RM) 

L ~ Chicago~(134-46=Sub B)( RM AM) L = NY 134-91 (INV)(41) «- f /00-%2309/~Y 54 ef | 1 ~ NY 100-134637 - (41) att — 

| Β FEB x i965 
ACB :msb | EX-10L 

pw ‘ 

yes : ἐπ , 

7γγὶ Tye OP Approved: Sent OM OPer 0. 

ἢ 60 MAR 5 
ἡ ει διό in 

Charge 
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᾿ ΝΕ Fab.9th.1965. | | 

| | 
| 

Dear Hsrhert: 

You probably read the report of the American-Canadian 
Committee which recommended the establishment of a continental mar- 
ket based on free trade. One of the Government spckesmen hare opp= . 
osed it and correctly so,and ons can assume he was speaking for ths 
Government in this connection. However,coming on top of the propos- ι 
ed continental trade arrangement vis a "vis autos it indicates a tr- 
end towards integration on the part of sections of monopoly intére- ΄ 
sts which bears watehninge. - 

1 see that Reuther has not taken too kindly to ‘the auto. 
agreement. His support is rather qualified ani hedged in with demands ~ 
for protection of the jobs of US auto workers which is hoth understan 
dable and correcte | . 

it 

- 

We wild be: doing « a δῦ. more work ‘on the problem,but cl= 
early,continental yada frea trade would further subordinate the Cana. 
dian economy to that of the US and lead inevitably to a further proa- 
ess of avsorptions * mot . 

1 thought in this connection that it might be useful to 
issue a joint statement on. the subject but tactically and otherwise 
it be be premature at this stage, More immediately there may be more 
value in developing our respective positions while emphasising the. 
need for stronger fomms of solidarity by labor and tls tum on both 
sides of the border. | 

. 

. 

ar τ΄ ἄρτι rr a pI — el ata a ret Ala tate γα ἃ τ 

" 

+ 

vio tet | “Any comment you. may have onthe question of conténtdn- 
tal free trade will’ be welcomed. +n this connection. you may have hy 
now read the material we adopted here and may have’ also seen our mut~ 
ual friend.Opinions on the material too,would be weleomed.— é 

" ὍΝ 

"- 

Latest events internationally show 4 rather dangerous 
situation in the make . We are doing what wa can to’ stimulate widesp- 
pead action against dpgression. 

- ᾿ 
εἰ 

Ἐ 

‘ ἣΝ All the best ani keap in touche 

᾿Ο[δο. )γ04)}- Us φ 
ἯΙ (E588 

feet od eats teeta * --.........ἢ προ κ᾿ ἀσπὶς oD ae πόμα. AL Me ας τα 
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y 2/16/65 

“ 1 -- Mr. Shaw 
[ } airtel meena 

To: SACs, Chicago (134~46' Sub B) PERSONAL ATTENTION 
Ney York (100-134637) 

From: Director, FBI (100428091) 
0. 

— 

‘ENTERNAL SECURITY = Ὁ 
~ ' 

ΝΕ Reuraiztel 2/10/65 (πο. copy’ to New York) which. advised 
‘that CG 58248* has solidified plans Zor his departure on Solo 
as eion AB and ‘expects to leave Chicago en. route to the Soviet Union 
On, /@5, τς 

_., , #¢ 48 noted that an article appearing in the "Washington 
Post" of 2/14/65, captioned "Meeting of 26 Communist Parties _ 
Reported Put ΟΕ for Tyo Months," states: that. Soviet sources in 
‘East Berlin reported that the prepiratory meeting of 26 communist. 
parties has beon postponed from March 1, 1965 to May 1, 1965. No 
reason was given but the Soviet sources seportedly stated the = __ 
decision was definits. The Soviets sources were yeported .as having 
stated. that. the prime purpose of Soviet Premier Alexei Kosygin's 
Far Eastern. trip was to persudde at least one Asian Party, tho 

ΙΝ North Vietnamese, to attend the preparatory meeting and thet the 
_ time was too short..to haye expected the North Vietnamese to be in 

Koscow by March lst. 

ΝΕ In view of the foresoing, CG. 5824«S% should be contacted 
to determine if informant has any information relative to the | 
postponement of the Editorial Commission meeting and whether this 
davelopmont will have any effect on informint'splan to depart for 
the Soviet. Union on 2/19/65 as presently. scheduled. 

MAILED 6 fp 

μας ἢ Sipah po FEB 1 61965 | | | 
Belmont wreenremn 4 | COMM-FEI . | opt — 

4 sa Mg 95 

ΚῚ 

Be Loach anne, 
Casper .. - 
Catleban μος, 
ONO cence 

Fett TT 

ὍαἹθ nee | Ὁ er 7-- ffoHf "π΄: 
ΕΘΝ RE 
Sullivon somu i, \ ko 1 fallen AAS IN, 19 FEB ITIES | AY 
Trotter aut) alt ep) e ς 
Tele, Room mans _ * * Holmes: ae, ᾿ , πε του ete tan, γτνν....... συνάγοι. τὶ watt. Room CY tevetyeg unit Ld ἮΝ 



ee | conprSurrar, | 

9ECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DEBQVED FROM: 
FEI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE 
VATE O1-18-E0L2 

_, (15) 100+a28002 YET 
, BY LIAISON 

" } ΝΣ 1 = Liaison. 
Date: February 9, 2965 1 = ir. Shaw 

- ΜΟὲ Office of Spécial Investigations τὸ αὶ £C / Ὁ] ἰ yf 
4 | Air Force 4 cd ams 

7 Attention: Chief, Couliteriutelligence Division ΣΝ " Us 
: . ρος wee Lo 

From: | Jolin Edgar: Hoover,. Director 

Subject: ΘΟ Parry, Usa vy 7) 
JNTERNATIONAL, RELATIONS 
INTERNAL SECURITY = € 

Reference: ts made. to the letter of Ideutenant Colonel 
John B, Adamg,. Directorate: of Special Investigations, dated. 
February 4, 1965, ¥equesting to be:advised.if downgrading action 
ean be: taken with respect to the folloving ‘Tep-Secret" docunchts 
which this. Bureau has furnished your officd. 

Letter dated January 17, 1964, enclosing. 
memorandum dated December 31,1963, entitled. 
"Bistory and Development of the Sino-Soviet. 
Rift," (OSE File TS 64-5} 

Please be advised ‘that beedise. of ‘the sonusitive nature 
ef the sources who furnished the information contained. in ‘the 
‘aforementioned "FSt=Sagres" documents; ‘the documents are not at 
this: time to be dommgraded. 

Wsgpeh pk 

ED ou, At 5 9 οὐδὲ 
te Relet. ihalcated: that: our ‘Letter dnd memorandum are. still. 
eae —Sontiolied py OST as" ‘ however, OSI desires to ascertain 

iow 

Cospe 4 dE the documents ganymew pe someradel ‘The information in these 

Rogen sae a 
ΕΠ cnr 

(NOTE CONTINUED PAGE TWO) 

Favel ii! 

Trotter mince ᾿ 
Tele, σοῦ σις eo 
Holnes .............. . 
Gondy —____.. wat Room E) teverype unis LI 

~ 



COMPSMENTIAL 

Office of Special Investigations 
Air Foree’ ἡ 

NOTE CONTINUED: ood : 

documents was obbiined by ΝῪ 694-S* and CG 5824-S* and pertain to 
the Sino-Soviet dispute. The 1/17/64 letter transmitted the 12/31/63 
memorandum and summarizes it. The downgrading of these documents 
could place the security of our informants in jeopardy; therefore, 
OSI is being informed that Howngrading action is not to be taken. 
Classified 3 EY beacause velet is-s0- classified and out- — __.. 
going by necessity makes reference to information set forth in relet. © 
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ΜΡῪ 1962 LOITION 
OPTIONAL FORM HO. 1D $010=1048 

«ἢ GSA GEMS REG, HO, 2? 2 Tolson 

i UNITED. STATES GOVERNMENT ᾿ Bett af 
ε 

Beeb cach: nem 
OE PCT peers 

M emorandum : UTE IN ENVELOPE eo 
EVGnS mee 

“ αἰ σπτιυυκαπινκαπηκην ιν... 
TO Me, Ἐς J. Baumgardy : pate: February 15, 1965 — Besen ——__-— 

fa Tavel .... . 

1 - Mr. Baumgardner to——— 
FROM ‘Mr. We G. Shaw 1 = Mr, Shaw Holmes —————~ 

2 ‘ Q0GY err 

SUB } ᾿ Δα 
INTERNAL SECURITY: — ¢ ran 

This memorandum outlines the material developed during 
Solo Mission 17 and. will assist. in locating pertinent data within 
the Solo file, 

DESCRIPTION OF INFORMATION, AIRTEL SERIAL 

AKAHATA (Publication of cP ‘of Japan) cessseeseveceoess 1/4/65 4425 

ALBERTSON, WILLIAM (Document exam. by Soviets)....... 1/7/65 4466 
AMENDOLLA, GIORGIO (CP - of LEAL y) ὁ. εν εν ο ον ον όσον νον 1/6/65 4445 
ARI SMENDI , RODNEY (ΟΡ of AYZENTINA) .cevcccccoceravecs 1/3/65 442]-26 

BART, PHIL (CPUSA. official ‘re travel in USSR) ...0060e3/12/65 A496 

BELIKOV, (FNU) - (Soviet OLLACLAL) ccccccccnccvececens 1/5/65 4428 

BIRCH, HANS (E. German official) .cceccceccccccceseece 1/5/65) [4434 
BLAIR, FRED (CPUSA official. re bookstore) ὁ ὁ. σόοι. 1/7/65) [4457 

ΥΥΥΣΣΥΥΥΥ ΥΥ  ΥΥΥ copes 1/6/6 4451 

(Soviets want info re him) ..cceceseesest/l8/6 4537 
CANADA (CP OF) .wveccccccccccocdcecvecvecncevencecceses 1/8/6 467 

CHILE. (cp OF )seertccescsscsisersersescsrsesoceveeeses l/5/6 4429 

-᾿ 1/6/65 4450 
1/8/65 4467 | 

CHINA (CP) 

Meet with Latin-American delegation..s.scessscssss 1/3/65 4421 
Meet With soviet. OLELCL ALS sc cccececccncvcvucness 1/3/65 44.22 

Reaction to meeting With Soviets. .cccscccseseses 1/4/65 4428 
Relations with United States.scccsccccecececesces 1/6/65 4447 

CHOU, EN~LAI (Chinese PYEMLOD) soseccccecsccecvecsseces 1/3/65 4422 

CHERNIK, (FNU) -" (Czech OLLACL AL) wccccccccenevsersces 1/8/65 4468 

CODOVILLA, VICTORIO (CP of Argentina). .scococsccecves 1/5/65 4431 
CORVALAN, "LUIS (CP of Chile) .icccacccccsccesseveceses 1/6/65 4450 

COSTA. RICA (cP OF) oeecceccerccccecccerscecrenersneces 1/8/65 4467 

4532 
‘COPE,. RAYMOND | (Soviets interested in DIM) esceseseseeslL/18/65 4537 
COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 

Funds from SOVLECS. cesscsensccceaccccvsccceeessvl/12/65 4497 

ene) 

bic 
* 

Quota for travel to Βαθθέδνννοννν οὐ γε νννεν ον s1/18/65 ᾿ 4518 

CROSSCURRENTS PRESS. ccsccccccsccsccecs a4 4 RA YISS T /8/65 4457 

CROSSWORLD BOOKS. ....eccecce0 ἥξρ. 18... LOO 9175/85 4457 
BAe scene reece ον OD τ 1/ Ὁ, 65 4438 

«ὦ. ὁ“ 100-428091 A 5 FEB 18 810 A 

6D Faesheagpak- CONTI NUED--OVER 



Ο Q 
Memorandum to Mr. F, J. Baumgardner 
Re: SOLO 
100-428091 

AIRTEL 
CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

cp ΟἿ, ccccnccacasesrenccecreseccssseccsceereses 1/7/65 

Visa PYOCECKULES. caccccescccccvecccscecccecscces lf 1L5/G65 

DENNIS, EUGENE, TRevesccccssevcvcscessvccsesecsesvee lt /L2/65 

DENNIS, PEGGY se ccccccccccccodsccecccccscseccccceeuce 1/6/65 

1/13/65 
EAST GERMANY ccc cocccessccccccccccscccccccecccccseese l/l 2/65 

1/15/65 
EDITORIAL COMMISSION MEETING (Moscow) .asccscseccesee 1/3/65 

2/19/65 
EISLER, GERHART (E. German) ccsccccecvccoscscsceccess 1/5/65 

EISMAN, HARRY (Former American in USSR)...cccsssecess 1/7/65 
ESCALANTE, ANIBAL & CESAR (Cubans) cecccccccccscccere 1/5/65 

FOUR CONTINENT BOOKS (Soviets interest) seccsesvecece 1/8/65 

FRANKFELD, PHIL (CPUSA) ccccccvcccccccceevccccosevece 1/8/65 

GALAMISON, MILTON A. (Soviets desire to invite).e... 1/7/65 
GARVIN, VICKI (In Peking, China) .cccccecscccsccccnesel/12/65 
GHIOLDI, RUDOLFO (Cp of AYGENTINA) ceccerveccvecesees 1/5/65 

GIBBONS, JOHN. cocccccccvecesescccceesccsvsevessevcest/L2/65 

GLUEKHOFF, ROLFE (E, German OLLLiCLAL) cocoveevevonens 1/5/65 

GOLDSTEIN, LEONARD. cecccccnccresccasecesesestsessere 1/7/65 

GREEN, GIL (CPUSA OFFICLAL) «scccccsccccsovccecesees sl /l3/65 

GOODLAND, (FNU) - (Resides in San Francisco).....+..1/18/65 
HALL, GUS (Article on SinosSoviet rift). .cccsssssess 1/6/65 
HERTE, LUTHAH (CE, German OFLICLAL) secccccccsecescccs 1/5/65 

HIGHLIGHTS OF SOLO MISSION L7..ccscccecscccscccceees 1/2/65 
HO CHi~minh (Leader -Of CP of Vietnam) scvaccccsscccecs 1/4/65 

HOXHA, ENVER (Albanian leader)..cccsescccccccccsscce 1/4/65 
INDIA. (ΟΡ OF) cccccssccessccesvccccceccsececsceeecec et /13/65 

INGRAO, PIETRO (cp of Ttaly) csesvcccccsercssevcvscce 1/6/65 

INTERNATIONAL SITUATION (SovietS impression)....2...1/14/65 
ITALY (CP OF) cccesecnscsevecsrecccsccevsesnessscones 1/6/65 

IVANOV, YURI (Soviet official) ΦΨΦ Φῳ καὶ ἃ Κὶ ὁ κυ ὁ ὃ ὃ δὃυ ἃ ὃ ὃ ὃ ὁ ὃ ἡ 71/12/65 

JANDIK, MILOSLAV (Czech Σὰ ̓ ς ΚΝ 178765 

JAPAN (cP OF) coccncccvccccecsccevccccerecvetcvetence 1/4/65 

JIRASKA, MEROSLAV (Czech official) ....ccseccececsses 1/8/65 
Φ ἃ ἃ ὁ ἡ ὁ ee ὃ ἡ 1/6/65 

ceveveces el /13/65 

Peo meer amecneeeeneeHenenereretesere 3/8/65 

KOMKIN BOOKS (Washington, Dd, Crodeccccecccvcsvccevsace 1/8/65 

KOREAN VITALY (Soviet OLLACIAL) oo ceeeseceeeeeeeest/13/65 

KOUCKY, ” VLADIMIR (Czech OLLLCLAL) caseceseseeevceeeee 1/7/65 
“1/15/65 

LAMB, EDWARD (Soviets! interested in him)...cecceeseet/19/65 
LASTOVICKA, BOHUSLAV «s sesessscsssssccccseserseceeecs 1/8/65 

LATIN-AMERI CAN COMMUNIST PARTIES . 
Conference in Havana, Cubassessccsecceccvecaces 1/3/65 

«- 2 m 

4 

4465 
4522 
4499 
4448 
4517 
4501 
4536 
4423 
4534 
4437 
4462 
4432 
44.57 
4457 
4458 
4498 
4431 
4495 
4434 
4464 
4520 
4540 
4454 
4434 
4474, 
4427 
4428 
4521 
4445 
4523 
4445 
4495 
4468 
4425 
4468 
4448 
4520 
4468 
4457 
4516 
4468 
4465 
4548 
4535 
4468 

4420 

SERIAL 
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Memorandum to Mr. F. J. Baumgardner 
Re: SOLO - τα 
100-.428091 ‘ 

" AIRTEL 

Meeting with CP of Chinacssssccsescsccseccess 1/3/65 
Leaders visit MOSCOWs coveccccccccccvenesesece 1/5/65 

LIGHTFOOT, CALUDE (CPUSA official)..cssosercoseees 1/5/65 
LITTLE, MALCOLM X. .(Visited Peking, China) ..+s.++1/13/65 
MC CARRAN ACT (Campaien Against by CPs of the 

WOrld) wcccvcvcascscccscccvescccesestse tit.ecece 1/4/65 

MEXICO (CP ΝΥΝ 1/5/65 

1/6/65 
1/15/65 

MILITARY GROUPS IN MOSCOW.....sescsescccessccesess 1/5/65 
MONKOVSKI , (νυ) - (East German Official) ecsecsese 1/5/65 

NELSON, BURT (CPUSA official visiting Moscow).....1/12/65 
NEW ERA BOOKS “(CPUSA bookstore)..cccccccccscsesese 1/8/65 
NEW MOTHERLAND | (E,. German ΟΡ) oceccecscccsvenessl/i15/65 

‘NEW ZEALAND (cP OF) cocccccccccvcccccecececeatesece. 1/4/65 

NOVICK, PAUL (Visiting MOSCOW) .ccocccceccecerecesel/18/65 

AQUIN (Cuban OF Picial) .ccaccscevccsccees 1/5/65 
ries ane in MOSCOW) «scctcccccccesecece 1/7/65 

WILLIAM L. (Visiting in MOSCOW) seveseee 1/4/65 
1/12/65 

PERLO, VICTOR. cc cccccccccccccccceccucvcucencvecens 1/7/65 

PERU (cP OF) ccccncccccccsaccncesesevevecesescesesed/ L8/65 

PRESTES, LUIS (ΟΡ of Brazil) scccccescoscsecacseccese 1/6/65 

PROGRESSIVE JURISTS SOCIETY csccccesccesccesesceces 1/4/65 
PUBLICATIONS (SOVIETS) ..cccovevcccccccceresesssces 1/8/65 
REESE, BEN (Mail DrOp) ccccedesccaccccsscncveceseeet/l9/65 

REVOLUTIONARY ACTION MOVEMENT ..cescscesssecoscssse 1/6/65 
RODRIQUEZ, CARLOS (Cuban OLLICLAL) weeeesseraeceere wit 

6/65 
RUMANIA (Political and economic conditions) ....s.s. 1/6/65 
SABOTAKA, GCFNU) - (Czech official)...ccecesscecaee 1/8/65 
SHIELDS, ART (The Worker" correspondent in Moscow yp 

1/13/65 
SIGA, YOSHIO (cP of JAPAN) ccescvccsccccccccscccsse 1/4/65 

SINO-SOVIET RELATIONS . ccscctccesevesacvececeseveces 1/3/65 

SOVIET UNION. 

Meeting with Chinese representatives. .ecesse» 1/3/65 
Reaction to above meeting. ..cccccscesccscesece 1/4/65 
Visa PLOCEMCUYES. cccccccesercereerecccvecceaes 1/6/65 

SUSLOV, M. A. (Soviet official) ccccccccsecsccsesesl/13/65 
TAYLOR, WILLIAM Ο, (CPUSA official visiting Moscowl/12/65 
TIMOFEEV, TIMUR (Son of Eugene Dennis).cec0cc0eceee 1/6/65 

1/13/65 
TORMEY, JAMES (CPUSA official visiting Moscow)....1/12/65 
TRADO, "aM, (CP of Chile) esccseccccesssssecisscseses 1/4/65 

TYNES, (FNU) - (Resides in MOSCOW) .sccsesceccessee 1/7/65. 

-3- ᾿- 

SERLAL 

4421 
4431 
4436 
4521 

4426 
4430 
4448 
4538 
4435 
4434 
4496 
4457 
4524 
4424 
4539 
4438 
4459 
A426 
4496 
4461 
4538 
4451 
4426 
4457 
4532. 
4448 
4421, 
4448-52 
4444 
4468 
4426 
4516 
4424~25 
4422 

4422 
4428 
4446 
4521 
4496 
4448-49 
4520 
4496 
4426 
4463 

5 
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‘Memorandum to Mir, Ἐν, J. Baumgardner - "“--΄- " : εν 
Re: SOLO πότον ὙΠ δ Ὁ 
100.-428091 - ΝΞ ΕΣ 

- eo, aa AIRTEL Ν᾽ 
-- . yg wt ΕΣ 

URUGUAY (CP OF) cevecccaccccecevescesetetiveasentear Vejen és a ar 

VERDUGO, ARNOLDO M, Cp. of MCXLCO)-.ovecereececeeses, 1/3/65 ᾿ 

. 1/6/65 
VIEIRA, GILBERTO (CD of Colombia) sssesscesseebeseecs 1/4/65 ° 

VIETNAIS (WORKERS PARTY OF) ccccccccccccevewersesesee 1/4/65 

VLADIMIR (LNU) - (ϑονέςεῦ, Secret. SErvice) oivececeeesel/L9/65 

WEST, JAMES (CPUSA official Visiting MOSCOW) «<r esere tye 

WILLIAMS, ROBERT (In Chiha)s..seelesecesesetegheces 1/5/65 
WORLD MARXIST REVIBesesesevescevgcseceuscebefeones 1/7/65 

εὐ 1/13/65 

ZELTSOV (FNU) - (Soviet OFLICLAL) cewcccccccccseccecs 1/8/65 

ACTION: 

None. File for: record. purposes. 
᾿ 

ny 
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β3 ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
Date; 2/8/65 

Transmit the following in “at i 
(Type in plaintext or code} 

ΗΝ Ν 

AIRTEL REGISTERED . 
Via 2 

gape (Priority) 

ee ee ee ee eee dice πῇ δ Le ee 

, TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) net τ ᾿ 

2] FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) Fa 

2D supsect{Cxots> o 
ve) 18-¢ J ya Yad 

ΝΎ ΗΝΝΝ fed 2/5/65, 9 ῃ ἽΣ ἣ 
ee vest reflecting on page 4 thereof that ISIDORE LEMAN would 

go to Moscow within the next few days-on matters of “intérést Ange i 
to clients in the USA and that while there, on the instructions y, 
of GUS HALL, he would discuss several matters of te 
the CP, 

NY 694~S* has advised that in Moscow NEED wil” 
discuss with the Soviets a plan for the CPUSA to purch 
travel agency in New York City, the said agency allege ty 
being operated by an individual who is related to DANIEL RUBEL, 
Kings County ΟΡ Organizer and Manager of the Jeffersof\Bodk | 
Store in New York City (Bufile 100410492). According to } 
GUS HALL, MAX WEINSTEIN-of the Chicago CP-is currently working 
in New-York with HALL with a view to purchasing the aforesaid 
travel agency for the sum of $20,000.00. According to HALL, 
this agency reputedly does a million and a half gross Ae 
per year. 

HALL stated that the above~mentioned travel agency (/ 
“a be owned by the CPUSA National Office, which would 

ae BEN (RM) = ΠΡ 
Δ: - Chicago-(134-46-Sub B) (AM RM) ( 27 “πὸ fi sash! πὲ. 
1 = NY 134-91 (INV) (41) -- 
1 = NY 100-134637 - (41) AO, ἢ 

smsb ΕΝ we 

- = αι ζ fe Lil 

ΑἹ Ὦ κανῷ ane al 
Approved Sent _. ME ee es μ | 

65 FEL A SHEE ént in Charge Nyt - | 
L it mw om EW 



ΝΥ 100-134637 

receive all the profits from the opetation of the said. ἢ 
agency. It is anticipated that. SI GERSON, ‘GPUSA_ funétionary., 
Will ‘operate the travel agency in behalf o£ the Party. 

NY 694-* further, 
interested in setting up &'parcels for Russia" business 
Which would also be a Party-controlléd operation. This nen, 
Operation, however, as NY 694-S* has ascertained from 
ISIDORE NEEDLEMAN, is jeopardized by the fact that the 
Soviets allegedly already havé given an exclusive contract 
for a "pareéls to Russia" business: to "ThefGlobe Company" of Philadelphia. ς 

Gised that the CPUSA is. also | 

| NY. 694-S¥* has been informed -by. NEEDLEMAN tht he 
recently: went. to Washington in company with an official of the 
Amtorg Trading Corporation to advise. the. Comiereial Attache. 
o£ the fact that The Globé ‘Company had obtained an exclusive _ 
contract from the. Soviets. for conducting a "parcels to Russia’ | 
business, NEEDLEMAN allegedly informed. the Commercial Attache ~_. 
that other parcel companies were being put in an "dut¥agéously ἡ unfair position" by reason of the. Globe. Compariy's having been 

given an exclusive contract. for-gift parcels, NEEDLEMAN. also 
allegedly informed the Soviet, Commercial Attache that by having 
gtanted the exclusive contract to the Globe Company, there was, 

Yalso involved a breach .of contract by Vneshparceltort, the 
‘Soviet company. Oo 

| . ‘According to NEEDLEMAN, ‘the Soviet Attache listened 
and took notes, and at. the conclusion of the interview sted: 
that-he was in general agreement with NEEDLEMAN's protest. 
He said- he would write to’ Viieshparceltorg and suggest that 
NEEDLEMAN go to Moscow té explain the situation, 

- Reairtéel also reflects, on page 4, that NEEDLEMAN 
" would discuss in Moscow several important questions, one of 
Which concernéd MARY. KAUFMAN. 

“2. 



NY 100-134637. 

NY 694-S* advised that, according to GUS HALL, 
YA KAUFMAN, the CP attorney, | has never’ been satisfied 

wit retainers she has been given. ‘by the Soviets. It was 
's intention that NEEDLEMAN. discuss..with the Soviets 

the-possibilities of- employing MARY KAUFMAN in a typé of 
business from which thé. Soviets are currently making a 
profit. According to. HALL, if a.Soviet family desires that 
ani elderly relative come-to the USA, the Soviet Government 
issues a visa for the travel o£ such a person and the 
person's travel is arranged by an agency which charges about 

~ | st, 000,00: for its services. This business, according to HALL, 
is lucrative both for the. agency and. for the. Soviet ‘Government, 

* It is: HALL's thought that MARY KAUFMAN might ‘become associated 
with some: such ‘business, . 
as 
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FBI 

Date: 2/12/65 

ne the following in TFype in plaintext or code) ᾿ Ι 

Via AJRTEL ___ REGISTERED MAIL τ ! 
(Priority) | 

oe ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee he eee - —_ 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

πε Ὁ). 

Is -ὈὉ ᾿Ν | ν᾽ - } 
_ AY A 

ReCGairtel dated 3/18/64 captioned as above. | ἡ 

On 2/11/65 CG 5824-St, through a mail drop ἣν 
maintained by him in Chicago, received a communication 
from NORMAN FREED, CP of Canada representative fo the — 
"World Marxist Review," official theoretical organ of 
the international communist movement, Prague, Czecho-~ " 

pe 

slovakia, written in open code and which was as follows: 

Feb, 7th 

Dear Mr. Good: 

Hope you and your good wife are in good near th, 
It was very nice seeing you both. I am back at work and 
as busy as ever. 

I talked to Topper and his friends about the 
matter of the little debt coming to you. They were under 
the Whe that this. was taken care of by our manager. 

Gane oy 134637) (Info) (82 [00-4 240 7)-- - 4509 1-Chicago 

᾿ RWH: MDW ret. 33 8 FEB 18 1965 
(5) ‘br 

7 μ 
£2 Sent eM Per ΕἸ = ‘< SSN . mar 



CG 134-46 Sub Β 

' I explained that it was hot and now steps have béen taken 
to adjust the matter through our manager and it will in- 
clude all back payments. I believe it was 324.48 per month. 

The new topper arrived and I think it is going 
to fit quite well. Seems to be up-to-date. 

; This will be all for now. Will keep in touch. 
Best ‘regards to Perch and his family and other mutual 
friends. Would appreciate hearing from Perch, My wife 
sends her best to both of you, and sincere thanks for your 
thoughtfulness for the gift. 

As ever, 

Bass. 

The foregoing communication was translated by 
CG 5824-S* and his translation was as follows: 

Dear CG 5824-S#: 

Hope you ‘and your wife (CG 6653-8) are in good 
health. It was very nice seeing you both in Toronto, I 
am now back at work in Prague at my job at the “World 
Marxist Review" and as busy as ever.. 

I talked to the Editor-in-Chief of our magazine 
as well as to others here in Prague ahout the matter of the 
little debt coming to the CP, USA as reimbursement for the 
monthly mailing of the "World Marxist Review" to VIPs and 
others. ‘They were under the impression that this had been 
taken care of by our manager at Progressive Books in Toronto. 
I explained that it had not béen and now steps have been taken 
to adjust this matter through our Toronto manager and it 
will include all back payments. I believe it was $324,48 per 
month, 

The new Editor-in-Chief of the "World Marxist 
Review" has now arrived in Prague and I think he is gang 
to ἘΠῚ in quite well, He seems to be quite well qualified 
and up. to date on international ideological matters. 

~_%2. 



CG 134-46 Sub Β΄ 

This will be all for now. I will keep in touch, 
Best regards to NY 694-S* and his family and other mutial 
friends. I would appreciate hearing from NY 694-S*. My 
wife sends her best to both of you, CG 5824-S* and CG 6653-S, 
and sincere thanks for your thoughtfulness for the gift you 
brought to her in. Toronto. 

AS ever, 

NORMAN FREED 

For the information of the Bureau and NewYork, the 
matter referred to in. paragraph 2 relating to the nailing 
in the U.S. of the "World Marxist. Review" and payment therefor 
by the "World Marxist Review't was the subject of previous 
discussion which: .is set forth: in reairtel and enclosed 
informant’ 5 statement,‘ ‘pages 4 and 5, 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ὦ Belmont niet naan 

M. en ROUTE IN ENVELOPE S2—= 
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: DATE: February 16, wy 

an Trotter, 

OM : Cc. FL. Ὁ whing Pic 
Gendy 

sume aon.» 

INTERNAL SECURITY - C . ἐβ 

On 2/16/65, the New York Office furnished the text of tt 
messages the informant desired to send and requested that they be 
enciphered. The cipher text was furnished to New York the same day. 

The plain text and cipher text are attached. 

ACTION: 

For information, 

ROW ey 
Enclosure 

1 - Mr. Belmont 
1 - Mr. Conrad | | 
2 - Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 
1 - Mr. Downing. 
L - Mr. Newpher 
1 - Mr. Paddock | ) 0040309 — 1600 

33 
He. 8. Oye REL 

(8 " δ 9 FEB 18 1965 
. “ t 4 ak τ ἢ yt i 

HE 13a, 

i v4 ve 
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uy 
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FIN36 (Rey, 12-13-56) 

g 
Transmit the following in 

Ὁ ROUTEIN OOP. | 
| 

Date; 2/10/65 ἮΝ 
r 4 

: ] 

(Type in plain iext or code) 

(Priority or Method of Hailing) { 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) Kee 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

Sige? if we ie 
Is - C 

Retel call 2/9/65 from SAC M, ἢ. JOHNSON to Section 
Chief FRED BAUMGARDNER, Internal Security Section, 

This will confirm telephonic authorization furnished δ 
by Mx. BAUMGARDNER during retel call for the expenditure of 
funds itemized below in connection with the 18th Solo Mission. 

On 2/8/65 CG 5824-S* advised that he had then 
Solidified plans for his departure on this Mission and expects 

- to leave on 2/19/65. He will be accompanied by his wife, 
CG 6653-S, who will be able to assist him both with his 
recurring health problems and with the concealment of notes 
and documents as well as provide more secure cover for him 
during his travels in Western Europe. Set forth ‘below are 
the estimated expenses thong ‘are being advanced to CG Patt, 
per the above authorization Vay, REC- 3) 00-" 9404 a =46o9/ 

First class air transportation, exasanonee 
Chicago to Moscow, and return,.....$2,600. 00 

4 FEB 23 1965 
Hotels, meals, transportation, 
tips, miscellaneous expenses "ποτ — 
for approximately 5 days in 
Western Europe, enroute and 
eturn from USSR...,......- νόον. 300.00 

ΓΝ 
1-Chicago é 
WAB; MDW oy ¥ er 
(4) Ἂ a 

Approved: 

GOFEB 26 88 



CG 134-46 Sub Β 

Purchase of new luggage not 
previously used for Solo 
MASSION. coc e νυν cece eee ceesceecesish 125,00 

Purchase of new clothing not 
bearing laundry, dry cleaning, ; 
or other marks of any nature....... 250.00 

Legal fees for execution of 
power of attorney, letters of 
direction, wills, etc. .....-+..++. , 50,00 

Excess baggage charges which 
will be substantial based upon 
previous’ experience on Solo 
MASSLONS. wes caer ceesecans rer 50.00 

TOTAL $3,375.00 

In view of the fact that CG 5824-S* anticipates 
that the 18th Solo Mission will be of approximately six 
weeks' duration. at a minimum, Mr, BAUMGARDNER also authorized 
advance payment to CG 5824-S* of $2,250.00 which is the 
normal payment to CG 5824-S* for services and expenses for 
the périod 2/15 - 3/31/65. This is necessary in view of 
the fact there are certan continuing expenses for the 
informant even though out of the country such as rent, 
telephone bills, etc. 

Mir, BAUMGARDNER also authorized SA RICHARD W. 
HANSEN of the Chicago Office to accompany CG 5824~S* to 
the point of his departure from the U.S, which at this time 
is: tentatively expected to be New York City. The purpose 
of SA HANSEN's. travel is to render to CG '5824-S* whatever 
assistance may be necessary and to obtain from the informant 
such last minute information as he may receive. 

During retel call and by this airtel the Bureau 
is requested to consider selection of targets in which the 
Bureau is interested for which CG 582.4-S* should be alert 
during the 18th Solo Mission. 
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UNITED STATES Qo cynont 
Loach ares. 

MemorandumRoQuTsE IN ENVELOPE = Conrad 

ἘΠῚ ὡριυκιαυυνναοτντανν. 
. Gale 

TO : Mr. conrad ie DATE: February 17, 196 ΞΘ, 

fa Yorn 

“ ᾿ ν᾿ oy fai 

A Iv Prottat = 

FROM" ὡς Ο, F. Downing Tele, Room <— 
Gandy 

a ταν 

sumicr: 291.0 ~ 

RNAL SECURITY. - C 

δ πῃ (ἡ. ν΄: « μῷ ” 3 FEB 23 1388 

Ww \ yO τῷ 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable confidential 
informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communications transmitted 
to him by radio. 

On 2/17/65, transmissions were intercepted by the Bureau's | 
radio station at Midland at scheduled times and frequencies but no messages 

were transmitted. 

ACTION: 

For information. 

oe 
Conrad 

2- Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr.. W. G. Shaw) 

1 - Mr. Downing 
1- Mr. Newpher 
1 - Mr. Paddock 

HS:drv " joo 270 i~UG02 | 

ant ρίαν 

ἊΝ σας 
t Ge. Ψ ἢ a }: ; . 

- ἀρ δ χη bed κ᾽ 

GOFEB 26 1969 
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 wdeetviea. go's from VLADIMIR CHUCHUKIN, big: soviet principal. 
. |. | Bhie money congiated ΘΕ 600. #100. 90. notes, 1400, 820. 00 ων 
εν 8 η 1600 610. 00 ποῦθβι. 6 ς 

‘When the above $100,000 2 wag broken’ “doun. ante Federal ΒΝ 
8 Reserve Dietricta ang series, 3 ne PoLLOWinE, wae $ Siselowed: |” mo 

Bon 
) Ac, USA 

Ν ‘CAPiavi ὦ 
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EE ton York’ wag. the  Bighent with ‘the na 

ΒΝ eee a οὐ sioney Which was issued to the Soviets an. iol and WFO, 7 ; ἘΝ 
τα τ no. Adentification ‘wae. effected. ΝΣ 

"With regard ‘ts the total. of. ρον. 5 $10. 00 notes, the - 
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ea ease, patterns of -sequente were observed With money previously 
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ΠΝ θα. on the daté indicated, 
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Ota ain. no. NO, 27. 4 Le 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT Che 
em 

Memorandum eounn ΙΝ ΝΕ) 3 ale 
TO Mr, W. Ο, Sullivan DATE: February 10, 1965 = 

Tavel - 

1. - ii. Belniont qe Rosa 
FROM ‘Mr. F, J. Baumgardner 1 ~ Mr, Senay ie Holmes _ 

1 - Mr, Baumgardn a = 
i = Mr. Row 

SUB ecrS0LO (6221 IB) 
INTERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST 1 - Mr. Donohue 

1 

re 

ΠΕ fe 

G5 FES 26 1965 

authorized SAC, Johnson to advance $3375 to CG .5824-S* for the purS" 
' pose indicated. and also to advance him ‘the: informant 's payments for * 

Mr, Shaw -- 
A ge 

Special Agent in Charge (SAC) Marlin Johnson called during 
the” ‘late afternoon of 2/9/65 concerning the forthcoming. travel of 
CG 5824-S* to Moscow, Russia, on Solo Mission 18. Informant is to 
be a member of the delegation from the Communist Party, USA, 
scheduled to attend the Editorial Commission meeting in Moscow on. 
3/1/65, to prepare for an international meeting of all communist. } 
parties during the Summer of 1965, ΑΝ ἢ 

re 

Se 

Johnson advised that CG 5824-S* was preparing to 
on this travel with his wife, CG 6653-S, and would leave Chicago 
on 2/19/65, Johnson stated that it would be necessary toadvance 
informant $3375 to cover first class air travel abroad and return, ~ 
plus meals, hotels, excess baggage and other incidental expenses, 
Informant will make a detailed accounting when he returns: from the 

{18th Solo Mission and will return funds not expended. Johnson also 
requested ‘authority to advance the informant prior to his departire 
from;: Chicago the sum of $2250 to cover six weeks’ payments for 
services, . ι, 

Because of: the activity in this. case and the many problems 
surrounding this informant's travel. abroad, Johnson uvged that 
Special Agent Richard Hansen, who handles οὗ 5824-S¥-travel, with 
informant and informant's ‘wife to the departure point’ for “their r 
travel abroad in order to: handle any Last minute Bureau.iistructions 
with the informant and to assist informant, ‘in his. last quifute prepa~ 
Ivations. 

| ΒΝ - το τὰ 
ACTION: ; | ΝΗ δὶ 

- " 
με aad 

In view of the importance and urgency of this matter, I 

six weeks amounting to $2250. Ἱ 3150 approved SA Hansen's: travel 
with informant; but told Johnson to: furnish the Bureau more specifi 
on-this when the time; scones and Wh the: informants de jartur oint - 100-428091 An ’ at’ the: 3 Ε Ῥ £ "0 oe “from eT ENte will be. [00.32.5 ἐ 03 

REC- 3... WGS: pah FEB 54 1965 3% 
ΘᾺ γῆ in RAK | 

es: ΠΑΣΩ͂Ν ΧΑ, παν δὶ 



FEDERAL BUREAU OF WvEsTiGaTioN U. 8, DEPARTHENT OF 
COMMUNICATIONS” SECTION 

FEB 20 10% 4 

fy TELETYPE 

Miss Holmes. 
Miss Gandy 

Seiad ot τ ἢ TELefire 

FBI NEW YORK 

105 AM EST βου JAA 

TO DIRECTOR -Il- AND CHICAGO 

/CHIGKGO VIA WASHINGTON --- ENCODED/ 

FROM NEW YORK 1 P 

7 fo WTP 
OsoLo.) 1S DASH C. 

CG FIVE EIGHT TWO FOUR DASH S ASTERISK AND CG SIX SIX FIVE THREE δ 

DASH S DEPARTED NEW YORK CITY EIGHT PM,. FEBRUARY NINETEEN SIXTY FIVE 

ON TWA TO COMMENCE EIGHTEENTH SOLO MISSION. SOURCES SCHEDULED TO ARRIVE 

i PRAGUE, CZECHOSLOVOKIA VIA PARIS APPROXIMATELY FOUR PM FEBRUARY TWENTY 

INSTANT. 

. Byp 

; WA FOR RELAY - LRA AND RELAY /Oo0- -υλ2οφ - ἐφ OY FBI WASH DC 8 918 oe κακὰ 
| 
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Kk. Memorandum ROUTE IN Li. Loree 
Ἵ 

Felt | 
Gale 

TO: Mr, A, H. Belmont pate: February 18, 1965 ao 
Tavel 

My. Belmont Trottet 

Mr, DeLoach ee 
Mr, Sullivan Gondy 

My, Baumgardner 

Mr, “Shaw_, 

FROM : wy, Ἢ, C, Sullivan 

Θ᾽ 
SUBJECT: SOLO 

NAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST 

CG 5824-S* who is departing for Moscow on 
contacted the Chicago Office and stated it would _be disastrous 
to his security if, in his absence, any newspaper columnist 
published a story of the National Committee Meeting which was 
held in New York City_on_2/13-15/65,. °CG"5824-S* pointed out 
that he was in attendance at this National Committee Meeting 
and any publicity concerning. the meeting would. cause the 
| Soviets to question him closely since he was_in attendance 

Pee ee prada 

eo 

and they are constantly alert to détérmine whether the 
Ὅ, S, Government could posSibly have any knowledge with re 
tt230 the Solo operation, oa 

Our informant specifically requested that, if possibld; 
we prevent Victor Riesel from printing an article about this 
meeting, You will recall on a previous occasion Riesel came 
out with an article while NY 694-S5* was abroad and our 
informant's security was placed in severe jeopardy. — 

In view of the vital importance of the Solo operation 
to the Bureau and CG 5824-S*' concern for his security, it is 
suggested that if Mr. DeLoach feels his liaison with Riesel-is 
sufficiently close, he consider contacting Riesel and withokt 
revealing our ipurposé, attempt to prevent Riesel from writting 
dn article concerning the recent National Committee Meeting. εἶ 

| J 
It is hoped that no other newspaper columnist With μ᾿ ἧς 

whom the Bureau has close contact prints anything concernings’s,,’ 

this National ome Eo } O02 “βμεοῇτ 2.5 

ACTION: 

If you approve, it is suggested this nendrillgh 8 fs, 

forwarded to Mr. DeLoach for appropriate action. ς fl 
5 
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SUBJECT: 

OPTIONAL FORM NO. 19 ἑ . 5010-107 it 
MAY 1952 EDITION ' 
GSA GEN, REGANO. a7 Fd 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 
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Memorandum ROUTE in ENVELOPE 
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: February 24, 1965 

SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

IS - Cc 

ReBulet dated April 15, 1964. 

Pursuant to Bureau instructions, there are enclosed 
herewith two xerox copies of "Bulletin No. 2, Trade Union Press, 
International Bulletin of the Trade Union and Working Class 
Press," published fortnightly by the World Federation of Trade 
Unions, Prague, Czechoslovakia. 

The above items are being furnished to the Bureau 
for transmittal to the Central Intelligence Agency in accordance 
with referenced Bureau letter. | 

Jce SIS RG 

- Bureau (Encls. 2) (RM) 
- Chicago ᾿ 
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ENCLOSURES (2) TO BUREAU FROM CHICAGO 

RE: SOLO 
is -c 

Two (2) xerox copies of "Bulletin No. 2, 
; Trade Union Press, International Bulletin 
' of the Trade Union and Working Class Press." 

Bufile 100-428091 
CG 134-46 Sub B 

Letter dated 2/24/65 
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Η μ ͵ . a 

4 
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ἐκ “" " - Ν 
a 4 

- pe το Ὁ Ἐχίγασίς ἔξοτα the concluding remarks by Lonis Saillant, General Secret- 

" > 4, * ary of the ΨΕΤΌ, at the 2nd Plenary Conference of ihe World Trade, 

‘ ̓  . Union Committeo for Consultation and United Action against the Mono- ᾿ . 

᾿ 
oa 

' f - a 

ἮΝ , . ει polfes, held.in Leipzig from December 14.to 17, 1964 ᾿ , 

a an 
Ν 

Poo te, i, ms 4 ἢ " ; 

εν ἢ The World Trade Union. Commitice against the Monopo- “resolution on the internal organisation of the work of 

7. . + Mes, a consultative body to promote united action, Cor the. committes”. According to democratic pracedure 

. responds to the need of the moment’... as a- centre of 1 think we should remit the proposal of our Rumanian 

brothers to the ‘Permanent Committea which Is envisaged 

; _ t national and International’ activities. , Consequently, [18 f 

i. - ~ “usefttiness Is boingconfirmed and, inevitably, trade unton In the draft document distributed, In the Permanent, 

ΤΠ lou organisations, not mombers of. the. WETU ‘but Impeled Committee we shall consider the proposal of our Ruma- 

j by the need for strugeic “against, the- monopolles,. are nian brothers and undoubtedly arrive at a peneral agree- 

imilaz road to-ours. Litde: by litle they ment. It will be easy to Und, a title for documents on 

; og). " " ¢ moving along.a 8 
he i we “*. ara approaching our position .to tho degree they: think which: there’!s general agreement: 

' s. bast; mot only to resist the préssure of’ the monopolles,. . 
“* 

= 

Gee 

Tien A ἀπ τα 
t 

a rs 

aes 

rR RR τς " 

Ln 

aw 

Be a ae TEE 

,* 

oR 1 τ RES oe 

ΞΕ * put τὸ go on the offensive in order to win further demo- 

- " cratic, economic and soclal “rights for the mass of tho. 

{ -paople and for the working class,:from the monopolies. 

; κι That is tho situation today, Our* slogan: fs, displayed on 

! 

Ἷ 

i 
4 

! 
4 
hk 

‘oe the wall. ot this hall: “Let us. oppose the, alliance of the 

ἐδ fonopoltes with the alllance of’ the workers and trade. 

unions of the world”, This motto fs becoming reality anda ys ;, 78 

it is up to us to translate it Inte daily practice.” 5 Ὁ ἦν 

1 ῃ 

to specify the nature -and ‘significance of the World Trade 

Unton Committee. | suggest that the proposal of our Alba- 

Cominittee, and: here again I am almost sure that after 

examining: the mattor ‘there, we shal} arrive’ at a general 

The Albantan delegation has. proposed -an amendnient’ . 

κι mlan brothers should also be remitted to: the Permanent_ 

ANS: 
| τὸ RESIST MONOPOLIES ΄. 

1 

I 

. 

τᾷ 

' | 
agreement. - wo . 

{ “ τς {18 are meoting horé in Lelpzig, In the German ‘The Rumanian. delegation has made anéther proposal. 

ἱ Domocratls Republic « . . Is it not symbolic that, wo, It suggests to work out fmmoediately a. programme for ac- 

᾿ meet ... In this part of Germany where historic ex-_ tlon, (Louls Satilant then pointed out that" thls proposal 

| perfences aro being accumulated by the workers} tor Is already. contained unter point, 3° of article 12 of the 

dispense, with the power and leadership of the monopo-’ draft statutes, and continued)? =). 

3 jies. The people of the German Domocratic Republic), by | ΓΙ cannot: undertake “any ἐπα] and firm commitments’ on 

ἶ tholr ‘constructive work, are building a modern state, bahalf, of .the Parmament Committee, The Committee 11 

} economically speaking, which on an International and: self thust-decides-but-J ‘believe it witl do: its “utmost ἴο 

Ϊ “. δ  warld stale fs ready to compote with any other: as ._ -accommodate .the ‘Rumanian delegafion: ἘΝ Ν 

j ‘regards the quality and quantity of her production; «+ ! , pose weet Ἂ . 

᾿ . 
ΝΞ ΝΕ : -- — - 

"ἢ -- On the rules ' - Om |SALARIOS) | SALARIOS |, 

τς For several months tho Temporary Commission κει ν 7, LES oe . 

aither In commissions, or working groups -- has been 
ὭΣ : i 

husy drawing up rules... The discusst{on in these bodles 
ἢ ἔπ (eet + (SORES ' 

has shown general agreement on the broad outlines’ ἀπά. . EAN | GEESE εν ς 

on the nature of the rules, so that the Temporary Com-. - ἢ - 

| misstonIs able to observe agreement between the unani- ἢ - an 

mous adoption of these rules and the general approval The Presidium -of ‘tha, Planary, Conference proposed to 

expressed herein tha plenary sessions _ > transform ‘the Temporary Commission elected last year, 

, _ Two amendments, werg.moved, Our Rumanian ‘brothers which has‘ beor working: for one year, ‘Into a Permanent 

asked us mot to call it “rules”. They would prefer a Committee so'that Jt, may.get down “to work as soon as 

i —_ . +. . posstble.. This. decision’ was" taken’ unanimously’ by -the 

! 1 Οἱ trade Union Press No. 23/1964 and L/19¢5 Presidium si. wp TY ΕΞ ᾿ 

᾿ " ¢ ᾿ , τ ΣΝ ὶ ᾿ ὧν .. " ς πος 
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Preparation of the Conference on Trade 

Conearning the reéport dealing with tha preparation of 
& World Trado Union Conference on the Expansion of. 
World Trade, we nota that there has been genoral agree- 
mant on the ideas 11 contalned, This report did-not claim 
to ba anything but a working paper for this * conte- 
rence, as well as for your nathonal centres and in the 
Trade Unlons Internationals, adding to those already at 
thelr disposal, It now seems that this objective which 
wo had in mind when preparing the réport, has been 
achlaved. Various brothats have praised the tenoy of 
the raport. I for my part would Nke to comment on 
the high standard of the discussion as. compared with 
that at the 1962 and 1963 conferences. 

SALAIRE 

᾿᾿ 

Ἢ 

SALAIRES $ 

, 3 
BS eo 

... At this pont we can say that In 1965 the Porma- 
mont Committes could prepare a plan for the organisation 
of an International Trade Union Conference on World 
Trade which is expected to meat In 1866., 

In 1985 a trade union event will take place “which can 
help us to make considerable headway in the prepara- 
thon of this World Confcrenco in the spring .of 1966. 
This event will ba the 6th World Trade Union Congress 
in Warsaw In Octobor 1885, Wa should not have tha 
slightest doubt about the xolo the 6th World Trade 
Union Congress can play In the preparation of the Con- 
forenca . εν 

. Powis 
* " 

απ τς 
᾿ 

About the discussion 

The consultations here have beon democratic, everyone 
stated his opinions freoly and in a fraternal spirit, and 
I should lke to thank those who have made comments 
and criticisms of the report I presonted. I should like 
to. thank them for the manner In whfch they put for- 
ward tholr comments. There is no reason why we should 
always agrea on overytidng. The moro now forces will 
joln the World, Trada Union Committee, the more new 
organisations will take part In our future discussion, 
organisations that by their origin, thelr aims and their 
methods of work, WIll add orlginal and specific ideas 
whieh wHl have to be taken Into account. That is what 

unkty means, 

Unlty cannot bo achieved with the formula: “Do as 
I tell you and unity is established”. This would be 8 
coerced unity. To. bellave that. unity wilt be established 
by telling one’s nelghbour: “You must think as I do and 
wo shail heva unlty” does not mean to advance on the 
road toward unity. On the contrary this would be a sot- 
back to unlty. Ν 

HIGH BR, 
WAGES 

.1 felt that certain brothers expressed the fear that 

by consolidating our’ antlmonopoly drive we shall fall 
a little Into some kind of economism, that we shal] for- 
got to fight the most aggressive imporlalism, American 
imporlalism, and that wa shall tona down tho mass 
character of the anti-coloniallst struggle. ᾿ 

+ 

+ ‘ 

woe 1 think it would not be logical to cast the slight- 
est doubt on our profound antl-imperiaitst convictions. We 
have entered a period when wa shall have to perfect 
our methods in the anti-monopoly struggle. We shal! 
make fowor statements and be more incisiva, We think 
that wo must movo tho antl-monopoly struggle into that 
tlold where the monopollés are most powerful. And dia- 
lectically this will bring us Into those economic spheres 
where this power is born, where {t grows and consoli- 
dates. It is not accidental that tha political indepondence 
of young national domocratic states and the soverlgnty of 
these states 15 sometimes unstable. The power of tho 
monopolies prevents the economic soverelgntly of ‘these 

countries from asserting itself. 

For a genuine programme of action. 

On this subjedt I should lke to thank the CGIL and 
the French CGT from this rostrum for the contribution 
they have made by thelr agreament of Decomber ὃ to tho 
advancament,of the anti-monopoly drive in Westormn: Eu: 
rope. ‘ 

Thase two trade unton confederations, which are the 
two piHars of the World Federation of Trade Untons In 
the six Common Market countries, concluded an agrea- | 
ment which, we can rest assured, will have far-reaching | 

consequences particularly in. the German Federal Re- 
public... . It will also have consequences in Great 
Britaln. “4 ᾿ , 

ΕΣ 

We must admit, brothers, that last year it would pro- 
pably have beén somewhat difficult for these two WFTU 
affiliates ta-slgn such a document. But the meetings here, 
in the World Trade Union Committee against the Monopo- 
ies, in tho Temporary Commission, at congrasses and 
WETU meetings have helped. cur two national contres 
to arrive at his bilateral agreamant . . . Two national 
centres, among tho most important In the capltalist 

world, pointed the way to work out, a genuine program- 
me of actlon. : 

SALAIRES: 

We may hope that simfllar agreements on antl-monopely 
action are reached also In other parts of the world. 
I don't know how our friends from SOHYO and SOBSI 
feel about the bilateral CGT-CGIL agreement, But ff, at 
some future date, an agreement of this type ware to be 
reached in South-East Asia and Jn the Far East, between 
SOHYO. and SOBSI, naturally not a mere copy of that 
which apptios to Western Europe, but adapted to the 
requirements of the Far East and the anti-monopolist 
struggle thers, I belleve that wa could consolidate the 
-antl-monopoly drive at tho rank-and-fHe level. In any 
case, 1 am cortaln'that the solidarity and power of the 
‘demonstration ‘of unity are such that the CGT-CGIL bila- 
teral agreement will be followed in cther parts’ of ‘tha 
world, and this -Is something we can only welcome. 

© cont'd-on poge ‘1i 
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GREECE 

The demands of Ὁ 

the 115 

Cot hea SMMATIE ————eerwers 
* pee a πταναι ταν 

HE “115" are against any govern- 

ment Intervention In the trada 

union sphere. They demanded and 

continue ta demand from the govern- 

ment the elimination of Its repressiva 

machinery and fraud and the creation 

οἱ conditions necessary for the free 

functioning of the unions and free 

elections. This ts posible if the naw 

jaw !s appiled democratically. 

The “115" consider the question of 

the composition of the Trades Union 

Congress ἃ question αἱ prima Impeor- 

tance. The Greek working class has 

the lowest standard of Hiving of the 

European countries. The responsibi- 

lity for this situation rests squarely 

on the previous governments, On tho 

employers and the (governmant-ap- 

polted) leadership of the TUC. 

The existing groups In the trade. 
the 101- 

ynion movement area today 

lowing: - 2 

1) The group of Makris, with no 

influence among the workers. Some 

af its members are vocal In thelr 

support of the Government Party 50 

_as to retaln thelr office. 

2) The group of Theodorou-Trim- 

taflllakis, which represonts the 

right wing of the trade union mo- 

yvemont. 

3) Kirlekopulos — without any 

backing or trade union standing, 

trying to find support among the 

Makros or the Theodorou group. 

_ 4) The group calted “Far demo- 

cratic change of tho trade unions”. 

it was originally compused af 

honest leaders, many of them com- 

ing from tha “375", and later ham- 

strung by the Makris supporters 

who antered the organisation, This 

group is favoured by the Govern 

ment. 

5) The organisations called the 

“415” represent the strongest force 

and have mass backing: more than 

660 unlons, of which 420 are affi- 

Itated to various trades councils, to 

federations and to the τῦσ, 60 of 

“hem were expelicd or excluded, 

others are new unions which had 

afflilation to “Makrls” refusod, The 

“115” ara not affiliated 10. any po- 

litical party, they fight for a free 

and democratic movement and for 

winning the ‘workers’ demands. 

Among the leaders of “$15” are 

people with ditferent political opi- 

nlons of the loft, centre and right, 

but they work together tor the com- 

mon objectives contalned in the 

Declaration of june, 1964, 

No, 2, fanaory 1935 

The “115"-group of organisations, in which 500° 

The preparation and the convening 

of ihe 15th Congress of the Greek 

TUC should be the joint work of re- 

prasentatives of ail groups. It 1s ne- 

cessary to exclude from the Provislo- 

nal Leadership those responsible tor 

the abnormal situation existing ἰοῦ δῦ 

‘4n the trade union movement, 

* Tho Provisional Leadership of the 

TUG, in which the “445" should bo 

represented in proportion to Its 

strength, should falthtully apply the 

now'law (4361—64) and particuiarly: 

1} assure the affiitation of all 

.. organisatlons, without exception, to 

trade councils, federations and 10 

the TUC; Ν 

2] abollsh ali anti-demoractlc 

¥ + 

her 1 
TURKEY 

+ 7 

a Wen te fae FF aon + 

trade unions collaborate, fights for free and de- 

πιοοκαδὸ trade unions and for the winning af 

the workers’ demands. To hack their ‘claims now, 

pending, 40,060 workers went on strike, in Oc- 

tober and 10,008 at the beginning of November. 

Wo reprint an extract from a press conference 

of tho “115”, published by “ELEFTEREA SYNDI- 

CATA", journal of the Greek democratic -trade 

unton movement, in its issue of November 4, 1964. 

1 

provisions ‘in the statutes of the 

organisations; 

3) convene’ the 45th ‘Congrass 4 | 

‘year from now;, 

. 4) defend .the demands οἱ the 

workers; , 

5] act for the restoration of trade 

union rights and freedoms. 

The “115” regard the affiliation of 

the Graek TUG to the ICFTU as an 

accomplished fact notwithstanding 

that various leaders of the ICETU have 

come out in favour of Makris. The 

“315° are for trade unton unity on & 

national scale and support every ef- 

fort for unity of the world trade 

unfon. movement. 

τ - 

TURKISH RAILWAYMEN’S 

FIGHT ~ 
THE rallway workers ‘in Turkey 

have been fighting for a whole 

month agalnst the Rall Management ; 

and the Minister of Transport. Tho” 

declslon to strike, taken recently by 

thelr federation, is part of the ge- 

neral movement sweaping Turkey and 

will most likely lead τὸ important re- 

sults. 

‘whe strike, which was to start on 

October 18, had to be postponed tol- 

lowing a decree of the Couné!l of 

Ministers that the strike would be 

“harming national security”. The fact 

of the matter Is that the Councli of 

Ministers has legal power to demand 

three months’ notica: (as the 90 days. 

‘Taft-Hartiey law in the USA), if they 

consider the strike “dangerous to the’ 

security or the well-being of the πᾷ“ 

tion”. In the interim the affected in- 

dustrial organisations may demand the 

cancellation of the decree by lodging 

an appeal with the State Council. 

The Trade Union Federation of tha 

Railway Workers, Including more 

than 40,000 members, issued strike πὸ» 

thees for two reasons? 

1) ‘The ratiway management's refu- 

sal to grant the domands for higher 

wages becausa of the alleged deficit 

of ‘tho reliways; 

from 

‘LE PEUPLE 
ΠΟ dere Lerner dele o

o ΒΥ ΔαΝ, 

journal of the CGT (EFrance} © 

November 18 
-- 

2) δὴ old dispute between tha ma- 

nagemont and the Federation on the 

status of the railways clerical. staff, 

which the management ragarded as 

falling under the status of civil ‘ser- 

vants and public employees. Unill last 

year civil servants and pudilc ΘΓ" 

ployecs did not have the right to 

form trade unions, and the manage- 

ment, by adopting this policy, wanted 

to prevent a jarge part of the rall- 

way Workers: from organising them-. 

, selves. 

_ From a legal polnt of view, τ [5 

the Minister of Labour who was and 

remains competent to declde the sta- 

tus of the staff, and therefore also 

ot those categorles which had the 

irlght to organise recognised tn 1955, 

‘4 positlon which the State Council 

_Tathfled In 1982. : 

. 19 cont'd on page 40 
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LATIN AMERICA 

Integration an 

᾿ 

role οὐ 

. ἔγᾷᾳᾷ 8 UnIONS 
From 

HE increasing attompts of impo- 

rlalism to Imtroduco ἃ regional 

programme do ποῖ show a uniform 

pattern. Backwardness, undardevetop- 

ment and“ the unequal growth in 

tho lnadividwal countrics of Latin 

America aro in themselves an ob- 

stacla which prevents Imperialism 

from adopting a common approach.” 

To this we must add the ierrible buz- 

don of a backward agriculture and 

the remnants of sem! feudal forms of 

fand-ownership, in other words, the 

existence of big landed property. We 

must, furthermore remember tha con 

tradictions batween tmperlalism and 

emorging Latin American capitalism. , 

It ts nevertheless obvious that all La- 

tin American countries, with the @x- 

ception of Cuba, are more or less 

following the capitalist read of deve- 

lopment and are In the grip of lmpe- 

trialist domination. 

Economic instruments of 

imperialism 

In such a situation economic Inte- 

gration appears to many statesmen In 

Latin America a historle alternative 

for the consolidation and protection ' 

of nattonal capitalist interests, as a - 

means of creating hew markets and 

to co-exist side by side with dme- 

rican impertalism within the present 

systam. Truo, this ᾿ς an Idyillc view 

of tha glvan situation, because Ame- 

ricah Imperialism supports and @n- 

courages integration by dolag avery: 

thing to keep a grip on all orders, 

80 far the Central American Com- 

mon Market and tho Latin American 

Free Trade Arca are usoful Instra- 

menst for the imperialists. 

The Programme of the Alllance for 

Progress is of ἃ more general naturs. 

it 15 much more ἃ political than eco- 

nomic programme. The Alitance for 

Progress nevertheless has a share In 

the imparialist economic programme 

and [5 a tool of penotration. 

However, the basl¢ instrument af, 

* american imperialism ἰ the Interna- 

tional Monetary Fund by which the 

Unlted States hopes to control the fi- 

nanclal and currency pollcy of the 

yarlous governments and above all 

Impose an “incomes policy” on the 

whole of Latin America, in other 

words a series of measures devised 

to prevent, by a control system at 

tha top, the freg formulation of wage 

claims. If can “be sald that so far 

this policy has been highly, successful 

_ In Latin"America. It is equally obvious 

that the stronger the trend towards 

a crisis, 
will attempt to freeze wages and Sa- 

latles as a fundamental deflationary 

measure which wilt worsen the im- 

the mora the governments © 

Baitorial in the journal af the 

Permanent Congress of Latin A- 

merican Workers (No. 9 - 1964) 

- 

poverishment of 
and which only tha better organised 

and more determined groups in the 

Jabour movement can resist, but ne- 

ver the majority of workers and even 

Jess the non-organised if there Is 

no solid trade unfon unity. 

i 

International co-operation and 

organisation 1 

The trade untons in Latin America 

would be making ἃ mistake If they 

thought they could solve this problem 

in isolation. The only solution 15. to 

rely on international co-opera*ion and 

organisation, To this end they must 

reinforce a useful body such as the 

Permanent Congress οὗ Latin Amerl- 

can Workers. ν 

[ 

» 

ῷ- 

the working people, ‘ 

We belleve that there are other 

ways of advancing on the road to- 

wards trade unton co-operation, We 

are referring to tho proposal to hold 

regional trade enlon conferences for * 

the various branches of industry, and 

exchanges of experience and Impres* 

slong botween national centres. 

————— 

” ARGENTINA 
VIOLATES T.U. 

RIGHTS 
On December 14, Louis Satllant, Ge- 

neral Secretary of ihe World Fe-- 

deration of Trade Unions, sent the 

following telegram to Ariuro ilita, 

president of the Republic of Argen- 

tina 

HE World Federation of Trade 

_Unions protests energetically 

against the arbitrary arrest of Bro- 

ther josé Alonso, General Secretary: 

of the CGY, the Argentinian trade 

union centre, for taking part an the 

struggle of the Argentinian workers 

and trade unions to solve thelr most 

urgent problems. 

The arrest represents & flagrant vio- 

lation of trade union and dameécratic 

rights and Ihertles, and is a grave 

attack on the Argentinian trade untan 

mavement. 

In the opinion of the Argentinian 

. TY leader, public pressure sues 

eoeded in having kim released on 

wemand, while the prosecution con- 

tinues. Brother Alonso, speaking to 

'@ delegation of the MUCS {Move- 

ment of Unity and TY Coordina- 

tion} ‘that came [0 8568 him, de- 

+y elared: “It ts the first time that 

the new amendments of the penat 

code, dealing « with ideological 

crime, have been applied, This, in 

i 

© AU cartoons and tlustra 

lions In thls issue are by 

EsCARO of VIE OUV RIE- 

RE ‘the French -t. ae 

weekly 

vim 

fact, is what we are. accused of.”* 

--- 
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FRANCE ὃ 

December 11 -- | 

ΝΞ a curtain raiser 
On December 11, France, at a standstill for 24 -hours, 
had to drink its morning coffec by candle-light. Desert- 

. ed railway stations and schools, closed offices and ad , 
ministrative buildings... Three million workers, all go- 

‘vernment employees, organised one of the greatest na- 
ton-wide united actions. 

DECEMBER 11, 19641 The work- 
ers havo written another splan+ 

did page in the history of the 
Fronch iabour movement. It seems 
the government, had not expected 
this. It did not belleve this could 

‘happen. This is how it all began: 
At the start every sector went Into 
actlon separately. National ratt- 
ways, the Electricity Service, the 
ΟΝ servants, the post and 'tele- 
graph sorvice and 30 on, On No- 
vernber 8, 1963 the clvil service, 
the PTT and the pubile services 
came out together. Then on March 
18, 1964, the entira publle sector 
struck togethor with all nationa-. 
Nsed and ἃ few other Industries. 

On Becamber 11, 1964 further 
headway was made. The entire 
publi¢ and natlonalised sector 
stoppod work, supported by a 
massive part of private industry. 
December 1 was incomparably 
mora powerful than March 18. 

Was the Government surprisad? 
They must be nalva... 

They did net even notleo that 
for the first time the trade union: 
confederations called jointly an 
aconomle strike [in addition to 
the struggles for Uberties and 
against tha OAS). They did not 

By Georges Frischman, General 
Secratary of the C6T union . 
of post and telegraph workers, 
member of the Administrative 
Council. of tha CGT, in Ila Vie 
Ouvriere, December 23, 1964. 

ice, 
ἐν anni a od VHEDOMADAIES DELLA COT, nea [50] . 

eee 

notice that the FQ had Issued its 
first strike call... since 1948, since 
Hs formation! 

Now let us reply to the strik- 
ers’ legitimate question: “What 
next?” 

Already the trade union confede-. 
rations are reaching agreement. 4 

‘first meeting of the CGT, CFDT 
(CGTC) and CGC untens in. the. 
ας and nationalised branches. 
took placa‘on December 15, only 
four days after the strike, 

A systematic plan for actlon 
emerged from the discussion. The 
struggle is balng revived on a 
local plane, as there are also local 

‘ ᾿ Joint, Cor 

| . . CGIL- 

The delegations of the Confederal Bureau o 
ceinber 8, 1964. In a cordial and fraternal atmo 
tion on problems concerning the defence of in ἢ 
mon Market couniries. ὦ 

The two delegations agreed on the necessit 
the working class and the trade unions in the 

_to bring this about. 

They noted the positive changes that have t 
ed to the ICFTU, where an attitude favouring 
is emerging more clearly and where, os a res 
tice of ostracising the CGIL and CGT, which 
Changes in this sense are taking place in or¢ 

The CGT and the CGIk, reaffirmed the urger 
and an alliance of the trade unions of the Six 
by the concerted attack and alliance of the r 
embrace the workers of all the Six Countries 
of the workers of Italy and France is inconceiy 
representative trade union centres of their cot 

To contribute to the development of this ine 
rived at a number of concrete decisions: 

The CGT and the CGIL will intensify thei 
sures to insist on their being admitted to 
timate right, not only as the most representath 
also to lend greater force and authority to the f 

Several measures designed to reinforce fi 
rations were decided on: regular meetings for 
mecsures thought necessary; joint study of mc 
between the monopolies of the various Commi 
with a view to developing a co-ordinated strt 
ed by these monopolies; and strengthening ¢. 
al organisations of the two Confederations. 

The two Confederations will concert their 
cord with the trade union organisations of 
affiliation, in the respective combines, industi 
will pursue their efforts to reach agreement wi 
interest, of the effective defence of the workin: 

problems, This demonstrates that 
fighting spirit sti} runs high. . 
What forms are the actions aftar : 

December 11 expected to take? 
Wilt thera be further 24 or 48 hour : 
strikes? Or. rolling strikes hitting 
industry by industry — one day 
the railways, the next the Postal 
Services, then the Electricity Sup- 
ply, then the civil service, then 
tha schools and so on? 

All we can say today ἴ that 
agreement Is boing reached .and Ν᾿ 
that further actlons will take place 
12 the government porsists in its 
refusal to consider the demands* 
formulated. . : 

ον 

. ἢ 

. ᾿ ΠΝ 
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P 
nmunique 

- CGT 

F the CGT and the CGIL met in Paris on De- 

sphere they exchanged experience and informa- 

terests'and the unity of the workers in the Com- 

j ofa broad ‘development of united action ‘by 

1 Six Common Market countries and the means 

a 

aken place in some trade union centres affiliat- 

; struggle against the policy of ‘the monopolies 

ult, there is a growing desire to end the prac- 

weakens the urgently needed common front. 

janisations affiliated to the IFCTU. 

it need of united action by the working class, 

_ i without any exception, confronted as they are 

aonopolies. This united action must inevitably 

‘and itis obvious that the effective participation 

‘able without the presence of by far the most 

intries <= the CGIL and the CGT. 

lispensable unity, the two delegations have ar- 

εὙ joint actions and will take the necessary mea- 

the Common Market bodies, which is their legi- 

6 trade union centres of France and Italy, but 

rade union representation in these bodies. 

‘aternal collaboration between the two Confede- 

+ an exchange of opinions and the taking of 

snopoly concentration, and the financial link-up 

yn Market countries, and American monopolies, . 

6619 of the workers of the Six Countries employ- 

of joint action between the industrial and region- 

initiatives favouring a rapprochement and an-ac- 

the Six Countries, whatever their international 

ties, federations and regions. The CGT'and CGIL 

th the other trade ‘union confederations in the 

ἡ class and,people of the Six Couhtries.” —* 
ἐ 

ee 

Pe cc 
NY ay ne 

οὖσαν which met in Rome from Oc- 

are. The Commission set WB το 

rassegna 
sindacale 

bo crete raiecheetr dale CS 

a feces nema + Pore δέκα Coat Arama a 

ὙΠῈ Central Committee of the 

Rallwaymers Union [3581 —: 

tober 5 to 8, 1964 decided to issue 

strike notices for October 20, 1964. 

This strika has been iha, jongest . 

since 1921. The meoting, organised ᾿ 

on ‘December 3 with representa- 

tlves of the Government ‘td settle , 

the conflict ended in. failure. 

with a budget of 7,000,000,600 . ᾿ 

Hres, 25 thousand miiitons couid be * Journal οἱ ‘tho GIL 

allocated to meet the demands of - November 14, 1984. 

the raflwaymon... If Is worth con- Ὁ 
‘ 

sidering that by rofusing to grant 
categories. The Commission had - 

‘these 25 thousand million liras, the. 
consultative , status only, the Go- 

Government by now has Incurred a 

loss of 80 thousand millions es a” vernment reserving 8 final deci- 

᾿ 
πο υφίοῃ. Tho conclusions of ‘the Com- 

result of the strike. mission wera to be presented In . 

he tact that both the ICFTU and = March 1985.’ 

‘YIL unjons are backing the main : 

demands, shows how justiffed they the ναι το “make the railways 

pay” has already resulted in the 

study the problems of the railway ‘elimination of 800. jobs on the ralls
. 

" " Besides, the Government 
has made 

company evidently arrivad at 10 ; 

solution, In the view of the trade it known that ff the railways, are 

to show ἃ pratit before the de- 

unions, this commission was noml- 

nated by the Government merely mands of the unlons are met fares 

to drag things out. wilt have to go up. This moasure 

The Government's answer was is: most unpopular and the me 

always the same: first of all to wayinen rae ted. by the oo. 

reform the rallway structure, and 

then to make good the existing de- verninont. 
. 

felt. Only then οὐ it bo possible The Commission in question, 

to speak of a new classification οἱ 

———— 
: 

«ἴῃ order to break tha strike the Govern, 

which (5 permanent will in the fu 

ture perhaps sorve to study. the 

problems of rallwaymen and the. 

question of the. structural reform 

‘Union Centre (ICFTU}. : 

ment mobilised thousands of ybuses and ᾿ 
put, at the present juncture it 501" 

cars ond rocrnited strike’ breakors to drive 
' yes only to delay the domands of 

them. 
, , 7 

2 CISL Ghristlan Trade Union Centre the workers from being mot. 

(lcFTU}; and υἱῷ, soclaldcmocratic Trace 

t b 
« 

ῃ 
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© cont'd on page 8 : 
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VENTENTE CONCORDIALE 
Under this heading, Mr. Clive 

Jenkins, ASSET General’ Secre- 

tary, writes in “ribunc”, the 

London weekly of December 

ith: 

T tho historle Anglo-French trade 
. union technicians’ meeting this 
week the warmth of feellng for Bri- 
tains was marked from all sides whe- 
ther led by Soclallsts, Christlans, Com- 

_ munists or independents. They pre- 
for us to olthor the Amoricans Οὗ 
the Germans... It ls mow clear that 
our alrlines — and our defence for- 
cos — do not provide a big enough 
home-based marked for our aero- 
space Industry. But the British and 
Franch initial home demand together 
might be big enough. We aro going 
to have to think very hard about 

‘this... 

ITALY — cont'd, 

‘ From 

κὸν “ἂν Ne. 

ῃι MOUZAPLO 
tr ens | 

4 

December 5, 1804, 

Monthly supplement of 

“La Tribuna doi Ferrovicri” 
organ of the SFI-CGIL 

_ Where do we stand now? 

Tho Seeretarfat of the SFI has 

charged Its reprosentatives In the 

three sub-commissions of tha Main 

Commission not to accept any decl- 

ston if tha following demands aro 

not met: 

1} The railwaymen τὸ have more 

sey In the running- of the railways 

and participation fn the management 

of public transport. 
2} Democratisation and decentra- 

Hsation of the managing bodies of the 
Rallwvay Company and strengthening 
of the social character of its mana- 
gement 

The decision of the Minister of 
Transport alming to withdraw the 
disciplinary measures taken agalnst 
the rallwaymen during the strike was 
favourably recelved by the union but 
they protest agalnst a eircular still: 
in force which authorises the deduc- 
tlon of half a day's pay for-a ten ml- 
nute strike. Tho unfon also asked tho 
CGIL to make represontation to the 
Governmont so that no measures be 
taken to declare legal a strike of 
workers employed in‘tha public sac- 
tor. 

we 
ΕΝ 

“α΄ «αᾷ.- le - --τ-.- 

ἐν οβεδιν 
ET TEES tee ΚΟΙΡΕΝΙΒΑΤΙΔΕ OF PELE ταύ Par 

Tho follewing item ig taken 
from the ICETU PRESS AND RA: 

. DIO SERVICE of December 10 

CONCORD MUST GO ON 
——— UNIONS 

BRTISH and French trade union 
leaders rapresenting workers con- 

nected with the Anglo-French project 
for building the Concord supersonic 
airliner’ met in London on 7 Decem- 
δὸς 1864 and declared themselves in 
favour of following the Concord pro- , 
ject through to a successful commer- 
cial conclusion. The decision to hold 
a London Conference of union rapre- 
sentatives to discuss the Concord pro-, 
ject was made at a preliminary mest 
ing in Paris on 24 November 1904, 
soon after it had been learned that 

+ the new British Government had de- 
cided to review the project, 

At their meoting In London leaders 
of four French and three British 
unions agreed to bring pressure to _ 

ITALY 

hear on thelr governments to persua- 
de them to strengthen thelr collabora- 
tlon in the Concord and other tech- 
nical fleids and te establish firm jotnt 
managerial and costing machinery. 
The unions were firmly opposed to 
any American involvement In the pro- 
ject and also rejected as a solution 
the participation of other European 
countries. A further meeting of the 
British and French trade union repre- 
sentatives for jolnt discusslons will 

- be held in February. 
The British trade unions involved 

in the talks were: the Association. of 
Supervisory’ Staffs, Executives and 
Technicians, the Draughtsmen and 
‘Alited Techniclans’ Association and 
the Association of Sclentiiic Workers. 
he French organisatlons represented 

;were: the Confederation of Supervi- 
sory Staffs (CGC), the General Con- 
federation of Labour (CGT), the French 
Confederation of Democratic Workers 
(CEDT}, and the French trade union 
federation — Force Ouvriére, The Bri- 
tish delegation was headed by Clive 
Jenkins [ASSET] and the French by 
Roger Lepeyre (Force Ouvriére). 

4 The Concord τοίους Is ἃ “Joint Angto« 
French govarnment sponsored undertake: 
ing, and about 5,200 workers are Invdl- 
ved on both sides of the Channel in the 
profect, which [s conservatively ostimate 
ed to cost καὶ 340 millon. 45 Concord alr- 
liners ate under contract. 

A Fiat shut=down 
Workers lose wages worth one 
thousand million lires! 

‘THE Fiat factories will be closing 
thelr gales trom Decombert 21 to 

Janwary 8, according to ἃ press re 
lease Issuad by the big Turin car 
manufacturers. ᾿ 

Sixty-live thousand workers out of 
-elghty-sevan thousand workers will 
be affected by this measure. Although 
they will get compensation amounting 
to two-thirds of thelr wages, accord- 
ing to estimates of ihe Metal Work- 

 ers' Trade Unions of the CGIE, they 

. 

{THE SIGGER You" 
PARE, THE MORE . 

f Love you; 

From VOIX QUVRIERE (Geneva) 

December 14, 1964 

will lose tha sum of one thousand 
million ilres In wagos. This rclosure, 
on the other hand, will have severo 
repercussions on other Industries and 
trades in the Turin district which da- 
pend essantlally on Flats. 

Tha headquarters of the italian Me- 
ταὶ Workers’ Federatlon (FIOM,mam- 
ber of the CGL} released a statement 
declaring: “The unilateral decision of 

~ © cont'd on page 10 



‘ about the age of 12 upwards, There 

In contrast with tha stark, unre- 

. 
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Scottish TU. leader 

looks at Cuba 

ALEX KITSON, tho: General Secretary of, the Scottish Commercial 

Motormens’ Union records his vivid {impressions οἵ a visit to Cuba 

in the October issuc of THE HIGHWAY, the union’s bright new jour- 

nal. It was this Union's resolution for more, trade union exchanges 

to end the divisions in the international irade union movement
 which 

was accepted at last year’s British
 TUC, reported an in Trade Union 

Press No. 20, 1884, 
A . 

ΠΡ ΝΟΝ — capltal of Cuba — used 

to be an Amoricanised brothel 

The Professor of Psychiatry at Havana ° 

University told me that before tho 

Revolution there was en estimated 

30,000 prostitutes in tha city —- from 

was a pormanent army of half-a- 

milion anemployed in ἃ country of 

seven million people. 

Killer diseases like gastro-enteritls 

and tuborculosis were το. 

In the mountains, doctors and skill- 

od medical treatment were unknown, 

cae 8 
2 ELEY. 

rd af 1 * ἢ 

ἢ a8 ῬᾺΣ ve 

: Po Sie ant troy eal φδμοντφνδναιει 
τὰ ee at! 

JOURNAL OF THE scortisil COMMERCIAL 

MOTORMENS UNION, , 

+ 

Sugar Kings 
Ing anything but sugar. 

‘uot ” 

lentIng poverty for ihe mass of the 

paople — ἃ few at the top lived lives 

of idio and corrupt luxury. They werd 

the plantation owners πα the sugar 

kings “= many of them absentae 

landowners who lived In Miaml! OF, 

Now York, or Parls or Rome. Most 

of tho sugar crop Was sold to Ame-+ 

rica, And in return 90% of Cuba's 

ever = 

ontlre Imports-came across the straits 

of Florida in farry boats from Miami. 

Although the Island" of Cuba is [Γ΄ 

Many traile unions in Lat{n American countries have vigorously opposcd ᾿ 

the blockade of Cuba. The General Council of tho Lalin American Porma- 

nent Congress for Trade Unton Unity adopted a resolution in that sense. 

Many protest demonstrations werd organised by Latin American workers 

in response to this call in Uruguay, Chilo, Argentina οἷοι Here we should 

note too the declaration of many other unions all over the world, of all 

affittations, opposing the blockade of Cuba. 

In Octobor last year tho 3rd Pacific and Asian Dockers’ Conference do- 

elared that “such ἃ boycott violates international trade relations, contra- 

dicts the principics of the U.N, and the aspirations of the peoples for 

peace. { 

Tho British TUG and ather ICETU untons have also insisted on the right 

to trado with Cuba, although the ἘΠ itself has taken no stand, 

Tho WETU has always supported tha legitimate struggle of the Cuban - 

people against all acts of aggression hy U5. imperialism, against tha 

blockade of Cuba. Tho a7th session of the WFID Executive Commitice wel- 

comed ,the recommendation of the Anti-Manopoly Commities ior ἃ yast 

world-wide campaign against the Cuban blockade and proposed the con: 

yening of a world trade anion meeting in solidarity with thea Republic 

of Cuba, the first socialist Stato in the Western hemisphere. 

Extract from ihe Report of Louis Sattlant ai the Leipzig Conjerence. 

mendously fertile, even fresh vege- 

tables were imported, as the land- 

owners were not Interested in grow- 

Havana was ἃ wealthy tourlsts’ pa- 

radisa — and casspool, You could buy 

any vice you could dream up — anil 

others you couldn't. It had brothels, 

aro over. The brothels, the gambling 

casinos and the rest of tho corrup 

tion that was Havana have Jong since 

been shut down, The Cuban people 

ara busy building ἃ new Hfe for 

PLP LPP PLL 

By 

ALEX KITSON 

General Secretary 

Scottish Commercia
l 

Motormen's Union 

* 
. 

Ἐ 

themselves. They whl never atlow the 

glock to be turned back. ; 

I remember speaking In Santhego, 

“tha second city of Cuba, to a 70-yoar- 

ole Jamaican negro who has lived 

fy Cuba for 58 years. Ho had 16 chil
d- 

ren — fiva of them still, at school. 

‘@ne has recently won ἃ ‘scholarship 

to the University. Hie had recently 

been rehoused from ἃ most appalling 

tumble-down shack. “tt could never 

have happened under Batista,” he told 

me. More houses ‘have bean built in 

Santiago during the past three years 

than in ‘the past thirty. 

No Groaning 

in wartime, But as the Jamaican. ne- 

‘gro sald to mer. “I am eating better 

now, than ever. Before our 

tlon, I was rationed by price.” It was 

significant how he said “our Revo- 

ation”, and that is how the Cuban 

people feel about it. Anyone who 

thinks they are groaning under ἃ one- 

man dictatocship of Fidel Gastro just 

does ποῖ know what he's talking 

about. Fidel 5 apsolutely revered py 

‘the Cuban people. At the big demon. ' 

_ stration in Santlago to celebrate the 

12th Anniversary of the start of the 

Revolution, 250,000 peopte turned out 

to disten to him. 

Impressed 

Another one of Cuda’s Jeaders who 

impressed me very much was Lazaro 

, the General Secretary of the 

him. Of course, ‘the trade unlon mo- 

yement in Cuba 

problems. There is a shortage of lead- 

ὅτ at all levels. Industrial unionism 

is the pattern there. There are only 

48 different unfons. There Is no 50: 

parata unton for road transport work: 

' ers, though I was told that when the 

_ Integration of transport Was complete, 

one would be formed. Road transport, 

workers In Cuba certainly seem tobe 

doing very well for themselves. Thelr 

earnings ate among the highest in the 

and. 

A lot of interest was shown In the 

British ‘Trade Union -Movement. The 

Cubans are keen to bulld up close τοῦ 

Jatlons with us. 1 was in Havana when 

the first of the recentiy-ordored Ley- 

Jand buses arrived. Cheering thous- 

ands lined the streets and applauded. 

as tha buses were driven from tho 

docks to the depot. . 

«Ὁ cont'd on page 40 
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: CUBA 
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Korean teachers and technicians 

This big industrial centre which, 

IAN ra eLor Ay Schoo! 
with understandable pride [5 catied 

_ 
} = 

L “vietallurgical School”, reles also on 

a 

the help and experience, of 17 techni- 

clans from: the People’s Republic of 

‘ HE “Cuban Steel” plant, which to- ; From Korea. They give special training 

. gether with 115. 926 workers OT 
courses for turners, moulders, tool- 

ganised ἃ metailurgical training cen- 
_ makers, ete, Thesa instructors also 

_ tro Is one ‘ol the many striving Nn , ̓ ‘ - med ΡΨ. τίς give courses in forging, metal treat- 

terprises going full gut to accom: Fae manta 
; ment, and sdidering. They supple- 

plish one of the targets set by tho- HLA Wa VG “ment this with such subjects as tech- 

:  “ntcal. drawing, the technology of me- 

trade union and rayolutlonary move- 

cet pe A eg tne Se Beaks ily RE eS em 

. ment: technical training, fundamental ee QBRERA tats and 50 OM, 

Ν to the success of our soclailst τονοσ ᾿ 
. : ‘ 

lution. 
ἢ Journal of ‘the Cuban Workers’ 

in 1958, there wore 89 workers Union No. 122 

employed at “Cuban Steel", and the Novernber 1984: * 

plant was scheduied to be shut down 

undar the Batista dictatorsh!p. Today - 

this big fron and stect cantre manu- 

‘factures and repalrs agricultural ma- in the study courses was assured. At 

wet ele τ ατιπ τα ; ehinery. ᾿ 
present ali workers ara attending 

courses. First and second year prima- 

Study encouraged ‘ _ ΤΥ school courses are attended by 628 

: : 
workers. The rest are sufficiently ad- 

i After: a dacision taken py the last vanced to attend secondary or high 

᾿ * goneral ‘meeting of the workers Of school caurses, There are 22 iccture 

| +’ “Cuban Steos”,, 8 mass participation: rooms where ἃ staff of 22 worker- 

κοὐ ιν ἢ teachers teach between 7 ἃ. mt. and 

Os 
OB ἢ, In the afternoon, four Secor 

. : 
dary and five high school ‘teachers, 

CUBA— GREAT BRITAIN seconded by the Ministry of National - 

: ΝΗ , . Education, are teaching the advanced 

‘+ © cont'd from page 9 ' pupils. ' mo 

ΕἸ 

Although there [5 a‘lot of contempt 
. ee ‘ 

for what they call the “Yanquis”, 
; 

: “there [5 no doubt Cuba wants ‘to be- ᾿ . 

. / friends with the U.S.A, Cubans are a ITALY — FIAT °- 

‘ a naturally friendly and exuberant 

' poopie. But thoy will nover grove nor & cont'd from p., 8 ; 

Ι glve up one inch of thelr hard-won 
' 

oy soveraignty. _ BIAT undorlincs tha need, for .the TURKEY ὁ. ' 

Ι ἢ _ The Cuban government Is even pte- workets and trade unlons to orga- 

" ᾿ pared io discuss compansation for πίβα joint actlon aimed at answering Ο οὐκ  ά from p. 4- 

U.S. proparty which has been natio- the attack on wages and living stan- ἢ ¢ 

‘ nalised, But they will πόνον submit dards of tha workers. FIOM reaffirms Navertheless, during“the recent ne- 

thelr right to take over the country’s that a preliminary study be mady by gotfatlons between the Federa.lon and 

" pasources for the good of the Cuban the trade unions-and public authori- the management for a collective 

people. No one should have any ties of production and development ' agreement, the management agalt 

K doubts that they will fight τὸ the plans of the big enterprises go as tO, challenged the status of thesa cate- 

last breath to defend: thelr country guaranteo the wages and full employ-- .gorlas “oho ara now civil servants” 

ro and their gains. ment of the workers.” it — with the alm of excluding them 

¢ . . ., from the collective agrecment. Tha, 

. 2 . 
~ yesnlt was that -they were deprived " 

. of the right'to strike and of the ad. 

ἢ vantages achloved by, the. agreement. ἢ 

. This dispute wasrsubl ited, accord- 

ing to Turkish legislation, "to an αὐ ν᾿ 

ἢ bitration committee, which pronounc- 

a ed in favour of tho Federatin. The 

management did not accept this de- 

* giston and. there. was nothing left 

‘tor the: Federation, but to call. an-of- 

ficial, strike. The Confederation: de- 

elded tovsupport this ‘strike, confirm- 

ng the obligation of previous notice. 

THis 15. the state, of-things now., 

Although this action 15 not yat over, 

: ‘we; seo ‘that the Turkish workers ara 

, waging a persistent struggle [ἢ do- 

᾿ «ἴδποο οὐ ‘their rights and. demands. ᾿ 
1 

= 

“- 

-- 
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*Euro-African mecting ΝΗ laboration. On the contrary, the struggle for peaceful co- 

᾿ ἢ ᾿ ' _ ‘existence creates new possiblities for a great upsurge 

» Jn thelr speeches our brothors of the Sudanese, Mall , jy the class struggle In capitallst countries, and in the 

i and Moroccan delegations made a great contribution to” pational Mberation movement In the colonial and depen- 

j ‘ the Idea of ἃ Euro-Afflcan Trade Union Solidarity Confe- dent countries. Successes won In these struggles in turn 

“- renee. It is vitally important that ἃ delegation Uke the strengthen peaceful co-existence.” 

᾿ one from Sudan, after tho ravolutionary victory won It —ghis text was adopted by the reprosantatives of 163 

their country over the forces of oppression, that ‘a dele- ition organised workers‘In the world . . . And this text 

| gation form Mall, on the basis of the wealth of experlen- {5 gur law, it ts the definition of tha principles on which 

ce accumulated by the Republic of Mali In building am wa are carrying.on our activities against tho monopolies. 

; independent economy, and that our frlends from Moroc~ This text’ must \enable us to dispel all fears and all 
a 

co, avery day at grips with the foreign mondpolles, should- oenxieties .: « 

seo In the organisation of a vast solidarity compalen δ0- . 

tweon the trade unions In the European ccuntries, ali , 
‘the European countries, and tho trade unions in the 

, Atsican countrles a way of consolidating the common 

front of theso trade untons agalnst the common -mono- - 
‘. poly enemies, At Its first meeting the Permament Ccom- 

mittee of the World Trade Union Committee against -the 
' Monopolies should give particular attention to the com- 

oe ee τὸ 

4 

mon front of the trade unions of Δίου and of Europe : . 

+ cn 
1 . 4 

‘ against the monapolles, Having sald this, does this mean |“ since the: split in 2949 not a year has gone by with- 

: that we are diverting from tho anti-Impertalist struggla ας efforts to overcome the disruptive policy In the" sn- 

or, on tho contrary, does ft mean that we are consoll- temational and national trade unton movement, vicitins 

dating it? 1 am ‘profoundiy convinced that wo have con- of the split, We have often met obstacles put up by the 
5 solidated It... ΩΝ ICFTU leadership. During ‘the past few years this leader- σ 

: 
ship has found if increasingly difficult to create guch 

_ On peaceful co-existence obstacles. From 1950 onwards, the objective of the ini. 

a ᾿ perfalist forces, of the break-away leaders In the 1Γ80 ἡ 

᾿ τς Cortain Vrothers expressed some anxloty when they’ union movement, has been to isolate tha World Federa-*+ 

said that the struggle for peaceful co-existence was IM: tion of Trade Unfons. Let us take today’s Conferenco: Is 

compatible with tha struggle against the monopolies and the World Federation of Trade Unions isolated? We are 

against imperialism. I think that ‘with patience we shall not isolated. The situaflon has changed to such a degreo 

come ia some agreement on this subject, and that stop mat the ICFTU, Its leadership, today face the folowing 

1 , , by step we shall succesd in clarifying the relatlonship aiiemma: elther to continie its cold war: policy in tho, 

"s whith, exists botwaen peaceful co-existence and the strug- trade union movement,,or, on, tha contrary, tone down 

gle agalnst the monopolies. 1 should ‘ilke to add, how- ‘this cold war policy In the trade union, movement so 

ever: aro we to Improvise on this subject? Do we have as not to be Isolated themselves, That is how matters 

ν new things to say and to deflne? Today is December 17. -stand today. ΝΞ ΕΞ 

Threa years and two days ago the majority of national 5 ; 

centres gathered here adopted a historle and far-reach- ΝΗ ᾿ . : 
ing dceumont. It is called the Programma of Trade Union New experiences 

_ Action at tha present stage, adopted by«the 5th World Gur disagrsement with the ICFTU leadership on the 

> Trada Unlon Congress . . - “Ὁ problem: of world trade was mentioned τὰ the report. 

, 
‘Take another careful look at it, brathers. Our disagree- 

* * 
ments ἄνα. of a basic: nature. and the -report says this κα 

SALA ES and I confirm It once again. However, the Important thing 
(5 that within the ICFTU organisations there Is a grow- 

iselaey ing’ trend-that, the position of tha ICFTU leadarship dees 

7 oO j not conform to the Interests of the workers. How ara 

᾿ ᾽ a ’ wo to oxplain this? By epithets, insults and verbal * 
7 7 

violence? ‘Facts show that this-In.no way changes the 
sttuation. H, however, explanations and’ arguments arc 

offered, If demonstrations arc provided patiently and per- 
ststently, then we notice haw the Influence of: our: or- 
ganisatlons, of the WFTU and of our national centres Is 

rd 

-» * " This Is what the Programme of Action says “it is in- 
. "x tolerable that the selfish actlons of the monopolies should 

. drag the world Into a nuclear war. The organised will - 

~ of all workors can and must become an insurmountable , ‘growing. |” ‘ . 
. obstacla to the aggressors. The international working 

: ες gJass . . . must show continous vigilance jo defeat the "ἢ ΜΝ : " 

evil forces of war. “- {SALARIES 
“That Is why ft is essential to moblilso -8}} forces of 

i κι the workers and trade untons in the struggle to, ensure 
; .~ that the princlples of peaceful co-existence between sta- 

tes with different economic, and social systems shall ΓΝ iG 
ἐπε trlumph. Peaceful co-existence means the elimination of eal 

war ay a means of settHng internatlonal disputes, 1 
means the relaxation of International tension and the 
development of peaceful competition. ἐξ creates for the 
working class ie most levourabia conditions for imprav- 
ing international -trade union relations and developing 

7 
TAA 

er 
Ἶ ἣ 

It is ἃ fact, brothers, that in 1964 delegations were 
exchanged between the centres affitla'ed to the WEFU: 

“and those belonging to the ICETU, and this on a far 
greater scalo than in previous yoers. It ls a fact that 

unity among the workers. For the trade naton mevement, CveR more important changes: are expected In 1965, Pra- 
. peaceful co-pxistenco, of course, does not mean acceptance: found developments -are taking place’ in the Australian 

of capitalist explaitation, coloata} oppression or class col-. Let . @ concluded on next poge 
--- = 

. 

oo an 11 



For the Americans it was no long ex a questions of how to remain in South 

_ Vietnam, but also how te ge+ ant, declared the General Secretary of the 

so WETU, Louis Saillant, at ἃ solidarity meeting in Leipzig organised by 

No, 2, faruary 965 

the 

EDGB, Trado Union Confederation af the GDR, with the delegates from facto- > 

ries and the general population taking part, in the presence of representatives ἢ 

of the delegation of the National Front for the Liberation οἵ South ‘Vietnam, 

members of the Embassy of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam, and delegates 

‘at the Second: Fienary Conference of the World Trade ‘Union Committee far- 

Consultation and-Unity
 of Action Against ‘the Monopolies. Hera are some” EX: 

tracts from his speech. ᾿ 
- 

M PETINGS of working men and wornen are taking place 

all ‘over the world round December 20th, 1964, fol- 

‘ywing the decision. of the 13th. Sésslon of the General 

Councili ct the WFIU In October in, Budapost. The 'soli- 

darity of the World Federation of Trade Unions with the 

Viotnamese people bogan In 1946. In tie first period of 

ἀπὸ antkimporlalst and anti-cotonlallst struggle of the 

Vietnamese people, that. is to gay from 1946 to 1954, the 

WETU had the great rosponsibliity, to organisa
 Internatlo- 

nal solldarity, throughout the world. We also greeted the 

formation of tha Democratic Republic of Viotnam and tho 

1953 Geneva Agreaments on Indo-China not’ only as 4 

victory of the Vietnamese people, but as a‘victory of the 

Internatlonal working class against imperialism. 

‘Yon, years have. passed since ther, The situation [Ὁ 

South Vietnam has been aggravated by {mparlalist ag 

gression and repression, After the French colonialists, 

the American imperialist settled in Saigon and made αἷς 

tempts to settle in the whole country. For more than 

ton years tho American imperialists have been doing 

overyihing possible to‘violate the Geneva Agreements. The. 

Geneva Agreements of July 1954 were ἃ solamn internatlo- 

nai treaty, engaging the rosponsipility of the sinnatory 

countries. The Government of the United States signed 

the Agreements and far ten years has been. flouting its 

simature. Εἴ raaintains mercernary soldiery in South 
Now world 

Ich plunder, torture and Kil. 

, e 

public optnion~ and most of the governments recognisa 

that a great majority of the South Viemamese people 

hava confidence in the Natlonal Liberation Front. We ate . 

full of admiration and respect for the South Vietnamese 

Hberation fighters, World public opinion and governments, 

mcluding the United States Government, are asking them: 

selves new questions. How to end the situation. existing 

in South Vietham where the immense majority of the 

people have stood up — and demand national iIndepen- 

dence? For the Ametican imperialists the problem ts no 

longer “how to remain in South Vietnam”, but “ how ἰὸ 

get out”. It is clear that. from*now on the moment is 

near when the National Liberation Army and the South - 

Vienamese people will holst tho panner of liberation 

iy the capital, of Saigon. 

On the occasion of these international solidarity Go 

monstrations and, animated bythe ardent hope~that soon 

the Iberation flag wil fly over the bulldings of Saigon, 

the World Federation of Trade Unions once again extends 

fraternal greetings te the people of vietnam. Our frater 

nal greetings “σῇ to the people of the Democratic Repu: 

bite of Vietnam and to its esteemed President, our com: 

rade HO CHI MINE, and to the heralc men and womon 

-who In the towns and villages of South Vietnam ara 

‘{lghting for thelr Mberation. 

May. the .slogan resound throughout the world: “Ame- 

ricans, go homel” 

Vietnam wh 

| SAILLANT — CONCLUDED
 

trada unions. 
the Austrailan 

thoy Brother Eliot? They will 

Australian. trade wnlons. That is how they are, We musi 

take them is they ate. ΠῚ however,. an agreement Is 80" 

sible, for example, between thig trade union centre, 

member of the ICFTU and the French CGT on,French ato- 

mie tests in the Pacific, should an agreement between 

those two centres be concluded or not? If it can be done 

and if the Australians ask for it; why should.the French 

workers and the French CGT refuse to accept? Because 

trade unions will remaln Labour, won'l 

‘ TRADE UNION PRESS, tho International Bullotin of 

‘formnightly by the World Federation of Trade σης 

Spanish, It reprints articles from the world trade united and workers” press. Airmailed on request to trade 

AML commanications io Trade Union Press, WETU, | 

. Prague }, Czechosiovakia. 

printed by MIR — Prague. > Czechoslovakia, τ" ᾿ . unlon workers ὅπὰ offtictals. 

12 

Is this important or not? The leaders of | 

remain leaders of the | 
* relations +: 

one organisation pelongs to the ICFTU and the other 

τοῖο WETU? No, wa can 

conditions ara being, created for new contacts and new 

_. . We must be taken Ito account when a discus: 

sion opens. in cixcles wien In the past maintained that 

we had disappeared. We have not disappeared and we 

represent atgrowlng force, ἃ mass In action. Wo must be: 

optimisiic, We must be deeply convinced that the road 

on which we have set out ἰδ the correct toad towards 

the victory of the international working class . . 

tho Trade Union and Working Glass Press, 1g published — 

issued in English, French, German, Russian, Polish ἃ ~ 

Nam. Curleovych 100, 

sea that better and better - 

” 
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Mohr , 2 UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 
DeLoach 

Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE cae 
Contad ncn 

ει]. 

ΤΟ ‘Mr. Conr pate: February 24, 1965 oy 2 Se 
2.95 Ἐς, Downin Tele. Room 

Holmes 
¢ “ Ν Gandy —— 

© . 
SUBJ cr: SOLO ; 

INTERNAL SECURITY - C 7 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable confidential 

informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communications transmitted 

to him by radio. 

On 2/24/65, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's radio 
station at Midland at which time a message, NR 786 GR 127, was 
intercepted. 

The plain text and cipher text are attached. 

The New York Office is aware of the contents. 

ACTION: VY 

For information. 

a 
encLosuas ; 

REG pyr [o0- PHA GOF 
£ 

ov * 109 8. MAR 2 1965 

Enclosure; 

1 - Mr. Belmont 
1 - Mr. Conrad 
2 - Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw j ----" 

1 - Mr. Downing 
1 - Mr. Newpher 
1- Mr. Paddock 

ΕΜ Ν᾿ 

are ᾿ GSMAR 3. 1865 
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Seg 8 πιὰ τὰ re eee tae 

ee ge oe τῶι ρων 

FOLD FORMS, INC, NCR 910 

RITRANSHI SSI ONT OW I NEPREPARATORY|THI Ne fsb INTERNATIO _ be 

oO 
TOB ΓΡΟΉ {8} IF rRST/FMARCH,|DATEDFLANESREPRESENTATI VE 
SHEET ING||ISNoTcHANGED) YOURLANEREPRESENTATIVESARRIV 
ΑΙ! 5ρεϑιβάβι εἰσ βεβαυλα ηρση lel ρονεί, anelrwine: shnk 

REI VENTOORNSF 0 

<r 

a δ 2/24/65 

70 

NALPREPARATORY|COHN I TTEE? SADDRESSF ORDFICIALCORRESPO 

NDENCE), | INTERNATIONALPRERARATORY COMMITTEE, secllVEN 
YOOLoNen|. oF τυ OF τ μι βεηψ αι ϑεατε eh HusearesTeR 
DAY| 

NR 786 GR 127. 

82950 

72084 

95672 

90994 

30283. 

20064 

41917 

71462 

72176 

95544 

26540 

07208 

09912 

91296 96624 

79920 51045 

49395 63449 

72356 45170 

91934 237350 

16024 00623 

44957 12255 

45357 70290 

68346 30064 

88257 52778 

36407 38774 

04518 52978 

20565 29674 

62222 

50259 

57559 

68446 

64769 

00986 

50619 

50752 

99234 

63845 

59234 

84745: 

07375 

+ 

90596 

20759 

74893 

41733 

31966 

71246 

48670 

08206 

65796 

66458 

71798 

16428 

08687 

77030 - 

21620 

38616 

62225 

76750 

90799 

22177 

44025 

99033 

15844 

26659 

414972 

29532 

$8799 

02589 

69332 

44385 

16939 

419118 

76335 

17236 

69075 

72472 

44877 

13568 

05243 

74768 

90722 

12406 

68200 

40907 

46446 

95904 

28884 | 

37456 

60884 

44525 

70599 50119 

$0427 19876 

89759 :22464 

64954. 235688 

68283 70662 

03200 47255 

41186 73796 

87157 06727 

145003 $23.97 

85206 95584 

60313 15534 

15060 85905 

4oo7 
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a τὰ κε: “ OPTIONAL FORM NO. 19 σοι 
MAT 1962 EDITION δ Ν i* Ο GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27 Se 

Ἐ UNITED STATES GOV MENT A 

af Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: 2/24/65 

DAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) td 
-- 

SUBJECT: CP ὁ L 
is -c 5 

---- 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are two copies Ue 
and for the New York Office on y of an informant's 
statement entitled, ‘Nicholas }farnowsky Former American — Ζ 8 
Now Residing Kiev, Ukraine, USSR." B. APPROX, 7 OF. 

The information set forth in the enclosed infor- 
mant's statement was furnished by CG 5824-S* on February 
19, 1965, to SA RICHARD W. HANSEN. 

δ, δα οιφι 
(22Bureau (Enc. 2 
1-New York..(100-134637) (Enc. 1)(Info)(RM) 3 AR 2 iogs 
1-Chicago . ως ΕΧ.- 19- ᾿ . ι 

τὰ 
ν . ' RWH: MDW | 

(4) 

ἤν ide U.S. Savines Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savines Plan 

MAR 8 1965 NLDA DSS 



. 43 

NICHOLAS TARNOWSKY, PORMER AMERICAN Now 
RESIDING KIEV UKRAINE; USSR 

-- 

. On ‘Pebraary 15, 1965, Gus Halt, General Secretary 
of the Conmunist Party, USA (OP, USA} provided a sheet of 
paper on ‘which the following ‘information appeared: 

‘Nicholas Tarnowsky 
Formerly: on, Editorial State of. Ukrainian Daily News 
Went to. USSR in 1958.. Now in Kiev, Ukraine, USSR. 

Nov in late ,460's. and wants to go on pension. He was” 
"++ Member from tlie beginning to 1958 when he left. 

Razie “Knows hin and: knows hin‘ asa nenber who was 
always | loyal. ‘t εν 5 

+ 

οὐ Tp connection with the above, Hall advised that the” 
- substance of this document ‘had previously been furnished. by’. 
the CP, USA to the. CP δὲ the Soviet Union but he wants the 
viatter again taken ip with the Russian comrades. He stated — 

| “that it-was his recommendation that ‘Tarnowaky Feceive ‘the 
requested pension. ες 

* 4 
af * τς 

το ΤΣ 970% ale ~4o9 

ENCLOSURE) τ ὃῸὃῸὃΘ0ΦῤΚ8Γῃὴς. 

+ 

ει 
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OPTIONAL FORM ΝΟ. 16 4010=<107 
MAY 1082 EDITION 
GSA GEN, REG. AO. 27 

KNMENT UNITED STATES GOV 

Memorandum 

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: February 24, 1965 

FROM ( | SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

es — 
SUBJECT: “SOLO 

Is - C¢ ή΄ 

ReBuairtel dated February 16, 1965, and re my 
~ telephone call to Section Chief FRED J. BAUMGARTNER, 

February 17, 1965. 

Referenced Bureau airtel furnished the text of an 
article which appeared in the "Washington Post" on February 14, 
1965, wherein a possible delay was reported of the March 1, 
1965 meeting of the 26 Communist Parties in Moscow. The Bureau 
requested that CG 5824-S* be contacted to determine if he had 
any information regarding such a postponement and whether such 
a development would affect future plans for departure on the 
18th Solo Mission, February 19, 1965. 

By referenced Chicago telephone call, the Bureau was 
advised that CG 5824-S* had been contacted and the matter set 
forth in Bureau airtel was discussed, At the time, CG 5824-S* 
advised he had no information regarding the possible postponement 
of the March 1 meeting and that no information in this regard 
had been received through official Party channels. Source, 
however, noted that whether this information ultimately turned 
out to be correct, it would not affect his current plans to 
travel, As the Bureau is now aware, CG 5824-S* did depart as 
Scheduled on 18th Solo Mission, February 19, 1965. 

The above is being set forth as confirmation of . 
referenced Chicago telephone call and for information purposes. 

ΝΣ Bureau (RM) REC 61 (00 - .5704|-- γῴο2 
~ New York (100~-134637) (Info) (RM 

L - Chicago " 4 mae ὁ 
᾿ς 7»; 3 1965 

RWH:sck ἰῷ 

(4) ᾿ —_ ey 

πων 

ay νὰ» 
Fe WAR 3 {FGQU.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 



FD+36 (Rev. 5.22.84) Ω͂ 
A 

FBI 

. 2/24/65 Date: 

F vcansrit the following in 
(Type in plaintext or code} 

| 

για... AIRTEL REGISTERED | 
- (Priority) Ι 

“εν Ζ -----..ὄ.................  ...... fi ---- - 

TO; DIRECTOR, FBI (100- 428091) 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100- 134637) 
. | b- 

On 2/24/65, there was received from the Soviets,via 
radio, four ciphered~coded messages, the plain texts of which 
are as follows: 

1, "First of March date of Communist Parties 
representatives meting is not changed. Your CP 
representatives’ arrival is desirable on February 

25." te 
, ae 

2. "“tnited States Youth Festival Committee and 
addresses are given to Komsomol sox 

transmissjon to International Preparatory Committee.?? 

3._/finternational Preparatory Committee's address 
for official correspondence: International 
Preparatory C mittee, 22 Avenue Colonel Lo 
Alger, Algeria. 

| "MORRIS CHILDS arrived yesterday." " ΠῚ ΜΝ 
CHICAGO- (134-46 Sub B) (AM BM) 

iim THE ay δ pee οἱ | 08-4280 LK 0 

ACB: md ΣΝ 8. MAR 2 1965 
© 109 π-π-ΞὋοΠᾷί --- 

ἢ ἘΠῚ WY Y 
Sp a in Charge 

Sent wo MOP et 
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FD-36 (Rey. 5-22-64) 

Transmit the following in 

’ 

Date: 2/17/65 

| (Type in plaintext or code) 

.- AIRTEL '- REGISTERED | 
τ , (Priority) Ι 

.τ-οὦ-.-.-----.--.-------- “πο... Looe. 
a 

TO : DIRECTOR,FBI (100- 428091) a Ὁ IGAN 

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100- 134637) eee 3/0) 

supsecr$ sone? ᾿ Ι » 
15-0 ΘΟ ΤΑ ἤν 

On 2/16/65, NY 694-S* furnished the following-~ HE 
information to SA ALEXANDER Ὁ. -BURLINSON: i? 

On 2/15/ 65, pursuant to a signal received from the 
Soviets on that date, NY 694-S* went to the Armstrong 
rendezvous at 7:05 where he met his Soviet contact, VLADIMIR 
A, CHUCHUKIN. Informant and CHUCHUKIN walked in the general 
warea of the Armstrong rendezvous for.a short time and were 
“joined by another individual whom CHUCHUKIN introduced to vw 
NY 694-S* as the latter's "new contact." This individual 
merely shook hands with the informant and immediately departed. 
(On 2/16/65, photographs of several Soviets attached to the 
Soviet UN Mission were exhibited to NY 694/8%, one of which 
he identified as a photograph of a Soviat{who-is known to the 
Bureau, the said Soviet being NIKOLAL TALANOV - NY file 

a ἢ 105-14931, Bufile 105- ~40818) . “Oy ΝᾺ ANY. 4 1p! 

_NY 694~S*, upon the departure of TALANOV, inquired 
of CHUCHUKIN whether his being introduced to TALANOV as his 
"new ata meant that CHUCHUKIN was leaving the United States. 
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CHUGHUKIN: hesitated for ἃ moment, and then admitted that che © 
was leaving the U. S, and. would not be in, further contact 
‘with NY 694-s#. at this time, he presented NY. 694-S* with a 
black leather-wallet,, stating that He wished the: informant 
to accept the wallet as a farewell present from CHUCHUKIN. 
CHUCHUKIN, then spent: some time in telling the informant how _ 
much he had appreciated the latter's cooperation. with him 
and also stated that he would report to the Soviets in. Moscow 
how well he and NY 694-S* had worked together, ᾿ 

+ 

NY 694-s* asked CHUCHUKIN whether the latter had any 
information with respect to the daté on which the Coimunist 
Party: meeting-in Moscow would be held, but CHUCHUKIN said he 
had no information in this regard. (NY 694~s* was, referring 
to the so-called: Nprepatory" for a meeting of-all the 
Communist Parties; which is- believed to be. scheduled for 

3/1/65. 2) 

NY 6944§* and: CHUCHUKIN then discusséd thé use of. 
“channel :two!!’ in their Operations, and both agreed that this 
chaiinel (SIDORE GIBBY NEEDLEMAN): had been very suecessful and | 
should be continued. εν β΄ 

NY 694~S* further discusded with CHUCHUKIN. the fact 
that the infotmant -would. mot be available for peteonal contact 

| between 2/17 and 3/8/65 and it was. agreed ‘that communications. ._ 
. ftom the Soviets should be sent only by xadio during” the Briod 
2/17 ‘to 3/8/65, In, connection with the use of the radio, 
NY 694-S* indicated to CHUGHUKIN that his: "reserve’wuld be 
available to teceive radio ‘messages. CHUCHUKIN stated that 
he was aware. of the fact that NY 694-S¥ utilized’ "a reserve" 

rom 

ii his operation. (the reserve refers to NY 4309- δὲς 

CHUCHUKIN, before taking his departure, gave to 
NY 694-S* a Winston cigarette pack containing a number of 

- microfilm messages, CHUGHUKIN stated that these messages. 
contained instruetioris for future contacts. between. the Soviets 

-2- 
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and NY 694-s*, It should be noted. that the Winston cigarette 
pack mentioned above was of the type containing a chemical 
ané.which, if incorrectly handled, would effect the destruétion 
of the microfilmed message within, 

The messages transmitted to NY 694-S*, as above. 
describéd; are as follows: . 

"TO SPRING ‘ONLY 

"Everything is still thé sawe for contact with me. ” 

“Uncke Elliot next 
Sister Matilda next . Midland next ὁ ᾿ ΝΞ 
"But in order to ensure maximum security we added some new 
details. to our terms of communications: ᾿ 

"I. In order that your partner inmediately recognize you 
and in addition to our previous. understanding /plastic tape 
on the left finger, old card with recommendation/ you, before 
contact with hew partner, have in your left hand ‘Life! niagazine, 
folded so that your new partner could easily see the title | 
"Life. ; . ; " . 

“Password: Yotir partner would ask you~ “Excuse me, Sir, 
7 What's the time now? It's 7:05,. isnte itz 
"Your answer: "It's. 7:15 ‘sharp. τι ᾿ 

"After ‘that. your new partner would show :to you the old card 
and. the rest is the same. ; | 

"2. -As we agreed earlier we would never use uncle ‘Rin, ! 
Please, take a Look on uncle 'David': Bronx, Riverdale Av. : 
ἃ West 259 Str. neat restaurant ‘Riverdale Steak -House.' 
Visual contact will bé established. near Antique shop in the. 
corner of West 261 Str. ἃ Riverdale Ave. at 7:05.. From 

- 

F -- 
Β 
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“Antique shop you would proceed along W. 261 Str. till Liebig 
Ave., in the corner of W. 261 Str. and Liebig Av. you ‘would 
made right turn going along Liebig Av. till you reach W. 260. 
Str. till Delafield Ave. Along Delafield Av.. till you reach 
Ws 259 Str. In the corner of W.. 259 Str.. and Riverdale Ave. 
you would see 'Riverdale Steak House’; You would: stop near _ 
the entrance to this restaurant. As for uncle "David, ' please, 
let us know. about your opinion. ᾿ 

"3. When I want to. see you, we put a piece of tape at our 
usual place, 
One piece of black tape « means uncle, next day. 

Two piecés of black. tape - sister, next day. 
Red tape means that uicle. or sister-would take place samé day, 
Pledse,- don't touch the tape, don't remove the tape. 
In ease of black tape; you acknowledge the fact that 
you, liad: seen it, using telephone which is. operating for 
this period, “In. case of red tape = τὸ acknowledgment. 

mA, Your schedulé for 1965 /walky~talky/ is very goods 
ΤῈ you warit to. contact with mé use walky~talky. i accordance 
with your schedulé. 

Prom how on you will use walky+talky in the following ν ways 

ug you. Want to sée unéle - give one: signal 
If you want to.-see sister - give two signals an 
I£ you want to see girls ‘such as Galdy/ - give thiee signals 
T£ you. could not understand -of receive our Tug - give ~ . 
four signals. In case of Tug /for example, you-couldn't 
_understand because. of weather conditions,, etc./, please, 
don't put black tape on the Peerless Nikon Window. It..is 
better to notify me through walky-talky. 

‘ny acknowledge the receipt of your signals 15 séconds later 
in the same manner, If you could not receive my: ackniowLedgment, 
you repeat. your corresponding signal 4 minutes later. 

“hn 
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VLE L receive and acknowledge your signal, we'll see uncle 
or sister néxt day. As for the girls, we'll see them at 
2:40-2:45 p.m. as we agreed, i.e. girls would be next day. 

If you give 4 signals, it means that you couldn't receive 
our Tug perfectly, Bear in mind that in accordance with 
our tug schedule Hotel would repeat message, which was not 

properly understood by you. 

"Please, let me know what telephone must I-use just to 
acknowledge the fact that I have been your sister. Several 
months ago you gave me telephone 684 9774 repeat 684 9774.. 

"I also have MU 4~8694. Shall we use it in the future? 
In case of sisters. the time for acknowledgment 9:15 p.m. 
for you and for mes But, keep: in mind that -you acknowledge 
the receipt of Tug at: 7: 05 pM. as -we agreed, 

"Tt would be best. that you would try to find 3 of 4 sisters 
at your convenience and let me know about them.. Meanwhile 
we would utilize sister Matilda and. sister Carol. It's | 
important to find more ‘sisters for single utilization. I 
would also. try to find some. 

"T would Like to repeat that in the future in order to 
acknowledge something you should utilize the following 
telephonés 

“yy Ὁ 9212°- in February and in March 
‘MU 6 9333 - in April and in May 
EL 9 9004 - in June and in July" 

With regatd to the above méssages, it should be 
noted that "Uncle Elliot” tefers to a personal contact: 
"Sister Matilda" refers to a drop, and "Midland" is the 
New York City. ‘bank at which CHUCHUKIN in the ‘past has delivered 
Soviet. £unds to the informant. 
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It. should be further noted that ΠΝ David" is 
a, reference to a proposed place for personal contact. ‘The 
word “'Tug" in the above message. refers to. radio communication 
and. “hotel” is: a. teference to Moscow. "Girls" and "Goldy"! is 
a reference to the "transceiver operation”! at Goldsmith's. Store 
in New York City. - . 

On 2/16/65, pursdant to instructions ftom GUS ‘HALL, 
NY 694-s% transmitted to the. Soviets, through the secondary 
channel-~- ISIDORE GIBBY NEEDLEMAN~-a number of méssages on 
Tmicro£iln,. 

(i), “The: following message was in cipher code: 

MORRIS CHILDS and wife arriving, Prague February. 20. Please 
have. Prague. USSR Embassy. issue visa to. HAROLD JULES. and 
JENKA JULES. for Moscow, 

ΔΕ ΕῚ HALL : 

(2) The following message was, -in. cipher code: " - 

“MORRIS CHILDS will answer regarding Cope: andf bg 
‘in Moscow." ‘ - “bye 

(sea ‘Chicago airtel 1/18/65 reflecting that the. 
Soviets have requested information concerning 

- a RAYMOND COPE and 

(3) _Thé following message'was in code: 

"18 ‘CCCPSU 

"JAMES JACKSON will arrive Moscow Februaty 25. Please meet him," 

“6. 
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(4) _ The following. message was partially coded: 

"CCCPSU a 

"Tyas told that USSR Embassy,, Washington, ἢ. C. turned down . 
invitation to attend ‘International Convocation, Pacem in. 
Térris' to be held on Feb. 18-20 in New York. It is. my 
opinion that this will be ore of ‘the broadest peace forums 
held in USA if years and respectfully suggest that both a 
leading USSR UN delegate and a xepregentative from USSR - 
Embassy in Washington, Ὁ. C. should attend and speak at this 
important Peace Conference, It would be a mistake if they 
did hot attend or speak there, 

UBALL" 

(3) _ ‘The following message was. partially coded: ὦ 

"CCCPSU | 

jHave not. been receiving translations from press distributed ᾿ by Novosti Press Agency. It is utgent that 1 receive them 
as we had agreed, = _ 

ΝΞ MORRIS: CHILDS" ~ 
(6) The, following message was partially coded: 

"CGGPSU - 

"Please ‘transinit for us immédiately the following message. 
to World Youth Festival Committee: * ᾿ 

"Yo. World Youth Féstival. Committees 7 

"This will notify you that mailing address of American. Youth 
Festival Committee is Post Officé Box 666, Manhattanville 

, Station, New York, City, ‘New York 10027, United. States of America, . 

a 
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"Will appreciate your contacting. us immediately at this 
address, We wish to. inform you that we are making good 
headway in organizing our. youth delegation for the coming 
World Festival. Your immediate reply to us. will indicate - 
that mailing contacts have been made. 

35; U.8;A., is the of the 
above committee; that she urgently requests to know the 
individual with whom to correspond in Algiers. since’ there 
is practically.no correspondence between World Youth Festival ° 
Committee and her. This request is most urgent. 

SHALL" 

(7) The following message was partially coded: 

"Will use YU, 9+9212 at 7:05 p.m. tonight, However, all OK." 

(The above message refers to a requést by CHUCHUKIN 
during his personal méeting With the infomart on 
2/15/65 that NY 694-8* acknowledge telephonically 
on 2/16/65 that he was able to develop successfully 
the microfilm given him. by CHUCHUKIN on 2/15/65.). 

(8) The following message was partially cdded: — 

UT acknowledge: that you saw my sisters, on samé. night ring 
684-9774 at 9:15 p.m." 

(The above message contains instructions to the 
Soviet. to acknowledge having pickéd up ihaterial 

“8- 
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(9) The following message was partially coded: 
~~ oe 

"Uncle Elliott ~ next - 7:05 p.m, 
-Sister Matilda next - 7:15 p.m." 

(The above message refers to the next personal 
contact and the next drop operation, respectively.) 

- 
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a ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
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SAC, Chicago (134-46 Sub B) 3/2/65 

REC Ig | Ἐ|4}2..- 1+ Ir. Shaw 
Director, FBI (100-428091) —— Δ τ Ξ ; 

, 0 SOK 
\ INTERNAL SECURITY -|:ὸ . 

ἢ Reurlet a/ro/ss. | 4 
οἱ te 
ae Relet sets forth a description furnished by 'CG 5824-8. 

of Viadimir (110), a representative of the Security Branch, 
International Department, Central: Committee , Communist. Party of 
the Soviet Union, with whom CG 5824-S*# held a. discugsion in. | 
‘Hoscow, Russia, during the course of Solo. Mission 17 

᾿ It is noted that the description of Vladimir (uNu) is 
sonevhat similar to that of Viadimir S.. Vasilev,. whose photograph: 
is contained in the: Soviet Intelligence Album. In view of the. 
fact that. your office has.a copy of this: Album, Vasilev's photo~ 
graph should be exhibited to CG 5824-S* upon informant's return 
és. Chicago in-an effort to ‘effect an identification of Vladimir 

4. 
με " 
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Sullivan, ees,” 
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. τὸ 4010-107 
MAY 1162 EDITION i 

tee etares covenant O 
Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 

DIRE R, FBI (100-428091) DATE: 2/19/65 

- cat 

ReBulet dated January 27, 1965, relative to 
CGairtel dated January 19, 1965, enclosing copiéss:of a 
statement by CG 5824-S* entitled, "Discussions with 
Viadimir (Last Name Unknown), Representative of the 
Security Branch, International Department, Central Com- 
mittee, Communist Party of the Soviet Union," 

Pursuant to Bureau's request in relet, on 
February 11, 1965, CG 5824-S5* was questioned concerning 
the identity of VLADIMIR (LNU). CG 5824-S* advised SAs 
RICHARD W. HANSEN and WALTER A, BOYLE that. VLADIMIR (LNU) 
is positively not identical with VLADIMIR BARKOVSKY. : 
CG 5824-S* then furnished the following physical deserip- 
tion of VLADIMIR (LNU) referred in reairtel: 

Age — 40-42 yrs. 
Race White 
Height 6'o" 
Buiid Thin 
Hair Dark, greying 
Eyes Brown 
Complexion sallow 
Remarks Face looked haggard, reminded 

the informant of Abraham 
Lincoln; spoke fairly good 
English ξ 
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Ὁ mpeg eemes ne Ἂ ys 
"UNITED STATES sovieQvrest ENCL. ; fro 

Memorand Ἀν τὸς πον fk Memorandum ROUTE IN ΣΙ ΞΟΡΕ 
TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: 2/24/65 

(Qe) 
mi fff AC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

ΕΞ Ά- SUBJECT: SOLO 

/ od =G 

a —. 

Δ Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three 
2 copies and for the New York Office one copy of an informant's 
ἣ statement entitled, "Suggestion Concerning Individuals to be 

. Considered as Possible Participants in Communist Party, USA 
‘ Delegations, 1965." 

αἴ ΠῚ 

The information set forth in the enclosed infor- 
mant's statement was orally furnished by CG 5824-S*, who 
has furnished reliable information in the past, on February 
18, 1965, to SAs WALTER A. BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN, 

For the Bureau's information, a Xerox copy of a 
"sketchbook" consisting of paintings of GELSAVAGE which 
were commissioned by the United Automobile. Workers and 
referred to in the enclosed informant's statement is 
enclosed herewith. In addition, there is also enclosed 
for the Bureau one Xerox copy each of two brochures relating 
to "portable shelters" and "windbreaks" which are referred 

Terran to in the enclosed informant's statement and which, according 
to WINTER, are inventions of GELSAVAGE. Ἢ 

S\y 
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This Union Cause... ~~ 

An Introduction ~ 

has for 200 years been, simply, the cause of American working men and 
women, those who became adults with nothing to bring a livelihood but . - 
the skill of their hands and the strength of their backs. = - 

Once, as indentured servants and slaves, these men and women helped 
create a new nation out of an untamed wilderness. - 

Today, their grandsons and daughters, through the unions formed by their 
fathers, enjoy the blessings of that nation, They enjoy good pay for their 
labor, insurance against sickness, assistance when laid off through fo faule 
of their own, security in their old age and education for their children. 

A seldom-publicized illustration of a unique protection that workingmen, 
their families and their communities have achieved through unions—and 
only through unions—is the system known as SUB—supplemental unem- 
ployment benefits. These were negotiated originally by the UAW in 1955 
but by now are a provision in contracts written by other unions as well, 
among them the USA (steel workmen), the IUE (electrical workmen} 
and the URW (rubber workmen). These company-paid benefits in time 
of Jay-off are added to the often-low State unemployment compensation. 
They have not only cushioned the crisis of unemployment for the work- 
ingman and his family; they have also proved to be a financial shock 
absorber for the economy of the community in which the workingman 
ives. 

These and other numerous collective bargaining achievements have been 
won because . ον 

_ This Union Cause... 
st 

oe, 

has been dedicated to the pursuit of economic independence and social 
stature for the individual, The instrument for achieving these goals has 
been the union contract. But the collective bargaining agreement did not 



-continues. τὸ rise. 
"Ἢ oe 

As a result, the advances achieved by This Union 

᾿ This Union. 

spring full bloom from benevolent employers, eager to improve the ‘lor 
of the American citizen. , ΝΣ ; ΕΣ 

True, some employers have perceived the virtues behtad union insistence 
upon economic security for the workingman and: his family. These com- 
panies recognized two very important principles—first voiced by unions— 
that wages must keep pace with rises in the cost of living, and that the 
paycheck should reflect the workingman’s rightid share in the rising 
industrial productivity. ἘΞ ᾿ ΕΝ ane . 

- τα αὶ 

In 1948 τῇς UAW was able τὸ incorporaté into its-cosracts an “escalator” 
clause to protect the workingman’s income as the-com of life’s necessities 
rises or falls. Since that time this principle has besa incorporated into 
most union contracts. wee SSR ee δ πω NR “oF 

OF equal historic significance, in the 1948 negotiations, the UAW esta eee 
lished firmly in its contracts the basic principle that a workingman's pay ΟΣ 
should rise as the nation’s productivity increases. This principle—the 
annual improvement factor—has since assured the warkingman thar his : 
standard of living will constantly improve as the nation’s productivity... 
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These are but a few examples of the mutually beneficial résults which τα. 
are reflected in collective bargaining when intelligent employers -and-_ 
enlightened union Jeaders, supported by a staunch union membership, 3 
resolve their problems in an atmosphere of civilized economic discussion. 
But the history of collective bargaining and union organizing is also, 
unfortunately, marred by ugly, shameful episodes of brutality displayed! 
by stubborn employers refusing to share with their. workingmen πῆς" 
fruits of America’s industrial progress. Ο τι ᾿ - ee 

Cause have been at - 
Sreat personal sacrifice by many courageous and dedicated union members 
and their leaders who struggled, fought, bled and even died.to make 
social and economic justice a-reality. Beatings by employer-hired thugs 
such as those suffered by UAW ‘officials in the loag-to-be-remembered 
Battle of the Overpass at Ford Motor Co. on May 26, 1937 were the price 
paid by many workingmen who were forced into economic battle armed = - 

ae 

only with their indomitable convictions, because 1.2. 
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has been the cause of the defenseless. Nor always, even ἸῺ America, could 
the majority of workingmen raise their heads from the machine and 
speak back to an arrogant supervisor, or send their elected representative 
to negotiate settlement of a dispute with their employer. Now-they-¢an. 
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This-Union Cause:,.. . 
has been the cause of minorities, The succeeding waves of migration to 
these shores have brought millions of men and women of every race, color, 
religious creed and national extraction. There has been no more influential 
an instrument than This Union Cause in overcoming prejudice toward 
them and among them. As a result, there is no other nation in which 
men and women of such varying differences have so successfully achieved 
recognition on their merit as individuals, and have been so free to make 
their personal contribution to the common welfare.. , 
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This Union Cause’. ᾿ς ΠΕ 
"» has been the cause οἔ the aged. The employer-paid pension that enables 

an old man.to sit in peace in his rocker and smoke his pipe has not been 
ἃ gift from the private enterprise system. It was fought for by unions as 
ἃ fair payment for past labor. Ir was in 1949 that members of the UAW, 
rallying to the slogan, “Too Old to Work, Too Young to Die,” threatened 
to strike unless their employér, Ford Motor Co. provided their older 
brother unionists with pensions paid by the company, joindy administered 
and fully funded. This, too, is 2 collective bargaining achievenient since 
embraced in the contracts of many other unions. Just ἃς τῆς twilight of 
life for workingmen has been mellowed and enriched, so have the furures 
of these workingmen’s children, because, at the same time . οἱ τ τς hee os 
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is the cause of the future. Two centuries ago not all men and women in 
America were free. Some were indentured servants, others were slaves. 
Today, not all men and women in the world are free. Some are slaves to 
ignorance and superstition. Others are indentured to totalitarian masters. 
But the American adventure in freedom, strengthened by the achievements 
of American unions, is offering other working men and women in other 
nations, new and old, a chance to find freedom, dignity and security 
through ... ... cee ες ἢ τ ae, ἣ 



This Union Cause... Ve 
here reviewed for you-in pictures: . * ᾿ 

: . : or . a ᾿ ΠΝ This Τ]ήΐοη Causé.. . 
- c . . εν Ξ is also the title of a 23-minute film in color based upon the pictures you 

have seen here, united by a narrative. - ae . ve 
The film was made primarily to provide δὴ accurate and comprehensive, 
yet condensed, audio-visual history of the American labor movement. 
It was [εἶς that the materials about Jabor history that have been available - π᾿ 
to youngsters and adults in our schools and libraries are “often either too ~e 
sketchy or alarmingly misleading. At the same time, it was*believed that © ~ 
while some outside the labor movement may have some grounding in. 
specific episodes of unionism, they might nor have a sweeping awareness’: 
of labor's entire history in the U, $F es ot: 
The film makers also felt it important to bring drama and life to ἃ subject ~*~ , that is far too often treated drily and matter-of-factly. Those in the labor © 
movement are fully aware of the dramatic human struggle unions have > 
faced and are still facing. This film was intended to bring that excitement °, 5 
home to the uninitiated “ * 
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For this reason, it is hoped tliat international and local unions will find. “ . it possible to make this film available to schools and civic groups wherever ~ - "ΝΣ and whenever they can. The makers of the film also hope that-ie will ᾿ 
prove effective in informing both the youngster and the adult, and further, - - bridge the gulf of misunderstanding that so often exists berween. the: 

| community and the unions that.serve ig, poneThe we ee 
" "The film was made by the International Union, Unixed Automobile, 

Aircraft and Agriculural Implement Workers of America (UAW) with - 
the cooperation of the Industrial Union. Department (IUD) of -the πο 
AFL-CIO, the International Association of Machinists (IAM), the’ Inver- ; “national Union of Electrical, Radio and Machine Workers (TUE) and the τς: 
United Rubber, Cork, Linoleum and Plastic Workérs of America‘ (URW): 
Color versions of the film can be rented for showing at 2 nominal few , The color vefsion can be purchased for $145. Local unions purchasing 
it for placement in schools and libraries will receive a $25 price reduction. 
This film can be rented or bought through the UAW Education Depart- 
ment, 8000 E. Jefferson Ave. Detroit 14, Mich, ὁ 7 - 
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INDENTURED SERVANTS, shown disembarking from a ship from 
England, were one of three main sources of Jabor in America in the 1600s. 
The others were prisoners and slaves. To be indentured meant that 
these mén, women and children agreed to repay passage to America by 
working without wages for years wholly. under the control of masters 
who bought them like oxen. The demand for able-bodied workers was 
80 great that colonial merchants’ agents scoured Europe offering imagt- 
nary inducements. These glittering promises, coupled with an anxious 
desiré to escape poverty, led thousands to enter indenture—a harsh 
existence of exhausting labor, on a meager diet, with movement restricted 
to the place of work and terms of service extended for even the pettiest 
of claimed offenses. Protests at this hideous system of hire grew, but it 
was to be decades before indenture disappeared as a way of life for many 
American workmen. 



LONG, BODY-W/RECKING HOURS at machines in filthy mills, were: 
all factory workers could look forward to in the early 19th century: in 
America. The workweek was six days “from sunup to sundown,” usually. 
75 hours in the winter and 82 in the summer. Furthermore, 58%. of 
northern cotton mill workers were women, while 79% were children, 
under 12. Leisure was frowned on; education, if ang, came though charity;. 
and there was always the threat of debtor's prison. Under this barbaric 
practice at least 75,000 people were thrown into disease-ridden jails, 
every year for debts often so petty that Massachusetts recdrds 18 cases’ 
involving altogether debts of only $155. A shamer workweek, an end 
to debtor's prison and free public education became the dream of a few. 
But these few were men determined to find a Jess wretched life for 
themselves and a brighter future for their children, © ws a 5 1 
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CORDWAINERS were journeymen shoemakers, some of whom banded 
together in the early 1800s. To oppose ‘them, employers mrned to the 
courts. Six times between 1806 and 1815 the Cordwainers were tried 
for “criminal conspiracy” charged with “combining unlawfully” to ‘raise 
their wages. Prosecutions were based upon English common law, even 
though independence had been won and there were no statutes forbidding 
such associations. Defense attorneys argued that the “conspiracy” doctrine 
violated the spirit of the U. 8. Constitution, bur their efforts were in vain. 
Cordwainers and others were always found guilty. Not until 1842 did a 
high court set aside “conspiracy” indictments. That charge was no longer 
to plague workmen's associations, but courts sympathetic to employers 
later found another weapon with which to harass unions—the injunction. 
But workmen did not stop trying to organize. Furthermore, they became 
politically conscious. 

sce, τ κι" 5. 
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WORKINGMEN’S POLITICAL PARTIES began with the Mechanics” 
Union of Trade Associations in Philadelphia. Soon the movement spread 
throughout New England and as far west as Ohio in at least-a dozen 
states. Briefly, these groups were highly influential, either electing their 
own candidates or holding the balance of power berween the major, parties 
in local elections. With the rise of President Andrew Jackson many-of 
their goals were absorbed by the Democratic Party until by the late 
1830s, workingmen’s parties had- largely disappeared. But labor had won 
political recognition. Free public education continued to be-an unfulfilled 
demand, but there were advancements in other directions. For instance, 
in 1840 President Van Buren’s executive order established the 10-hour 
workday on government projects. Truly, free men had begun to realize 
some of their rights. Still left, however, was the most odious practice of 
all—slavery, . ἜΝ ες ἃ eee ᾿ - τ πὰ ἡ 4 
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. THOUSANDS OF NEGROES were shanghaied from Africa to Ametica in the 1700s and sold into slavery at auctions. By 1850, there were at 
least 4: million slaves in the U. S. The “free” population in Southern ος States*outnumbered them oaly two to one. On this foundation of human 
misery, the South had erected an agricultural economy in which a few thousand slave owners were rich and politically powerful. Northern Opposition was symbolized by “underground railroads” through which hundreds of Negroes were smuggled to freedom. Further resentment against slavery flamed with the execution of John Brown in 1859: An “abolitionist,” he had tried to launch a revolt of slaves by capturing a _ federal arsenal at Harper's Ferry, Va. He failed and was hanged. Within two years, Civil War between the agricultural South ‘and the heavily industrialized North was to rip America and an inhuman system of forced labor was about to topple. ae 
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THE CIVIL WAR brought an end to slavery with President Abraham 
Lincoln’s Emancipation Proclamation but for the working man it created. 
a new economic crisis. War profiteering that enriched the manufacturer 
triggered inflation that cut deeply into the lower, relatively-fixed incomes 
of wage earners. By 1863, tightly-knit groups of workmen were protesting 
this injustice with strikes. President Lincoln's policy generally was to keep 
the government out of strikes. “Labor,” he said in 1864, “isthe superior 
of capital and deserves much the higher consideration.” Bolstered by 
this encouragement, the number of wade unions rose rapidly from:79. 
in 1863 to 270 in 1864 when it was estimated that some 200,000 
workmen had joined unions, 32 of which were nation-wide organizations. 
The working man’s effort to protect himself through unions was moving 
ahead, but his organizations soon were to face a growing problen— 
a rising tide of immigration. _ tas 

te 



MILLIONS OF IMMIGRANTS streamed into Ametica in the later 
1800s. Fugitives from poverty and oppression in Europe, they came aflame 
with dreams. But “the streets of gold” they found were crowded, rat- 
infested slums in New York, Boston or Philadelphia where 2 dozen or 
more people might have to live in one dreary tenement room. The “land 
of opportunity" they had looked forward to rurned out to be sweatshops 
that paid wages as low as $2 a week for laborers and only $11 a week 

- for the highly skilled. Still, they came to work in steel mills, lumber 
camps, coal mines and garment factories where they worked 14 to 16 
hours a day. Gradually, these stifling conditions drew protests from the 
immigrants who joined in idealistic political reform movements. From 
these, they leaned to the growing American labor organizations which 
they invigorated with their demands for a beter life that included higher 
education for their children. ποτ τος τρ 
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HIGHER EDUCATION for-some workmen’s youngsters finally began 
with the 1862 Morrill Act setting up federal land grants for state colleges. 
In 1866 came realization of another goal, the first National Labor Con- 
gress ever convened in the United States. Its president was William H, 
Sylvis (lower left). He had spent his entire adult life organizmg: iron 
moulders into what was then the’ largest union “because,” as he said; 
“J love this union cause more dearly than life itself.” This growth reflected 
the entire nation’s expansion. The Homestead Act sent settlers creaking 
westward in wagons soon to be followed by puffing locomotives on tails - 
spanning the land coast to coast. Back east, financiers forged giant 
corporations and trusts in the basic industries. Men found themselves 
insignificant cogs toiling for employers they never saw, ἃ new industrial 
relationship calling for a new kind of union. Among the first to try to 
build such a union were the coal miners. ‘eo. att αὶ 
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LIFE WAS SQUALID in the Pennsylvania coalfields. Boys sent into the 
mines before they were 10 were old at the age of 14. Such misery Jed 
to formation of a miners’ union, but it was’ smashed in a strike in 1874 
when owners got troops and Pinkerton private police to escort scabs 
(strike breakers) into the pits. The owners’ violence preventing open 
organization forced miners into a secret society; the “Molly Maguires.” 
They were broken up, however, when betrayed by a Pinkerton spy in 
their ranks. Ten Mollies were hanged on evidence later proved false, but 
the owners’ goal of preventing immediate organization of an effective 
miners’ union was achieved. Later, the United Mine Workers led by John 
Mitchell were-to reach a membership of 300,000 by 1908, an amazing 
achievement for that era. But meanwhile, in the 1880s, the future of 
America’s workmen seemed to lie with an organization known as the 
Knights of Labor. , ne a i aeet) Σ ᾿ " A. 
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“UNIVERSAL BROTHERHOOD” was the creed of the Knights of 
Labor, formed in 1869 as a union for all trades. Within ἃ mere 15 years, 
the Knights attracted 700,000 members led by Frank J. Farrell, Terencé 
V. Powderly and Gen. Fitzhugh Lee, shown upper left: One of théir aims 
-was an 8-hour day. The Knights’ had already begun to decline when 
armed strikebreakers killed four workmen locked out of McCormick's 
International Harvester plant in Chicago on May 3, 1886. At a protest 
meeting next day in Haymarket Square a bomb was thrown, killing one 
of 180 policemen who opened fire, killing 10. Newspapers whipped up | 

public hysteria against the “Haymarket Anarchists.” A trial ensued. 

Four were hanged. Six years later-the workmen's innocence was revealed; ~~ 
but too late for the executed and for the Knights who in the face οὔ" 
public disfavor dwindled away. Their -major successor was to be the 
American Federation of Labor.. . ἐν Ν . 

- 
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A CIGARMAKER and a carpenter were to create two of the working- 
man’s landmarks, the AFL and Labor Day. The carpenter was Peter J. 
McGuire (upper left) of New York who suggested setting aside the first 
Monday of September as Labor Day. The first observance in 1882 was 
celebrated with a mammoth parade in New York City. The cigarmaker 
was Samuel Gompers, who became labor's foremost spokesman for a 
third of a century. ‘An immigrant from England, Gompers went to work at 
the age of 13 in a cigar factory, where he gleaned much of-his early 
learning from the union's practice of reading aloud to workmen on the 
job (upper right). When the AFL (American Federation of Labor) was 
formally launched in 1886, Gompers was elected its first president, a post 
he held until his death in 1923. The cause of unionism was rising, despite 
such setbacks as the 1894 Pullman sirike, in which the government 

ao broke a union. “ τ δ ὖ ς 
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THE PULLMAN STRIKE of 1894 was a frightening example of how 
the federal’ government could use an injunction to break a strike and 

I cripple a union. American Railway Union members had walked off the 
job when the Pullman company, sleeping car manufacturers, fired three Ὁ 
grievance committeemen. Pullman wouldn't negotiate, refused to arbitrate 
and locked out the workmen, who launched a boycott that spread to other ° 
rail companies. An association of executives from 24 railroads imported 
strikebreakers and through influence with U. 8. Attorney General Olney 
had them sworn as federal deputies. The cavalry was also called in. 
Olney obtained an injunction along with indictment of Eugene V. Debs 
(upper right), the union leader. Debs was dramatically defended by 
famed attorney Clarence Darrow (lower left) but was sent to prison. 
The strike was broken. The struggle was uphill but men could count 
on women to support the cause. Ce I es 
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WOMEN’S UNION ACTIVITY dates back to 1833 when shoe-binders 
in Lynn, Mass., formed a “Female Society” to protect their wages and 
backed it up with a strike in 1840 (upper'left). Their part in defense 
work began in the Civil War with them filling cartridges in the Water- 
town (Mass.) Arsenal (upper right) and continued through World 
War II when they performed industrial jobs ranging from assembly to 
inspection (lower left). Legendary women in union history include one 
known simply’as Mother Jones (lower right). She served in the miners’ 
1914 strike remembered as the “Ludlow Massacre” because Colorado 
militia machine gunned two men and 11 boys and set fire to strikers’ 
tents suffocating 13 women and children. Bue of all the many such 
chapters of employer brutality few were more prolonged or shocking 
than the treatment endured by seamen in their efforts to achieve a 
decent living. - Reece Tg 9 τυραν νῷ 
18 « ες 
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LIFE AT SEA was for centuries bleak and hopeless. Often shaighaied 
into service and branded as mutinous if they struck, seamen were utterly 
at the mercy of their employers. Their life was aptly described by one.of 
their legendary union leaders, Andrew Furuseth (upper left), when 
threatened with jail during a strike. “They cannot put me in a smaller 
room than I have always lived in,” he said. “They cannot give me.plainer 
food than 1 have always eaten. They cannot make me !onélier than I have: Ὁ 

, always been.” Effective organization began in 1878 with formation,-of 
the Lake Seamen’s Union to be consolidated with other groups into the 
International Seamen’s Union in 1895. Another -milestone was thé” 
Seamen’s Act of 1915, known as the “Magna Charta of the Sea." Among 
other things, ic limited working hours at sea to 56 a week. Seamen were 
making headway. Steelworkers were not so fortunate: 
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THE COAL AND JRON POLICE, as the Pennsylvania constabulary was 
known, spread terror through squalid steel towns in the early 1900s. 
Steelworkers’ wages were pitifully low for an average 69-hour work week. 
But an organizational drive began in 1918 and so bitter were conditions 
that within a year 100,000 steelworkers joined unions. Demands for 
collective bargaining were ignored by the industry leader, U. S. Steel Corp: 
A strike called in nine states was greeted by strike breakers and martial 
law. In Gary, Ind., 18 workmen were killed. The strike was crushed, 
but .before men began drifting back to work, the unions asked the 
Interchurch World Movement, a Protestant organization, to make an 
inquiry into- the strike. Their report said: “The United States Steel 
Corporation was too big to be beaten by 300,000 workingmen.” But the 
workingmen were to- find that they did have some liberal: friends in 
the 1920s, - 
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ORGANIZED LABOR’S FRIENDS in the 1920s and 1930s. included 
Sen. Robert M. LaFollette (upper right), Wisconsin Progressive. His 
efforts on behalf of liberal legislation earned him labor endorsement: 
when he ran for President in 1924 on an independent ticket. Another 
stalwart liberal was Sen. George W. Norris (lower right) ,-of. Nebraska.. 
A Republican, he was often attacked by his own party for his develop-: 
ment of such projects as the Tennessee Valley Authority and the .anti- 
injunction act he co-sponsored in 1932 with Fiorello LaGuardia (lower 
left), then a Congressman, later New York's Mayor. This law barred 
federal courts from issuing injunctions indiscriminately and strengthened 
the workingman’s right to complete freedom of association. In this era, 
membership in the AFL, led by William Green (upper left), rose” *~ 
from 3 million to 8. million. But depression was to stun the nation in 
the 1930s, . “Ὁ ες ᾿ τς 
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BREADLINES symbolized the Great Depression which ‘swamped the’ 

δ 

U. S. economy after the October 1929 stock market crash. By 1933 
nearly 14 million working men—one out’ of three—were unemployed. 
Industrial production dropped over 50%. Jobless men sold apples ‘on 
street corners. Millions evicted from their homes lived in clusters of shacks 
dubbed Hoovervilles after President Herbert Hoover (upper right), 
whose conservative policies failed to halt the nation’s downward skid. 
World War I veterans formed the Bonus Army and matched on Wash- 
ington to plead for help, only to be shot at and driven away at bayonet 
point. By that time nearly 20 million people were on public relief, 
President Hoover's slogan “prosperity is just around the corner” did not 
restore confidence. The depression got worse. Then hope for millions of 
workmen rose with the forming of a great new labor organization— 
the Congress of Industrial Organizations. Fe 
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THE CIO WAS FORMED basically because the AFL's organizing efforts 
were centered on the skilled craftsmen, leaving millions of -mass- 
production workmen unrepresented by unions. An organizational -dis- 
agreement led eight leaders of international unions in the AFL to set up 
a Committee for Industrial Organization on Nov. 9, 1935: The AFL: 
subsequently expelled them, but within two years CIO membership 
skyrocketed to nearly 4 million in such mass-production industries as steel, 
autos, rubber and textiles. Among these early CIO leaders were John 
L. Lewis (top row center), of the coal miners, first CIO president; Max 
Zaritsky, Charles Ῥ, Howard, David Dubinsky, Harvey C. Fremming, 
Sidney Hillman and Thomas F. McMahon. Famed syndicated columnist 
Heywood Broun (lower left) was to organize the Newspaper Guild. 
Among the CIO unions, none rose more rapidly against greater odds 
than the UAW. ws we, 

" 
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THE SITDOWN STRIKE was the dramatic method used by the UAW 
to obtain recognition from the auto industry’s leading firm, General ' 
Motors Corp. When workmen sat down in 17 GM plants in December 
1936 and January. 1937, what could have been a ‘bloody. episode in 
American history was averted by Michigan’s humanitarian Gov. .Frank 
Murphy (upper right with CIO’s John L. Lewis). Instead of ordering - 
the National Guard to drive the strikers out at gunpoint, Gov. Murphy 
used the troops to maintain peace. GM’s recognition of the UAW Feb. 11, 
1937. spurred auto workers to join the union. Membership mushroomed 
from 30,000 in the-spring of 1936 to 10 times that within 15 months. 
Eventually it went over 1 million, and the UAW was to become a 
collective bargaining forerunner, pioneering in pensions, cost-of-living 
increases and supplemental unemployment benefits. But before these 
came, death stil] stalked unions. ria wed ὅσιοι 
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UAW efforts to érganize Ford workers reached τ “moment of truth”-on’ 
May 26, 1937, when the naked brutality of a company, determined to.pre- 
serve the open shop and to rule its workers by terror, was revealed to:the 
whole world. On that day the infamous “Battle of,the Overpass” occurred; _ 
Fifty trade unionists, led by Walter Reuther, were attempting to distribute 
handbills to Ford workers. at an overpass outside the huge Dearborn, 
Michigan Ford River Rouge plant. They were seddenly and savagely set 
upon by a band of armed Ford Company “Service” men. When the carnage. 
had cleared, one unionist suffered a broken back; one sustained a skull 
fracture and nearly all had bloodied noses. This bloody episode pointed: 
up the sacrifices made by Ford workers to achieve such benefits.as grievance Ὁ 
procedure, seniority rights, paid vacation, supplemental unemployment os 
benefits, pension payments upon retirement—eznd the promise of more ~*~ - 

gains to come. | ‘ moma iter 
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A MASSACRE—10 dead and more than 100 wounded from shots in 
the-back—horrified the nation Memorial Day 1937. The gunmen were 
police. The victims were steel workmen and their wives and children 
peacefully picketing Republic Steel's South Chicago, Ill. plant where the CIO Steel Workers Organizing Committee led by Philip Murray (Jater 
CIO president) was trying to get union recognition from the company. 
Other steel firms had signed SWOC contracts, but a group of smaller 
companies, including Republic, called “Little Steel,” refused to sign. 
Republic further defied the National Labor Relations Board by firing union sympathizers. The workmen struck for recognition and Republic collected an arsenal of machine guns, rifles, shotguns and tear gas. 
Testimony later revealed the police had planned the shooting. Fortunately, newsreel cameras filmed the entire massacre. Shocked public opinion led to a Senate investigation. 

- 



A SENATE COMMITTEE led by Sen. Robert M. IzFollette Jr., of 
Wisconsin (lower left) investigated the Memorial Dey Massacre and 
other violations of workmen’s civil liberties in 1936-and 1937. Their 
report shocked the nation. It revealed that thousands of zespected corpora: - 
tions had hired labor spies to thwait union organization. A group of 
firms including General Motors were found to have spentover $9 million 
for firearms, spies and strikebreakers. This showed employers’ callous 
indifference to the National Labor Relations (Wagner} Act signed by 
President Franklin D. Roosevelt two years before (upper right). The 
Wagner Act, sponsored by Sen. Robert F. Wagner, of New York, and 
often called “Labor's Magna Charta,” provided, ameng other things, 
secret ballot elections (upper left) for workmen choosing their union. 
A semblance of peace had come to industrial relations, but’ the nation 
was girding itself for World War II. -"* . t ~ = ° τς 
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DEMOCRACY!S VICTORY in World War II was in large measure 
made possible by the great U. S. industrial conversion to war production. 
While their sons enlisted, American workingmen and their unions;took 
up the task of arming the U. S. and its allies. This dedication was reflected 
in the: “no strike” pledge given by most unions and honored’ despite 
provocation from many employers. Emergence of the airplane as a 
major war weapon called for cooperation from the two major unions in 
the aircraft industry, the UAW and the International Association of 
Machinists, now led by President Albert J. Hayes (center). UAW and 
IAM members. recorded an amazing production output. With victory 
and peace, the UAW and JAM further concluded “no raiding” agree- 
ments in 1949 and 1953 to avoid jurisdictional wrangles. Today they 
bargain jointly with aircraft employers. Such cooperation continued 
following the historic 1955 AFL-CIO mergers ,* .* 

- . - 
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THE 20-YEAR DIVISION of America’s unions into two major federa- 

tions—the AFL and ClO—was reconciled in December 1955 with the 

merging of the two, largely through the efforts of AFL President George 

Meany and CIO President Walter P. Reuther (center, holding gavel). 

Meany became AFL-CIO president. Reuther assumed the presidency of 

the federation’s Industrial Union Department. AFL-CIO represented 141 

international unions in all crafts and industries with a total membership 

of 16 million. The merger was accompanied by adoption of “Ethical 

Practices Codes,” a unique set of rules of conduct for labor unions,.a 

course later hastily emulated by a large ‘business association. Though 

reunited, AFL-CIO is still beset at home by employer organizations trying 

to weaken unions through such misnamed devices as “right to work” laws. ° 

Abroad, AFL-CIO works through the ICFTU—International Confedera- 

tion of Free Trade Unions. . 
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TODAY'S CHILDREN—tomorrow’s working men and women—faceé ἃ 
brighter future through the efforts of ICFTU to achieve [τς ideals em- 
bodied in its slogan, “Bread, Freedom and Peace.” ICFTU was formed 
in 1949 to give leadership to the Free World-Anti-Communist’ labor 
movement. Now it embraces 140 affiliated labor organizations from-100 
countries representing 56 million workingmen. Its’ president is Arne 
Geijer, of Sweden. Its secretary general is Omer Becu, of Belgium. 
AFL-CIO President George Meany is a vice president and UAW President 
Walter P.-Reuther is a member of its executive council. As the American 
workingman'’s unions struggled for a better standard of living through 
decent wages, so the ICFTU strives for an international set of fair labor 
standards to erase sweated labor in every nation where men are free. 
This Union Cause is, indeed, world-wide, ΟΞ : 
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The 25 illustrations reproduced in this booklet 
are from a series of oil paintings created for the 
UAW by John Gelsavage to portray {8 history 
of the American Labor movement. From these 
original paintings the UAW produced a set of 
beautiful, full-colored 22” x 1834” posters. The 
posters are available at a nominal price from the 

UAW Education Department. 

Publication No. 376 | 
of the 

UAW Education Department Ἢ 
8000 E. Jefferson Ave., Detroit 14 Mich. ° 
5 cents ἃ copy $45 for 108 copies 

Revised Edition, July, 1963 
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the. ποιῦ completely fireproof 

| and weathertighit dwelling 

SPECIFICATIONS 

: 
᾿ HEIGHT: ....--5 veueueviveceuvaenpes ΝΠ ΝΝ ἀνὰ feet 

DIAMETER: .....2ν «τὶν κεν ετεετανεσεν rrr err errr rrr rer rrr ῳ fect 

DOOR OPENING: .eareree rears ΝΥΝ κὰν τε 38 inch diameter 

WINDOWS: νιν κι ἐν ἐπί εν κεν αν κε κτάνε 924 inch diameter, plexiglass. Up to 5 

. per unit If desired. 

: 
, CONSTRUCTION: «0νν1Ὁ αν τ τλκν Interchangeable all-Aluminum panels, sither 

ΡΝ 
ploln or asrorted colors, ᾿ 

CAPACITY 1... ce ene 4 persona wilng double-deck cots, 5 νεπα slesping begs, 

SELF STORING:,., ,Compact units fil inside each other Into a 45 inch digmeler " 

, ΐ by 3 inch deep case, Case plus panels weigh approximately 100 fbi. | 

; 

; ( εἶ ̓ 
"» 

- — 7 "Ἢ easy to set up or dismantle in only 35 minutes. No 

δι 7 _ tools or bolts cre needed. Simply snap the interchangeable 

_ panels‘inte place with the patented aftachment clips also 

‘included. {Package includes. 31 panels, 180 attackment 6 ΄ " 

clips, door'unit, anchoring stokes.) 
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SUGGESTION CONCERNING INDIVIDUALS ΤῸ BE 
CONSIDERED AS POSSIBLE PARTICIPANTS IN 

-.- ‘COMMUNIST PARTY, USA DELEGATIONS, 1965 

log 
. In early Pobruary, 1965, Carl Winter, a leading bic 

functionary of tho Communist Party, USA (cP, u3A), had ins. 
his possession 2 document which, with certain paronthotical 
_Statenents added or clarity, read as follows: . 

Mich: 48150 

“Detroit Fod. of Teachers — | 3 τς 
Both retired this. year. : oO _ 
Ha, founder of Auto Workers Union, _ 
‘They plan to leave 1αδὸ March for England and Scandinavian pe 
countries, and would like to be teamed up‘so that-they can “~'° 
see shops, schools, otc. in 5.0, Can arrange to get there. 
before May ist. jihore to pick up papers, and when and can 
they he ineludod in a delegation /for 8.U,. ἃ Poland/. 

Ind. οὖν Steel activist, 
/Did not request to ga, but is Fecounended by CW/ (Cari 
Winter) be 

Mich, 48206” 
hone οἱ 5-2809. Request for BU i & Poland. sketchbooik- wittch-— 
we should arrange to publish. EGF (Elizabeth Gurley Flynn) 
had prints of his work which hé did under contract. for UAW 
(ion δ t know if she turned over to someone there before her 
eat 7 

No funds, can pay one way. 
Independent, radical minded friend ~~ socialist orionted. 
Willing to travel with group /CW's proposal on all this, he 
did not ask/ Background of visiting Indo a and India on 
malaria project for Agriculture Dept. possibly during the 
waxr/ Has knowledge of geology. | yO, 

He did ask. fordpportunity to discuss with proper technicians 
in f£A0ld of production or design; his original design for 
portable shelters which ho claims would be practical for 
Artic and sub-tropical regions. Collapsible, detachable, 
portable, made of aluminum or plastic. Also windbreaks /as 
per brochuros/ Wants to givé designs, drawings and mathe- 
matical computations to them. He thinks §.U.; might provide 
underdovéeloped countries to provide cheap and clean: housing. 

Two separate things =~ tie up with tour after /or bofore/ this, 
Willing to spond tine there helping them get started on examina. 
tion, setting up and manufacture. 
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Mich. = Ford worker, just retired 
οι and becoming active Yetirees organization of UAW. Old 

-- .  aetivist, Worker: builder, leader /inciuding elected posi- 
tions/ in his shop. /foundry worker/ Negro. Won trip 
to Cuba in 1949 for Worker building." ———-—- οἰ 

- 

_- Ὁ dn connéction with the foregoing 1ξοπὶ, Winter 
indicated that hé was of the opinion that consideration 

_. Should be given to. these people when the CP, USA sets-up 
trade union or other type.deléegations which may visit 
the Soviet Union in 1965 under CP, USA quotas.” . 

Subsequently, additional discussion was carried 
on regarding this matter with Winter and it was learned — 
that that individual wag informed to take his suggestions 

up with Gus Hall,’ General Secretary, CP; USA. Winter was 
, informed that only Halil knows what delegations will be. 

7 formed during 1965 and hé will be responsible for making 
ες . ‘the decisions as to who will ‘be included in, the make-up: 

ΟΣ such delegations, Af Hall approves one oY all of the - 
᾿ individuals. suggested by Winter in a delegation; then. the 
CP of the Soviet Union can ‘be advised and’ the CP, USA's 

_ Yeconmendations. regarding thése individuals can be trans- 
mitted abroad, 
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ROUTE IN ENVELOPE Ι 
Date: 2/18/65 

| 
| Transmit the following in 

(Type in plaintext or code} 

Vie AIRTEL REGISTERED 
- . (Priority) 

———— re ee eee er er es re eee ee ee ee ee ee νικῶν ee πόσα eS ἀππσι. τῖσαι —ws 

CO : 
TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) Bishan 

Gt :- FBI laboratory) - 

FROM: “SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) (ee) : > Ui SUBJEC s0L0_ 
-C .»- 

ReNYairtel to Bureau and Chicago, dated 2/17/65; Als 
reporting. a contact of the informant with. VLADIMIR A. pes 
CHUCHUKIN and NIKOLAI M. TALANOV, who is to-be the informant! 
new Soviet contact, — Te ὟΝ 

At the time of contact with CHUCHUKIN, as mentioned y », 
in reairtel, CHUCHUKIN delivered to NY 694~S* a eylindrical 
tube container for use in the transmission of messages and GY al Ye 
drops. This tube has been previously described to the Bureau | » 
in ΝῪ airtel dated 7/8/64 on page 6 thereof. ‘There was. A ἢ 
forwarded to the Bureau with the said airtel ‘photographs of 
of a descriptive drawing of the aforesaid cylindrical tube 
container. i A 

It will be noted that by unscrewing the cap of the 
said tube, a chemical is released which destroys microfilm located 
at the bottom of the said tube. Instant tube contains chemical | 
but no microfilm. ‘To properly remove a microfilmed message we 
from the said container, the thumb should be pressed against 
a snug-fitf£ing cap at the bottom of the cylindrical tube and 
turned counter=-clockwise. If it be necessary to remove the 
screw {CaP on top, NY 694-S* states ee be “ay, that this 

- Buredu (RM) ἡ ; 

μάῖ,- ἘΒῚ τ ἀΡΟΣΘΕΟΣ y)° Seah af {κων 2 caf 
1 ἐ “Siilealso: (apd 6-Sub-B) (att RM) 
1 = NY 134-91 ΕἾΝ) (41) att , ᾿ & L = NY 100-134637_~(41) 1 {ἢ 209] {b|/ 
AGR: ‘msb τ“; ᾿ * 

ari 5 MAR 3 1965 
Approveds Sefit*_ 4M Per .. 
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NY 100-134637 

we, 

cap must be lifted very carefully from the cylinder, avoiding 
twisting the cap. ‘The informant. recalls that attached to. the - 
bottom of the cap διὰ two rods which fit into slides οὗ the 

«inside, of the cylinder. - 

τς NY 694-s* will be in Miami between 2}17{65 and 
3/4/65. The above-mentioned cylindrical tube container. 

᾿ς is being sent to the Bureau, in- care of Mr. ‘GEORGE BERLEY. 
of the Laboratory, who is currently. in New York on special 
assignment, and will return to the Bureau on Friday, 2/19/65. 
When the Bureau has completed its exaniindation of the container, 
it is réquested that it. be returned to New York at some time 
prior to 3h4/63 . : 

τοῦ 
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5] airtel | 

To: SAC,. New Yorks -(100-194687) 

Fromy Director, ra Ὁ Uloo-42801) — 4 , Ϊ if 

SOLO 
15. Ex 

Reurairtel 2/18/65, regarding a cylindrical tube 
container for use in the transmission of messages. This 
container was obtained from informant NY 694-S* who received 
it from Viadimir A. Chuchukin, 

The container. | ἃ to the. New ‘York 
Office ‘by. Special Agent who ‘will complete με 
in-sérvice training on February ; and will return — 
to New York that: day; sais’ peing "iistaucted to 
deliver the container to Special Agent. in Charge Joseph, L, , 
Schmit. 

For the. information of the New York Office, the 
Laboratory determined, that the container can be opened ; 
without releasing the acid by. the ‘following ‘processes: 

1. Remove the £iin. container portion. by unscrewing 
the. base of the container (the 6nd opposite the-. 
cap). This allows the acid. container to drop 
down away from the cap and disengage the - 
triggering mechanisn.. 

2. Carefully unscrew the cap of the container 
in’ the normal éountérclockwise direction’, 
Cautionnilf cap does not turn freely, acid 
container may: ‘not have dropped | down. . 
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Airtel to New York 
SOLO 
100~4280912 

8, After cap is removed, container can be inverted 
and the small container of acid will drop out. 

Photographs of the container including a photograph 
showing the internal construction of thé capsule are attached 
for your assistance. 
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UNITED STATES GOVMANMENT ROUTE IN ONVELOPE 

Memorandum ~*~ OO 
το : ἃ DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: 2/26/65 SK 

nod I OY se, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

Cc - 
SUBJECT: SOLO 7 

is -c 

On February 24, 1965, a postcard was received 
from CG 5824-S* through a mail drop maintained for him 
in Chicago. The postcard was postmarked Paris, February 

. 20, 1965, and noted that CG 5824-S* and CG 6653-S were 
on schedule at that point and hoped to depart (for Prague) 
as planned on that date, 

REC: 29 /DO- LrVO qo /S~ “| 

tm eg 

@5 MAR 4 1965 

ree 
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OPTIONAL, FORM BiG. τὸ 3G1G~167 
MAY Lt62 EDITION 
6 Gs MO, 27 . ©) 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum ἘΟΌΤΙ ix SNVELOPE 
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: 2/25/65 

ma), va AC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

SUBJECT: 
- ον 

ΔΛ 

a 

ReBulet dated January 28, 1965° captioned "CIRM." 

ReBulet requested that inquiry be made of CG 5824-S* 
concerning an item of $250,000 ‘set forth in the budget request 
of the CP, USA for "work in the Negro freedom movement and 
work in the South.". In this connection, the source advised 
as follows: ν 

As has been his practice for the past few years, 
GUS HALL, General Secretary of the CP, USA, shortly after 
mid-1964 informed the source that it would again be that 
individual's responsibility to negotiate with the CP of the. 
Soviet Union for material aid in 1965. At the time, HALL 
promised to give CG 5824-S* some definite assistance in 
formulating a basis for the amount which the cP, USA would 
request from the Russians, AS time passed, HALL repeated 
on a number of occasions that CG 5824-S* should be preparine}) 
for his trip to negotiate on funds and in October, 1964, 
HALL told him that he should request one and one~half mill 
dollars in material aid for the Party in 1965, While HALL 
promised repeatedly to supply some basis which CG@ 5824-5* Dy | 
could use for this request of one and one-half million dollarg F 
and although he met frequently with HALL, that individual neveuu 
provided him with any specific facts, or figures which could bé 
used to form a substantial basis for this request. Then, 
just prior to CG 5824-S*'s departure on the 17th Solo Mission, 
he again asked HALL for some specific assistance but HALL's 
response at this time was "Use your good judgment, I will rely 
upon you." As a result, when CG 5824-S5* arrived in Moscow in 
December, 1964, the source was committed to make a request 
for one and one-half million dollars and was without a factual 

pasis for supporting this request. , 
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Accordingly, during the . days he Was awaiting the | 
interview with MN, SUSLOV,,. a membér of the Presidium, to . 

discuss the matter of financial assistance to the CP; USA, 
- he attempted to formulate in writing some fictitious budget 
‘based on iSsues and work of the Party which the CP of the 
Soviet Union would accept as basic, fundamental and essential 
to, the future Successes of the CP, USA. 

Since the civil rights. field was such an issue and 
waS a movement of prime importance in the U.S, and also one 
in which the CP, USA was placing emphasis, the source selected 
the arbitrary amount of $250,000 which he would state the CP, 
USA contemplated spending in this field. 

As a result of the foregoing, the source stated that. 
- it is quite obvious therefore that the $250,000, in reality, has 
- no ‘basis, in fact, and was a figure of his own creation. It 
‘can, therefore, not be taken. as -any c¥iteria to be uséd to. 
establish the amount that the CP, USA will actually. expénd 
in. 1965 ih its civil rights and Negro work. He added further 
that he personally has fo basis for arriving at any figure 
which the CP, USA will, in fact, spend in 1965 in this regard, 

When CG 5824-5* returned to the U.S. after his sues 
cessful negotiations with the Russians, he told HALL the basis 
that, he“had used in presenting this request, for oné and one-half 
million dollars. He also informed HALL that that individual _ 

. better beprepared should any inquiry - ‘be tmade by the Russians 
“ὅσ, back him up of the figures he had utilized or else future 

hegotiationgs: in this regard might be jeopardized. HALL agreed 
“with this and apologized to the source for his lack 6f interest 

ες and assistance in helping hin formulate some budget figures. 
. He ang a neat CG 5824- St's success in this matter by notAng 

a 
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Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
ae Ὁ. ἀκα 

DATE: 2/25/65 

of & 
| 1 

| SUBJECT: 

ReCGairtel dated January 12, 1965, and enclosed 
informant's statement entitled, "Addresses for Mail Sent 
from the United-States to USSR and to Communist Party of 
the Soviet Union." 

CG 5824-S* on February 19, 1965, advised SA 
RICHARD W, HANSEN that in recent discussions with NY 694-S* 
it had been. decided that if NY 694-S* desired to communicate 
and serid pertinent newspaper clippings to him during the 
course of the 18th Solo Mission, such material should ‘be 
directed to him in Moscow at the following address: 

George or hellov 
te 

Bost Office 341 
Moscow, __USSR 

The source then advised that the name SHELLOV 
was one that he and NY 694-S* had selected but that the 
address was the one provided. by the Russians to CG 5824-5S* 
in December, 1964, for this specific purpose (see reCGairtel). 

- ” 

BP 1 ¢5-42904- {6.7 
Bureau (RM) 
“New York (100- 134637) (Info) (Ri) 1 WAR WC 1965 | 

i-Chicago . ; | 

RWH: MDW 
(4). 

ap 

- 
- 

fat U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan We 
MAR 10 1965 
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» Memorandum 

Holmes, 

INTERNAL SECURITY - Ο 

Captioned case involvés the Bureau’ 's highly valuable, 
confidential informant, NY 694~S*, who has been receiving. 
communications transmitted to “him by radio... 

On 3/1/65, transmissions were heard by the Bure’: 5 
radio station at Midland at which ting “8, message, NR 283 
GR 593, was intercepted. 

Ξο 

The plain text and cipher text are attached, 

The New York Office ig aware of the contents. 

ACTION: 

For information. 

Enclosure 

Mr. Belmont 
Mr. Conrad 

Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. We Ge: Shaw) 
- Mr.. Downing 

- Mr, Newpher 
Hr. Paddock et et με DS ee  {1{11{1{| 

ἣν 224 
REC- 29 joan gon~ ὅ

λ 1%. 

oe vy "ge mark 4 1965 

@5UAR1 10°35 

το. ὦ 
Teles Roor saaee 

GON eee 
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| STAICTLyoonF ΡΕΝΤΙ ΑΙ], ΕἸ tasqpant {rdedoor ued onoRs 
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, DEMOGRATICREPUBL I cry [ETNA (DRY), | 
| ORATIGREPUBL ΠΟ PDR IAN ONL ANDSTAY|INPoND ἐρολοήϊ νι τι 
ATIVEliNeSTABL IsHindconTacTsW1THoRV| EADERsWAshCTIVE 
LySUPPORTEDp ypRYLEaDERS | HEYLNVI TEdconcHREFEREe|rds 
cfotchteor pens ὙΜΉΝ 
EgTOOKTNTOACCOUNTNECESSIT 

KOREANPEOPLESDEMO 

TOSUPPORTWV [ETNANPEOPLE|tN| 
STRUGGLEAGA INSTIENL ARG INGAMERICANPLUGAGGRESS ION LAN 
DW 181 7|rqkPDRWASWOTPLANNED|INADVANCE iNviTATTONTOW Is . 
I ykPoRbANelrRONkOREANCOMRADEdOUR NGL ANDSTAY|IMDRV JRE 
SULT Spr Ανανεθο ὄνομ THpayjnsheorl exvensperf ORTH 
NJOINTISTATEMENTS,NESTREF EREEONS I ERs TNECESSARYTA 
1 NFORH|EAADD1#7RNFRATERNALL ANEshn ALKEW ITH) LETHANES 
EANDKOREANLEADERSANG|AL SdoNTAL KS} I TH ONY|LEADERS μη, 

| DURINGLANDSTAYINHANOI|THEREWASEXCHANGEIOFV TENS I THD 
| “RYEaDeRsoy(s UAT onli reTwanfnaposs aL quEasuREdor| 
| SUPPORTANOHELFITopauf Ν ΟΝ ΝΕΟΤ ΟΝ! THpANGERDFAMER CA 
NARMEd AGGRESSION, ONRELAT I ONSBETWEENNES T[ANDDRV.[COAC: 
“thusly erway ane. Jonunt Ty{NofsoL rDARs Τήνοπι ὑρομνυν 8 

HOVEMENT, |INPOD INGL ANEskEVonHARCHH4.4#JDRVL-EADERSEXPR 

ESSEDPONCERNINCONNEGT I ONW THGROWTHOFAGGRESSIVEKCT I 
' ONSIOF|AMER I CANPLUG|AGATNSTPRV [SPREAD I NGWARII NSOUTHV IE 
‘wan, ItHEYsTREsseDfeReaT} MPoRTANCE}FHEL PANDHORALANdE τς 
| LOO) 30 U -- Yl /[ §. 

ENCLOSURE ̓  
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DEFENGI VEC APACITY JV ETNAHL ANELEADERSNOTED|THATAF TER| 
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| OACHAND IETNAML ANEWEREMETSy{THEH I THUNDERSTANDING | 
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NR 283 GR 593 

' 90323 31860 93064 

-. ὦ. ιν δῶρ a πὶ 

rr 

ΞΕ. fer 

44229 ‘73438 
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8164. 

24405 

93627 

55805 

04618 

13165 

59378 

90392 

88257 

54575 

74543 

46650 

04274 

46826 

05119 

“58234 

35577 

93734 

62895 

42648 

12869 

89607 

08774. 
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87694 

66336 

70458 
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46529 
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‘47076 
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32279 

29454 

70748 

63073 

92065 
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12693 

88996 

85562 

41188 

22974 

1084 
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25486 28302 98205 05665 95234. 42679 58560 57478 51619 95685 

64891 95598 28761 07405 55417 84761 78837 77876 80357 68648 

- 761259 46442 39305 44106 97428 29120 77158 44987 53716 00639 
—_ 

“144467 75052 32746 40577 83230 44902 35421 83330 04459 61614 

a te 

(12846 64795 059714 57863 62415 20023 74241 42334 25698 27127 

276416 31784 71246 65218 92486: 18368 22781 16095 68881 77576 
4 

“ 

.44436 73669 94317 13553 62958 86664 61537 85538 65000 90847 

| 63547 $9552 21783. 38506 34794 34407 27020 98636 54332 16453 

1043741 09214 55768 60157 06298 90129 84136 43444 99474 60261 

66935 01216 21942 82503: 08995 34792 63350 69286 64960 16844 

| 13489 35471 00404 42004 66836 00450 16332 36180 86601 25807 

"95982 02737 63452 57476 89672 43385 67711 83264 15830 47117 
4 

a cal 99955 04069 16053 84466 18486 80143 74529 62944 73327 69768 

11812 32662 04771 78434 96235 99077 79584 14036 89479 26444 

i 46093. 68704 11229 46894 99945 69987 92056 .42146 68019 35659 | 

157473 95134 30746 69491 61774 91905 44090 26014 08148 71655. ; 

53099 18764 93974 20140 08942 09746 75444 01997 27307 65368 | 

| 03036 341273 31897 05385 13788 $1706 87549 40028 96252 44725 
- 4 

‘+354927 12341-31444 89495 95773 88281 76248 09182 77962 30272 
Pct. coe 

11193 48299 39370 36684 09666 11703 49565 92368 14887 14997 

09769 46774 00173 54256 06183 60170 37696 94731 47735 52086 

70790 22963 63345 49968 16339 95049 ‘77142 13342 96495 ‘71894 

96025 12535 09745 -55604. 29794 75777 69456 77658 82663 76195 

37856 56742 000441 70534 32860 90190 36402 90506 67400 49582 

ἰ 
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57418 90636 01047 89049 06487 56078 413424. 73205: 

33442 68431 28366 35806 85827 42511 87667 38307 

29290 57524 41800 84708 14765 63961 11233 97348 

18386 88444 58855 84562 13069 72108 08821 99794 

37990 85708 22671 82641 42050 51079 51267 26849 

52662 90887 64195 54578 61386 336614 60133 12856 

39983 48434 44010 63572 22362 51644 84344 63132 

37890 83654 00599 20315 21732 46001 47566 74789 

72058 71281 86527 17093 56501 36448 76842 42157 

22500 18153 24498 67817 76357 91382 79879 24795 

92326 53878 60749 23802 62907 93533 30107 06166 

ee i age 

“PAGE # 003. 
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Ye SAC, New York (100-134637) 3/1/65. . 

| 3 τς " 1... Mr. Shaw 
Director, eBi'(160-428091) — Lb / 1 1 - Hr. Donohue 

SOLO . 
‘INTERNAL SECURITY - Ο᾽ 

Reurlet 2/19/65 advising. that the new cover, office. 
for NY 694~S* was placed in operation on 2/1/65, According; 
to relet, the new space is secure and the radio being used. 
to receive Soviet messages is being kept in a Jarge safe 
approximately -6'x4'x3", . ᾿ 

The. safe. within which the radio will be kept was 
ieft in the space by the former tenant who had ‘no further 
use for it and did not desire to pay the expenses. incident 
to its: removal. 

Since, the safe has been uséd by other individuals 
who are aware of the combination, you should make ‘certain 
‘that the safe hasan 8 and G. manipulation proof combination 
dock. In the. event: the safe does not have such a lock, take | . Η " 

immediate steps te have a lock of this, type. installed, | 

__ Advise the Bureai. whether the Safe has an Sard G@ . 
iock ‘and if not the steps you are taking to have one 
installed. ὍΝ ee 

“NOTE: 
. . Metiorandum Baumgardner to Sullivan 1/14/65 recommendéd 
and was approved that new space be obtainéd as a cover office 
wlfor NY 694~S* and New York Office wasauthorized to spend up. - 
ΞΟ $400 for nécessary furniture.to equip the office, and..provide 
g|security, This office is. uséd-by the: informant to prepare | 
messages for transmittal to the Soviets and to receive radio 
transmissions from Russia, New York has now advised they, have 
taken occupancy and are using a. safe which hat been left in 
the space by a former tenant; Since the former tenant and | ; 
possibly other unknown. individuals may be aware of the combination, 

FEB 2..6 1965 

Tolson 
᾿ Belant._..tO the safe SA Berley of, the FBI Laboratory ‘suggests that New York 
DeLowhastall an Καὶ and G manipulation proof combination lock which is 
Céspora——mee& Bureau approved secure} lock: ‘The cost of such ἃ lock is nominal 
cy roughly $40 and is, well worth the security nécessary for this. most 
Pelt Important. operation, 

fo———SDD:thd 47 7 " Τανοὶ .-.. .(6) κ΄ 
᾿ ᾿ 

tele. Roomona Filo ; . Holges atom A R tal aS) ‘At, uit] NM te ite 
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 ‘ReBulet, 1/15/65, requesting that. the Bureati be. 
advised when. NY 694-S% ‘begins. to utdlize the new cover company, ὦ 
office: ini Room 1122. at 15 Battery Place, NYC. ἡ το . 

“- - 4 
i 

The NYO took possession of the new ‘cover company [πῇ 7 
office on.2/1/65, and has Substantially completed furnishing 6. ΜΠ [ἡ 
the said office. A ‘telephone has béen installed and arrangements j4 

. have been made ‘to. chéck the security of the teleptione periodically), _ 

= 

_ NY 694-S% is. now méeting cohtacting agents. at this 

office and-has expressed. approval of the office itself and of 

the: furnishings therein. Besides: being.-a. sécure place for 
contact, the new office, as was the former office. at 154 Nassau: 
Street! NYC, will be the locale where radio messages from the * 
Soviets: will be received, and, where microfilming in connection. . ¢f 7}. 
with the Solo operation. will: ‘be done’, a » : 

LO {ith reference to thé: ‘common wail: between the ite “Net 
office and the Sheraton-Whitehall office, and also to the “᾿ LO 
conimon wall between the lavatory in the-new office anda Ἔροπι. 
utilized. by: ‘the: Sheraton-Whitehall Corporation for telephone ᾿ 
and eléctridal- ‘cables’, acoustical tile has: been installed in ἷὖ.. 

these’ areas.. oy * _ ΝΕ 

᾿ῷ ΤΑΣ ᾿ _ “ 
\ yACB: méd, ie ithe fos a 7 



“béen,_ the property of the former - ‘tenant Of the Office Suite, who, ΝΣ 

ΝΥ 100-134637 

εἰς 

As an added security measure,.a radio is being 
" | purchased and. soft music will be played thereon during con- - : 

yversations at the office-to further insure that such conversa- _ 
tion. will be unintelligible to anyone outside the office. 

- As regards the ‘Fadi used td receive Soviet. messages , ; 
this radio is being kept in a large safe measuring approximately " 
-αἰχάλχϑῦ, whichis located in Ehe interview room of the office " 
“suite. This radio will be ‘kept in the. said’ safe at all times ᾿ 
including monitoring operations,’ The Safe, above-mentioned, μδ΄ 

“having no. further 058 for it and not desiring to pay the 
expenses incident to its remdval>~ βάν. ρον ΘΒ e-Sheraton- - 
Whitehall Coxpoxation._—The _company,;..rather-than. pay the cost: ΄. 
of its removal, has given the_safe_as, a gift to the. -NYO. AS a 
result, it 18 now unnécessary to make any. changes © in the lavatory — 
‘room where, according to original plans, the monitoring radio. 

" was: to have béen. operated. ες ᾿ 

he ; | For Security ‘Yeasons. aiso, ‘the name on the office 
,door will be "WARREN THOMAS". rather. than "WARREN THOMAS, Attorney," 
“Since there aré 4 number ΟΕ attorneys in the building it ; 
ig believed ‘that the Listing "WARREN THOMAS, ‘Attorney, " might 

- ereate an embarrassitig situdtion in that such attormeys might . - 
‘decide to visit the office for professional, or social” Teas.ons « "ἢ 

ΕΣ Should there ‘be any. furthet + changes. requized. in the. 
. - operation of the new office, , the Bureau with ‘be advised. ; ΝΞ 
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ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 

i SAC, Chicago (134-46 Sub Β) _ ‘Hareh 5, 1965 

Director, FBI (100-428091) 

INTERNAL SECURITY: = C. 

1 - Mr. Shaw. 

Reurairtel 2/26/65 enclosing copies of an. informant. 
statenent captioned "Bill Mandel.” - 

Bill Mandel referred to in. reairtél appears to be 
identical with Wiliiam Marx Mandel, a Security Index subject 
of the San Francisco Office:. 

In view. of the foregoing, your office should furnish 
pertinent information contained in reairtel to San Francisco 
under Handel's case caption. In this connection your office 
should advise: San Francisco that unless this information is 
obtained from a source other than CG 5824-§*, it should not 
be included even in paraphrase form in any conminication to. 
be disseminated ‘outside the Bureau.. ᾿ 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

ρ Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELO 7: — 
rr 

a Cale —— 

το : Mr. δοπταβ OA DATE; March 8, 1965 Jie 

FROM + C.. Ἐς Downing Nelsen ee 
Gandy —— 

sunpeorhoro> . f; ho! 

9 4 β' Tolson LO . 

Belmont 
Moh - 
DeLoach και 
Casper .. 
Callahan 

INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

‘Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable, confidential 
informant, NY 694-S*, who has been receiving communications transmitted 

to him by radio. 

On 3/3/65, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's radio 
station at Midland at which time ἃ message, NR 386 GR 626, was intercepted. 

The plain text and cipher text are attached. 

The New York Office is aware of the contents. 

ACTION: 

For information. 

Enclosures 

1 - Mr. Belmont 
{- Mr. Conrad 
2-.Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W, G. Shaw) 
i - Mr. Baumgardner (sent direct) 
1 - Mr, Downing 
1 - Mr. Newpher 
L+Mr. Paddock gfe 

a) Ἢ "ϑοτἼ δολ ας 2./ 
GB MAR δι Ps Stan, 

9 . som hte ̓  

τῶν 
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NR 386 GR 626 03/03/65: πὰ 

73474 17186 66842 54594 13287 06195 62920 36973. 76239 05937 ! 
19884 26535 32547 64789: 08559 01219 89313 38921. 47953. 15398 
$2064 93252 01779 48970 99373 84787 74103 86745: 87846 84194 
97189 45924 60504 235290 72277 56343 72172 74920 70871:.11585. 
68515 85852 70115 19904 48610 57543 04213 81277 59562 74689. 
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Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable, 

confidential informant, NY 694-S*, who has been receiving 

communications transmitted to him by radio. 

On 3/2/65, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's 

radio station at Midland at which time a message, NR 612 GR 639, 

was intercepted. 

The plain text and cipher text are attached. 

The New York Office is-aware of the contents. 
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Mr. conraa Jeo DATE: February 25, 1965 “= 
᾿ τας 

Tele. Room 

W. Ὦ. Griffith forges 

Be Peg 
By airtel dated 2/18/65, the New York Office Σ a 

furnished to the Laboratory a cylindrical tube container 
foruse in the transmission of messages by leaving the 
container in a designated drop. This container was given 
to New York informant NY 694-S* by his Soviet. contact, 
Viadimir A. Chuchukin. 

The container furnished by New York is equippe 
for transmission Of film and is designed so that if an 
attempt is made to unscrew the cap of the container, 
acid will be released that will saturate the film and 
destroy it. Normal access to the capsuleffor removal of 
film is accomplished by unscrewing the end opposite 
the cap which appears to be ἃ plain unopenable end. 
Examination of the container in the Laboratory has 
established that the container can be completely opened 
by the following method: 

1. Remove the film container portion by unscrewing 
the base of the container (the end opposite 
the cap). This allows the acid container to 
drop down away from the cap and disengage 
the triggering mechanism. 
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Memorandum to Mr, Conrad 
Re: SOLO 
100-428091 

2, Carefully unscrew the cap of the container 
in the normal counterclockwise direction. 
Caution: If cap does not turn freely, acid 
container*may’ not have dropped down. 

3. After cap is removed, container can be 
inverted and the small container of acid 
Will drop out. 

A photograph of the container, completely 
assembled with its attached magnet, as well as a photograph 
of the internal construction of the container are attached 
for your information. 4 

— 

Recommendation: That this communication - and: “ite ‘photographs at 
be furnished the Domestic: Intel Jigence Division 
for their information, . " Can ra 
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Transmit the following in” 
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ΤῸ : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

Cron > , i 
Is - C 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies 
and for the New York Office one copy of an informant's 
statement entitled, "Discussion Concerning Joint Communist 
Party Leadership School to be Conducted by Communist Party, 
USA and Communist Party of Canada." 

The information set forth in the enclosed informant's 
statement was furnished by CG 5824-S* on 2/19/65 to SA RICHARD 
W. HANSEN. 
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“. aid to £inance”such ἃ school would-be forthcoming, 

“took no further action regarding ΟΡ, USA participation in 
this matter; a 

Ἐ- " 

DISCUSSION CONCERNING JOINT COMMUNIST: PARTY 
LEADERSHIP ‘SCHOOL TO BE CONDUCTED. BY COMMUNIST ἡ 
PARTY, "USA AND COMMUNIST PARTY. OF CANADA 

Approximately ten months toa year δρό, Norman Ὁ 
Freed, a Communist Party of Canada (CPC) leader who is 
currently assigned to thé "World Marxist Review," the 
official theoretical organ of the international communist 
moverient, Prague,. Czechoplovakia, visited New York City 
where he held discussions with representatives of the 
Commmist Party, USA (CP, USA). During these discussiois,, 
Freed suggested, on behalf of the CPC leadership, that ες 
the CP, USA and the CPC, instead of sending students ~~ 
abroad to school in the Soviet Union, consider the possi- 
bility of these Parties setting up a Marxist training. 
school in Canada. Hé suggested Canada as the location. 
for such 2 school because of. the McCarran Act which makes 
it easier for CP hembers ἐδ travel from the United States 
46 Canada than for Party mémbers. to- travel from Canada 
into the United’ States. At the time; Freed indicated 
that their Party. felt that such a school'should be held 
for ‘an. extended. period, preferably ἃ throe-month tern, 
and that it could better servo their two Parties and that _ 
problens of language, textbooks, and abstract. discussions 
which were encountercd in schools held:-in the Séviet Union, 
could ‘thereby be avoided. Freed stated that it Was his 
opinion and the CPC leadership’ Εἰ opinion that. the necéssary: 

However, . 
it would ‘be nacessary that it be a joint school and that 
each Party. present their request to the Communist Party, of 
the Soviet Union (CPSU) for financial aid to operate the 
school. 

- At the time, Gas: Hall, General. Secretary of the 
. ὍΡ; Δ᾽; agreed in: principle to the suggéstion advariced: 
by Freed on behalf of the CPC leadership; however, Hall 

᾿ At the Jast Plenunt of the CPC hela in January’, 
1965, that Party passed a resolution where it recommended: 
the setting up of. 2 national training school, in Canada. 
The resolution, however ;, madé ho open xeference in its 
content τό the possibility of this being a Joint endeavor 
between the CP, USA ‘and -the CPC. ᾿ 

} δου χϑο. ἐ{ ay : 

“exciost 



Βμοχεῖν after. the. above Plenum. was held. in Toronto, 
Norman FFeod and Bill Kashtan, the newly elected General 
Secretary of the CPC, net in Toronto during the period of 
January: φορά, 1965, with ἃ représentative of the CP, USA. 
At this tine, ,both Kashtan and Freed noted that the resolution ) 

_ Which had ‘been, adopted by their Plonun, althotigh not 50 - 
stating, was: aéfinitely related to their hopes for the 
establishment of a joint CP, USA ~ CPC leadership school, 
They both noted that without CP, USA cooperation in this 
matter, such a. ‘school ‘could not’ be set up.and would ‘be | 
impractical for- then. They, also noted that it was quite 
obvious that unless this was a joint venture of the two. 
Parties, thé CPSU. Would not subsidize its cost. They repented. 
at: this time that it was their hope to make this a school . 
with. a course of -study of three nonths', dutation. They sug- 
gested that the mininiun. nunber of students. to be sent fron 
the USA should ‘be ten. It was noted further that since they 
had. hoped to set up a three-month course. of study, that: 
Fall would: be thé preferable period to open the first session, 
At the preséiit time, Freed; who. will be- ending’ his ‘term with 
the "World Marxist Review" this Spring and then ‘be returning 
to Canada, 18 being considered for the. 46), of setting up this 
school and being in charge once it convenes, Thoy further 
noted. that it. Would be desirable for the CP; USA to -send in 
lectitrers and if possible and feasible at Least. one full-time. 
instructor. They wove extremely anxious to ‘have this: matter 
regarding the school followed thfough on and it was requested 
that Gus ‘Hall be ‘so informed, 

‘They wexe told that proviously Gus Hall had indicated 
that. ‘a plans regarding this school were worked out, Hyrian. 

. Lumer would be the person. in. the CP, USA ‘to handle detaiis 
for that Party, It Was then siiggésted to. Freed that since 
that individual Was veturning to Prague and aS Hyman Lumer 
“would be traveling abroad and would-be in Prague sometime .~ 

ἢ after February 1, 1965, that these: two individuals get 
together and’ discuss: all detalis regarding the school, With, 
the information that Lumér then would possess, he could carry 

. out’ the necessary discussions’ with Hall and then proceed 
τς, further on the plans fox this’ school. 1 
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Legat, Ottawa 3/3/65 

| REC- 38 . b o. ἱ 1 - Mr. Wannall 
Director, FBI (100-428091) ——. 1+ ir. Shaw 

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 
INTERNAL SECURITY - C ᾿ 

There are enclosed three copies, of a letterhead 
memorandum classified ete and captioned "Communist 
Party of Canada," which pertains. to a joint venture of the 
Communist Party, USA, and Canadian Communist Party in 
establishing a Communist Party leadership training school 
m Vana Py 

You should furnish ac 16. 
your source in the] 

At the time the enclosed memorandum is 
urnished, you should advise youxr{___Jsource that any . ΒΊΡ 
additional information received concerning this matter 
Will be promptly made available to thof | 

Enclosures (3) 

1-— Foreign Liaison Unit (Route through for review) 
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ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
Meo poe Ἐ- 

Horch 3, 1985 

1 = Mr, Wannail 
i= ir, Shaw 

COMMUNIST. PARTY OF ‘CANADA 

_.. 3... She Zollowing information, supplied by αὶ soured which 
has. furnished reliabie informition in the pant, is being ‘brought 
to youx attention a3 a matter of possible interest. a 

κι ἢ " 
» on... {86 Ieadership. of the Communist Party, USA; xrecontly' 

discussed plans for the establishmentie? a Communist Party 
_ deagorship school in Canada to be: conducted as. a joint. venture 

by the Communist Party, USh, and the Communist Party of Canada; 
Thoy indicated. that such.a. school should. haved course of study: 

_ ΟΣ three months duration and a minimum of toh students each. 
_ Bron the United States and Canada. ‘The leadership of the 
Communist Party, USA, hopes. that plans for the echool can hd 
finalized soon in order that the opening session will berin 
an the faiz of 1965, “Hyman Lumor, National Educational 
‘Secretary, Communist Party, USA, and Norman Freed, an officind 
of the Canadian Comiunist Party, were. mentioned as possibly: 
boing in charge of working out the necessary arrangementa: for. 
the establichmont of the school, 

ΝΕ Because-of ἐμὸν scnaktive-nature-of our source; it: | 
is essential that the contents of this memorandun be afforded ᾿ 
careful security and its use. restricted τὸ. αὶ necdeto-lmow basis: 

100~428091 

ORIGINAL..AND TWO TO LEGAT, OTTAWA,.BY LETTER.3/3/65 

1 - Foreign Liaison Unit 

(SEE NOTE' PAGE TWO) 
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COMMUNIST PARTY OF CANADA 

NOTE: ‘ 
— Classified "Rep θέον because unauthorized disclosure 
of this information could reveal the identity of the source 
(CG 5824-S*) who is of continuing value, and such révélation 
could result in exceptionally grave damage to the Nation. 
information extracted from airtel 2/24/65 from Chicago captioned 
"Solo, IS ~ C.? 
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Transmit the following in : ! 
‘(Type in plain text or code) — ᾿ Ι 

ἣν AIRTEL REGISTERED MATL ὁ ὁὃὀἝ ᾿ 
— (Priority or Method of Mailing} | 

Βαασα σα αν  .ὍἍ.Ὅ.« Lee 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100~428091) . ; , 

Ψ' ζ bs δ᾿ | 
FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 57/7 pas fy’ 

Sr ye - Ὁ 7 
Va 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies 
and for the New York Office one copy of an informant's sta 
ment captioned, "BILDAMANDEL."- WILtiaM MARKWANDEL , Shick, 

The ‘information set. forth in the ent losed informant's s 
statement was furnished by CG 5824-S* on 2/18/65 to SAs WALTER 
A, BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN. 

Pertinent information set forth in the enclosed 

informant's statement is being furnished by separate commupi- 
cation to the Detroit Office. 

λυὰ Sor 
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᾿ "Bill Mandel in Td “τς “ων 

has 

BILL MANDEL me 

In mid-February, 1965, Carl Winter, a funetionary _ 
mmtinist Party, USA (CB, USA), had in his possession 
paper on which the following appeared: | 

ree i i¢ 

ἃ grant to go to the §.U. to make taped news 
reports for a radio station... His visa was denied 
by the 88, . 
He 148 ἃ nut in many ways but lie does defend and 
popularize the SU, ; . 
Unless: there is some reason we do not know shout, - ee Ἢ" 

they sliould consider ‘it favorably." 

was from 
Was also 

Subsequently, Winter indicated that Nandel apparently 
Detroit, Michigan, and known to that individual. It 
learned that this note had been drawn up concerning Η τ πὴ ς 

Mandel, in order that this matter could be taken up by a CP,. 
USA representative with representatives of. the CP of the 

_ Soviet" Union in Moscow. | | | | 
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UNITED STATES GOVS2NMENT e , 

Memorandum | . “Wl ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: 2/24/65 δ 

FROM SAQ, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) yt Qt (Ὁ 

SUBJECT: 4 a) με 

="C δ΄ \ GR : BIC 

ReCGairtel dated January 18, 1965, enclosing 
Pionies of an_jnformant's statement by CG 5824-S* entitled, (ye) 

57 Raymond Cope," and Bulet dated February 8, 
1965, Co 4 

In connection with the above matter, CG 5824-s4 fe [νῷ 
on February 19, 1965, advised SA RICHARD W. HANSEN that . 
during his recent stay in New York City, February 11-15, “<P 5) 

(ace Ne Loe, made some discreet inquiries concerning both 
νον οσς and RAYMO COPE with Party individuals ᾿ 

eged to. be acditainted\ with them or who might have infor~ 
mation in this connection.\ At the time, CG 5824-S* noted 
that he did not disclose a basis for his interest in either 
of these individuals and that\no indication was given of- be 
the Soviets' previous mention cdncerning them. bie 

Source then advised that in\regard to RAYMOND 
COPE, he had learned the following in general conversation 
from MICKEY LIMA: oN. 

According to LIMA, COPE is presently a Minister 
εἶπ the Unitarian Church, Berkeley, California, and in 
Berkeley doéS extensive lecturing on the Soviet Union and 
on peace, According to LIMA, COPE is considered one of 

4 the outstanding workers in the peace movement on the West 
| Coast and he had visited the Soviet Union. From time to 

time, according to LIMA, COPE gets space for articles 
dealing with peace and the Soviet Union in the local Berkeley 
newspaper, "The Berkeley Gazette.'' LIMA stated that COPE 
is not a member of the CP, . . 

In regard toL_____] CG 5824-S* raised this 
individual's name with both GUS-HALL and DANNY. RUBIN. 
Neither individual could supply any. positive information 
[ although HALL stated that he had made some independent 

inquiry based on previous discussions with CG_5824-S*, , RUB 
) ‘ Ly? pe: OF) —~ be -_ 

@>}Bureau (RM). / a Y , ζί AS 

l-New York (100-134637) (ταξξθβη 
1-Chicago | ΝΜ RE MAR 8 1965 
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CG 134-46 Sub B - | 
. " " . - - 7 ᾿ 

τ 4 υ ; 

advised that. the. siamel_____ dia. souna familiar. ‘but - 9 pic 
he: could not specifically recall ‘or ' Place that individual " 

1 and ‘knew “nothing ‘about hin, ; 
= cm 

| CG 5824-S* then-notéd that ‘although his information , 
7 Was rather limited at this time, he did contemplate -passing’ 

- on to” the Soviets - in response to their request what information - 
. was now available! He further noted that he will attempt, if - 

possible .and ‘can be done with. security, to esta e 
: .* basis for the Soviet inquiry: regarding COPE: and uring τ 

: the: course of the 18th: Solo Mission. ΝΞ ; " 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT Et ττπτσσσ 

JTH DeLcach wemameenes 

το yA Mr. | pate: March 4, 1965 

eA SS fone τ - 

SUBJE SP son0> ~ ὴ 
INTERNAL SECURITY =C  - cd 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable, = 
confidential informant, NY 694-S*, who-has been receiving communications 
transmitted to him by radio. 

On 3/ 4/65, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's radio 
station at Midland at which time a message, NR 261 GR 716, was 
intercepted. 

The plain text and-cipher text are attached. 

The New York Office is awaré-of the contents. 

- 4 

ACTION: . ἢ ᾿ 

For information, 

Enclosures 

1 - Mr. Belmont ho Ν 
1 = Mr. Conrad 
2- Mr, Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Siz09, Mr. W. G. . Shaw) 

1 ~ Mr, ‘Downing 
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CESSITYOOVERCOMEDIFF ICULTIESINWORLDCONMUNI STHOVEN 
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NR 261 GR 716 

75554 

75599 

90382 

45412 

38653. 

94 45a 

(55276 

83536 

29915 

20394 

48852: 

39264 

92059 

07243 

15979 

09886. 

72364 

85544 

18404 

94440 
11518 

13062 

59870 

69509 

‘67673. 94494 

04151 37462 

84348. 36544 

$3292 .31052 

75504 55685 

92776 80727 

39284 37459 

16703,64127 
fo, 

98989. 20728 

95608, 13544 

05445° 71703 

96563 30723 

97549 50728 

08246 03767 

67839 

46050 99984 

48439 58779 

04995 00446 

69875 62324 

41299 20958 

06529 75654 

33412 89014 

26904 37979 

10462 71647 

83575: 

67580 

-37698 

92890 

06404 

$5520 

24513. 

26866 

94206: 

95836 

88779 

$5615 

73663 

97588 

‘42587 

05469 

‘28957 

47532: 

41837 

29108 

63294 

35539 

66425: 

01855 

MORE: To COME, “PLEASE 
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Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPR=== 
me 

pate: March 4, 1965 

TERNAL SECURITY - C 

On 3/3/65, the New York Office furnished the text of a message 

the informant desired to send and requested that it be enciphered. The 

cipher text was furnished to New York on 3/4/65. 

The plain text and cipher text are attached, 

ACTION: 

For information. 

Enclosure: 

1 - Mr. Belmont ; 
1 - Mr. Conrad 
2- Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. ας Shaw} 

L - Mr. Downing 
1 - Mr, Newpher 

1 - Mr. Paddock 
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Conrad ‘ 
Felt . 
Gale - 
Rosen — 
Sulliven ᾿ 
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Trotter 

DATE: March 3, 1965 

INTERNAL SECURITY -Ὁ 

On 3/3/65, the New York Office furnished the text.of.two 
messages the informant desired to‘send and requested that. they be 
enciphered. The cipher text was furnished to Néw York tlie same day. 

The plain text and cipher text are attached. 

ACTION; 

For information. 

Enclosures 

1-Mr. Belmont 
1 - Mr. ‘Conrad 
24Mr. Sullivan (Attention: 
1 «Mr. Downing 

r. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 

1 - Mr. Paddock 
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FRI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION Corie 

DATE O1-15-20L2 

O 
ROUTE N ENVELOPE 

ay The. Attorney General. - Harch 8, 1965 

1 + ie, Behmont 
1 ~ ur, DeLoach. 

1 + lr. Sullivan 
L-~ Mr, Wanna. 

Director, FBI 

COMHUNIST PARTY, USA ‘L-- ir. Branigan 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 1 ~ Mr. Baumgardner 
INTERNAL: SECURITY ~ Ο | 1 - Mr. Shaw 

There-has been considerable: spéculation in the 
press, as to the results of the discussions that took place 
during: the recéiit visit of a Soviet delegation, headed by 
Soviet Premier Aleksei Kosygin, to Hanoi, North Vietnam; 
Pyongyang , North Roreas and Peking ; ; China. 

The enclosed tiemorandunm captioned “Results of 
Discussions Between Soviet: Delegation, Headed by Soviet 
Premier Aleksei Kosygin, and Officials of North Vietnan, x 
North Korea and China during’ February, 1965," is being < m 
‘brought to your. attention as' a matter of possible interest. . 8 

a 

E 

— 

_ Bétause of the sensitive nature of. our sources. ime κα 
which havé supplied reliable information in the ast, this oS 
communication and its: enclosure are Glassified " σὸς py Ξ Ξ 
This information is also being furnished to the President. a & 

195 none ΜΥ͂Σ MICO ALE 
200-428091 

1 ~ Tie Deputy Attorney General (Enclosure):- - ἢ HAR 9 1965 
et | 

‘NOTE: Classified "ropsSacr'e ἐ" ‘because uiiauthorized disclosure 
of this information could reveal the identity of the source 
(NY 694~S*) who is Of continuing value and-such revelation could 
result in exceptionally grave damage to the:Nation, Information 
extracted Epehitan eae 3/1-3/65, captioned "Solo, IS = C," A 

γ᾽ sunmary δ 8 Ἡξτν formation set forth in the. énclosure was included 
in nemranda.® Batingarduer to Sullivan dated 3/2/65 and 3/3/65 ‘which 
ere also captioned "Soi0, 15:5. CC." On ae memope dun Mr, Tolson 

ἽΞΞ ΙΝ i sigcegt, tters "to Watson and AG,! Director noted 
Mohr Yes. 
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Θ =e I= O: Belnont:- 
* 1 - ΠῚ DeLoach. 

oo. 1 “"- ir, Sullivan 

i = ifr, Ἧ 

1 i. Sea ea εν 
1 _ ifr. ‘Shaw 

ROUTE IN ENVELOPE πὴ τς 
_ RESULTS.OF DISCUSSIONS BETWEEN 

SOVIET DELEGATION, HEADED BY SOVIET PREHIER 
ALEKSEL KOSYGIN, AND. OFFICIALS. OF NORTH VIETNAM, 
‘NORTH KORBA. AND CHINA DURING FEBRUARY». 1965 

- The Central Conmittee,. Communist Party. of the 
Soviet. Union, recently. furnished to. the Comumist Party, USA. 
the folloving information relating to the discussions: that. 
‘took place during the visit of a Soviek delegation, headed by 
Soviet Premier Aleksei: Kosygin,. to Hanoi, North Vietnan; 
Pyongyang, North Koreas and Peking, China, in February, 1965. i F 

Hanoi, North Vietnam . . πῆς == 
m ‘coe 

‘The Central Committee, Communist Party. of. the: & = ΕΞ 
Soviet Union; took the ‘initiative in establishing contact “ey 
thé North Vietnamese Jeadership who invited the. Soviets to => 
a delegation to. Hanoi, During the Sovict delegation's stay: ine = 
Hanol there: was. an.exchange of views with.North Vietnamese. = “Ὲ 
teaders.on the situation in Vietnam and possible measures: of 
Support te North Vietnam an an effort to alleviate the danger 
ΟΣ armod ‘aggression ‘by United States. forces. North Vietnamese” _ 
leaders. expressed grave concern relative to ‘the grovth. of 
ageressive action by tAmorican duperialisn't against the efforts. 
of the North ‘Vietnamese forces in spreading the war in 
South: Victnan,. 

The. North. Nietnaniese Leaders. expressed. the great 
‘Amportance, of moral. and political support: from the Soviet Union 

" as well as: from-other ‘socialist. countries ‘and “democratic | 
forces". 3m-capitalist countries fox the successful: end, of the 
fight. hy the"Vietnamese: people" for freedom, independence and 
the. country's unification. The: Soviets promised the 
North Vietnamese Governnent that the Soviet. Union was. ready to 
‘give additional assistance. in: strengthening the defensive 
‘capacity of the North Vietnanese Arny.« 
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RESULTS OF DISCUSSIONS ΒΕΤΗΞΕΝ a 
SOVIET DELEGATION, HEADED.BY SOVIET PREUTER _ 
ALEKSUL KOSYGIN, AND OFFICIALS OF NORTH VIETNAM, 
NORTH KOREA AND CHINA DURING FEBRUARY, 1965 

* 

The North Vietnamése léadérs noted that following the 
change jn leadership in. the Soviet Union during October, 1964, 
many things have happened in the Soviets’ approach to internal - > ey 

and external political probleus which havé brought the 
tlorth Vietnamese and Soviet Governnents closer together. They 
also indicated that the "measures" taken by the Soviet Union. in 
connection with tho American air raids on North Vietnam ‘were 
met by tho. North Vietnamese Communist Party and people with 
great satisfaction. 

. _.,_, rhe Soviets assured the North Vietnamese leaders that 
the Soviet Union will actively: support the North Vietnamese 
people in ‘their struggle against “"inpertalist’ aggression" and 
Wilt increase economic cooperation between thé Soviet Union and 
North Vietnam. The North Vietnamese leadership agreed to send 
ἃ εὐϑλοδδιέοη to the Soviet Union to work out plans relative to 
ETRLS Matters - : 

Pyoiigyang, North. Κοῦθα 
__.__ The invitation for the Soviet delegation to visit | 

Pyongyang -caue from Noxth Korean comrades during the period _ 
‘the Soviet delegation was in Hanoi. The } discussion with the 
North Korean leaders was devoted to the problems of the 

. development:‘of Soviet-Korean relations and tho: strengthening 
‘Of the-unity of the: world communist. movement. “The Soviets 
expressed their willingness to .expatid economic cooperation 
with the North Korean Governnéat dn. order to fortify the 
defense of North Korea, and the North Korean léadership agreed 
to accept this offer, 

. _,. he, North Korean leaders cxpréssed theix approval of 
the recent ‘change in deadership within the Soviet Union and. _ 
tistened attentively to the Soviets’ explanation regarding the 
need ‘to convene a world-meeting of 211 fraternal parties. The 
North Koréan leaders promised not ‘to write anything ‘critical in 
xegard to the preparatory committee meeting which was scheduled 
to be held in Moscow, Russia; on March 1, 1965. 
Peking, China 

τς , ‘During the Sovict.delegation's stay in Peking there 
Was-an. exchange of ‘opinions’ on the coordination of ‘efforts in. 
“ondering assistance to the Vietnamese peoples; The Chinese 
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Ὁ ALEXSEL KOSYGIN, AND OFFICIALS OF NORTH VIETNAL, 

ness." Ho stated that these raids caused only a small amount of 

_ rétent provocations by. the United States in Indo-China constitute 

problen of support to North Vietnam. 

“beneficial to China to. have peace for ten to. fiftech years. He 
~ dndicated that. China is against world war but that this was not. 

RESULTS OF DISCUSSIONS BETWEEN a 
SOVIET DELEGATYON, HEADED BY SOVIET PRENTER 

NORTH KOREA AND CHINA DURING FEBRUARY, 1965 

Leaders commented positively on the Soviets’ assistance to 
North Vietnan, but did not comment on what measures China had 
taken to. assist North Vietnam. MAO Tse<tung, Chairman, Communist 
Party of China, stated that the North Vietnamese people are 
"fighting well without us and will drive the Americans out." _ 
MAO ‘termed the air raids ‘on North Vietnam as "American foolish« 

‘deaths and indicated that there was nothing "texzrible" about the 
fact that some people were killed, The Soviet delegation did 
not share HAO's opinion. The Soviets and Chinese agreed that 

a serious threat to peace and that because of this it was necessary 
for the Soviet Union and China to exchange information on the 

+ + = 

, .... . ,furing the discussions ὑπὸ Chinése leaders persistently 
stressed their disagreenent with the position of the majority of 
the Marzist-Loninist communist parties. ‘The Chinese leadership Ὁ 
confirmed that they. continued to base their policy on the assumption 
that world tension would be increasing and that world war is 
unavoidable. In this connection, HAO stated that it would bo | 

the. case with the "imperialists." At the same. tise NAO stressed 
that it was necessary to. create révolutionary ihilitary Situations. 
and-that it was necessary to be preparing for war, HAO. stated ᾿ 
that China does not belicve in the atomic bomb. He ὉΣΡΊ αἱυιϑὰ. 
that the atomic bomb is only a means of frightening people and 
that: 3.0 was nécessary to rely on conventional weapons. 

7 ___ The Chinésa Jeaders described the program of peaceful 
coexistence and the struggle for general and complete disarmament 
as a policy profitable only to “inperialien." The Chinese 
leaders ¢criticizdd' ‘the progran of the Comaiihist. Party bf the __ 
Soviet Union and HAO personally attacked the "ideas't of the 20th 
and 22nd Congresses of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union.. 
HAG also stated he disagreed with the Soviet line that "Stalin 
was bad and that there was a cult of personality." 

NOTE: ee 
os Classified "TpCEret” because unatithorized disclosure 
of this information could reveal the identity. of the source 
(NY 694-S*) who is of continuing value and such revelation could 
result in exceptionally grave damage to the Nation. Information 
‘extracted from N¥tels 3/1~3/65, captioned “Solo, IS = C," 
Dissemination is being made,tp-Honorable Marvin Watson of the 
White House and the 4 Attorney: General. 
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SUBJ ECT: SOLO . ᾿ ; 

S~“ENTERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST Laas, 

, . ‘The following information-is. being submitted for the possible 
|) use of ‘the Director in his forthcoming. meeting with the President. 

BACKGROUND: ee 

. .You will recall that widespread publicity was given to the 
visit ‘by. a Soviet. delegation héaded by ‘Soviet: Premier Aleksei Kosygin 
to Peking, China; Hanoi, North Vietnam; | and Pyongyang, North Korea.: 
There. ‘has: been considerable. speculation’ as to the, purpose of Kosygin's 
visit and the-results. of thé discussions that took place in: those. 
-countries. ἢ 

.- ΒΟΥΤῈΤ EXPLANATION FURNISHED ‘TO THE | COMMUNIST PARTY»: USA (CPUSA) :. 
' ee 

* . 

On 3/1/65 the:Central Committee, Communist Party of the 
Sovitt Union (CCCPSU), sent a eéded radio message to the CPUSA, via our 
‘landgstine Solo communication apparatus, advising that it considered 
it nece$sary, to inform the CPUSA of its discussions with the Chinese, 
Vietnam e and Korean leaders. The Soviets pointed out that because of 
the“leng h of the subject matter it would send three separate radio 
| comiiinied€ions on consecutive days commencing 3/1/65, setting forth the 
results of the discussions in those countries; 

DISCUSSIONS IN NORTH VIETNAM: 

The CCCPSU took the initiative in establishing contact a 
the North Vietnamese leadership who invited the Soviets togsend* ἃ. 
delegation to Hanoi, In accepting the invitation the Soviets took into 
account the necessity to support the North Vietnamese ‘people in their 
struggle against "American imperialism aggression." . 

ΠΝ During the delegation's stay in Hanoi there was an -exchange 
of views with. North Vietnamese leaders. on the. situation, dncVietnam and 
possible measures of support to North Vietnam in aii “efPorttsto alleviate 
the danger of armed aggression by. United States forces. North Vietnamese 
leaders expressed ‘grave concern relative’ to the; growth of ΤΣ ΣΉΝ 
action by “American imperialism" against the ef δ νος, df “Ehel 
North Vietnamese forces in spreading the war in fost Viet 
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